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Keepers of ETSU tradition, clockwise,
Jeff Anderson, Johnson City mayor
1983, B.B.A management
B.S. political science
Rodney English, Globetrotter
1992, BA management
master's candidate
Lisa Underwood Mitchell, reporter
1978, B.S. broadcasting
Sharon Nelson Rush, music educator
1982, bachelor of music ed.
1983 master of arts
1992 doctorate of ed.
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1984, bachelor of fine arls
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Yes, tradition is both a blending of
preservation and a slow but pur-

an annual
chance to
reflect, as

well as
have fun.

poseful revolution of change.

Above, BEYOND THE
BLOSSOM S: A class enjoys a
piece of April
Right , GRADUATION :
Ending an educational

Far right, BREAKING FOR
CONVERSATION : Some May
days were made to last
forever
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uee luster, but instead sugantic archetype of a classic
play or movie. It means different things to
different people.

n sport;,,...tr~ t~ n is the defense
of a titl~

nd celebration.

life, it is the moment in time
that seems to last forever.
In and out of the classroom, it is
successful alumni, educational
dialogue and dreams.
Most of all, tradition is
quality.
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A Southern Man 's Perspective

E·N·U·S
The woman is
all things
to all men.
Eyes
softer than Jasperware.
Lips
more expressive than
satin neon.
Transcending ,.
Purity in.to worship
Pe,fection
Lending itself
to understanding
all of my faults

Student, nurse, sister, actress, philanthropist, scholar, journalist, teacher,

POLISHED

lover, daughter, mother, classmate, athlete, wife, thinking man's bombshell , friend. The subj ect at hand is the Southern
Woman.
In thi s magazine, we are celebrating a cam- '
pu s of Southern Tradition and Southern Beauty '

N/\TOR/\L

whi le paying homage to the women that fill our
educational and emotional landscape and our

hearts with grace -

with an amazing grace.

The Southern Woman is the Venu s de Milo of
strength and American cu lture. She has, in varying measures, the qualities of style: wit and

GL/\MOROOS

savvy, passion and depth.

THOOCiHTfOL

<iR/\CffOL

She is the girl next door who has grown out
ofherpigtails and braces and is majoring in Mass
Communications. She is the sophomore ten ni s player with the powerful
backhand .

PROUD

The Southern Woman is a wonder woman running a sub-20 minute SK
races and a golfer scori ng the hole in one. She

e looks soft, but plays hard and knows how to land
f on her feet.

Straight-A's, Who's Who, Dean's Li st. In the
classroom, she 's the one with all the right answers -

tomorrow 's doctor, lawyer or noveli st

writing about the smoking gun.
She is a scene-stealing diva standing center
stage in Gilbreath Theatre. A nd she 's the music
major who knows how to play the strings of our

D/\ZZLINCi

hearts. She is an arti st celebrating her talents and her creative genui s in
Slocumb Hall. Thirtysomething, she's the adu lt
student who is looking for a new career beyond
Tupperware.
She is an icon to quality and a carpenter of
dreams and is a timeless passage between traditio n, ro mance, confi dence and imagination. But
most of all , she is style, soul , and savoir faire.

BY STEVE I.ErlSURE
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For some. the Southern bcUc
is an icon of the South not
unlike the marble statues of
Ancient Rome. A few sec her
as nostalgia. But to most. she
represents a phase i, the
evolution of wom,J\.
But let it be known that she
was more -- Scarlett O'Hcrn
was just a mvth. Manv bcUcs
worked the fidds. managed
the books for the farms.
tmdcd the sick for miles
aromd. oversaw the cooking
and made their own clothes.
And not a hair woud be out
of place.The Southern belle
was a beautiful facade. She
wa..., an actress who put
buttermilk on her sku, when
she'd had too much sun i, the
fields. covering up her
occomplL,hmcnts for the sake
of pride.
Who were vou.
belle?
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have alwavs ha<I a strong <lcsire to travd llacl1 in

tine to the wonderful <lavs of the Antdiellum era. The
beautiful llallgowns. miles of cotton ficlcls an<I the romantic
i1norn1Cc: of lovers rnll to int in 11w clr,rnns.
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She walks sotllv and carries
an inpressive portfolio of
talent.
She's more ttu:in jJst drama
with
lashes and mascara. she is the
jounaism student
mconsciouslv h
pursuit of the
Pulitzer prize.
She is serious.
dedicated and
loves hard
work.
Accordi\g to Newsweek and
Working Women magazu,cs,
she] be the risk-driven entrepreneur of tomorrow, breaku,g through the glass cdlings
and buildi\g her
ladder.
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It's just a matter of truth
and consequences before
todav·s Southern woman
becomes more educated and
more ambitious and more
successfu.
Below, Kristin Johnson, a public
relations major, races off to her
next job, at Epicurean. She's a
server there -- when she's not

----

·e Galbreath bags ab

ur er at her "night job"_ at
g left education maior

Left, An~~'s next to school; bott~m ney four years; .and
McDona has worked at J.C. en Dena Haynes ,s a
Mary
Cox
t finance
graduate . w1·th five years of
below, Augus '
State of Franklin
manager at P~I son
(sudden) service.
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job

2517 Vincinda Circle

Knoxnue, TN 3'7924

(615) 546-9298

Working toward a bachelor of arts degree at East Tennessee State University
wi th a major in joumaJism and a minor in political science
Expected graduation date: May l 995
Grade point average; 3.062/4.0
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the braces on
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Spirit
Ch leader, band member,
ma retteor dancer, these talented ladies have the right
stuff to entertain and amaze
ETSU fa ns w ith their enthusiasm and their zest for the
sport of competition.

There they are standing and cheering
through victory and defea t. Their passion for
the game is the celebration of the moment, of
the BO-yard touchdown run, the three-point
shot and the Lad y Bucs full-cou rt press.
In their own way, they are athletes, role
models, cloud trippers, gifted, dedicated and
100 percent devoted to the pursuit of excellence.
They are the spark that ca n ignite a fourthquarter rally and are there to steady the high
rope of tension during those last-second free
throws.
Women of spirit, we know them by their
blue and gold colors. We know them by their
love for the ga me and by their style. We kno
them because they keep our hearts and mi
in the game no matter w hat the score is.
know them by the way they move in unison,
because they' re poetry in motion.
Flexible ta lent, they have the legs and
lungs and know how to use them. They are
beautiful palettes of creativity painting a halftime ca nvas that even Monet would envy.
They bring us all together as good sports,
goodwi ll ambassadors doing what they do
best for their fascination for the game.

As one of the ETSU's
mos t pro m ine nt a nd
p opula r cheerl ea d e rs,
journalism major Jenny
Jones is the essence of
school spirit.
She has been celebra ting the joy of victory for
nea rly 20 years.
"I was the mascot in
third grade," she said .
Since then, Jenny has
been wholehearted ly in
thespiritbusiness, cheering, dancing and romancing the emotion of competition.
She cheered in high
school and college but
says that college cheerleading requires mu ch
more work and dedication.
"There's more public
relations in college than
in hi gh school," Jenn y
said.
And although ETSU's
cheerleaders ca n't compete in national competitions because of a lack of
funding, the campus d oes
support the program by
hosting one of the largest
cheerleading camps in the
country. The camp gives
them the opportunity to
see and compare themselves against some of the
best teams in the country.
Pl,oto by James Price
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times
enlightenment
Classifications
De ntal hygieni st
Secretaries
Preschoo l teachers
Receptionists
Rea l Estate Sales
Pai nters & Artists
Ed itors & Reporters
U.S. Senators

99.0
99.0
98.6

97.3
50.4
50.3
49.8
7.0
2.4
.8

Sou rce: Employ ment & Earnings
(Jan. 1994). U.S. Dcpa11mc111 of
Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Educator, mentor, resea rcher, secretary, coordinator, receptionist, doctor and artist.
They are there to keep us on the
educational and career path. They are
there to serve and to help, shaping
and molding us with thei r recognition for excellence.
Lynn Whi tehead, Margaret Ripley
Wolfe, Amelia Brown and Sue Barr
infla te our souls and senses with their
thoughtful ad vice.
Nancy Gruel, w ho received the first
Excellence in Teaching Award from
the College of Applied Science and
Technology's Boa rd of Visitors, is pure
talent and knows how to use it.
Th ese teac hers are the common
threads of quality that each student
looks for w hen they' re picking an elective.
They are the sound and fu ry of our
ducationa l dreamscape and of our
ubconsciousness touchi ng us with
eir literary quests for understandhe wr itings of H em ingway,
and Browning.
Herrin, Ruth Ketron, Lynda
Stephanie Leeper encoureflection and inspi re us with
e, wit and sense of commithe fundamen tals.
he journey that
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From tile
broadcasti
tivities
women of

artmeut to
Student Ace worki11g
taking tlreir
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Felicia Devere pumps iron to stay in shape.

30 percent of 11
women
b etween a18
d
an 35 work
leasttw ·
out at
20 . ice a week for
minutes or longer.
SOURCE: Runner's World , 0 ctober1994

ness Quest
Photos by Brian Chandler
and CoretJ Summers

ing your time."
Martha Johnson , w ho call s her pursuit of a
degree a surprising challe nge, said she never expected it is to be as hard as it is.
"People always kid me about my major," she
sa id. "So I tell them that we have to learn a lot of
the some th ings that doctors learn and that usuall y

ETSU golfer Holly Bened ict uses a sport rubber band to stretch
out as she exercises between classes

shuts them up."

Sophomore Susan Ki nsley plans to go into the
physical the ra py program after she graduates with
her physical education degree.
"Between the two of them , I think I'll be able to
get the proper trainin g to start my own business
when I graduate," she sa id. " But I also think that
it's also teaching me a healthie r li festy le. Now, I
no longer smo ke and I stay away all fo rm s of fatty
food s."
Ju nior Sara Cha ndler of Ki ngsport said she
does something ath letic every day.
"In hi gh school, I ran track and played basketball ," Chandler sa id. "I like to work out in Brooks
Gym twice a week and run arou nd the campu s
usually three ti mes a week."

The employment rate for physical therapists in the Southern states is 98.3 percent.
SOU RCE: The Nationa l Employment Weekly,
Jan . 1995

ETSU's ar t d e p a rrm e nr
places a grea t deal of emphasis on its fema le art majors.
Jack Cla usse presented a lecture on "Female Artists of the
1970s and 1980s as part of the
art history lecture series. The
presentation focused on how
the artists called attention to
themselves during that period .
Thea rt department also displayed different ty pes of art
thro ugh the year w hich included 3-Ddesigns, drawings
and literary and graphic works
of achieve ment dealing wi th
A IDS

From Nov. 1 throu gh Nov.
30, the art department featured
graduate stud ents receiving
th e ir ma s te r's d eg ree in
Slocumb Ga lleries.
Jan uary th rough ea rly Februa ry, works by th e two newest additions to the art department -- Ann Clarke a nd Anita
DeAngelis -- were fea tured in
a faculty ex hibition.
"I' ve lea rn ed so mething
abo ut eve ry fa ce t o f life
throu gh my work," Clarke
said. "It's both an honor and a
challenge."
In additi o n, fro m April
through Ma y, stud ents who
received their bachelor's or
master's degree th is yea r exhibi t in Slocum b Ga lleri es.
Also,
th e s n g lish
department's women's studies focused on women writers.
Meanwh ile, an ·n-degth
s tud y of fema le f g ures
throu ghout ,istory was presented by the history de artment.
Could it be the Year of e
Woman?

I

H~O'P~ is
a senior majoring in art.
She said that she has always been interested in
art.

"When I was in high
school," she said, "about
five of my seven classes
were art related ."

Photos
by

Brian
Chandler

She focuses on intaglio,
etchings and engravings.
She said that when she
sta rted, she took an introductory class in painting.
However she cha nged
her mind and has been
focusing on engravings
ever since. She said that
she occasionall y d oes
some drawings.

This year she is receiving her bachelor's degree
in art and hopes to go on
to get her master's degree.
"I d on't know where I'll
get my master's, but I do
plan to get my master's."
The high point of her
senior yea r w ill be her
exhibition a t Slocumb
Galleries beginning April
17. All art majors are featured in Slocumb before
they graduate.
This exhibition will be of
the engravings that she
has completed while at
ETSU.

Better late than •••
If you think college is for the student
just graduating from high school, think
again.
With 43 percent of all ETSU students 23
yea rs old or old er, the new world order of
the ETSU ca mpus is older and bolder.
"l think ETSU has some great opportunities fo r returning students," adult student Judy Bowman said. "Professors here
understand tha t our world doesn't always revo lve around school and often
take that into considera tion."
As the ca mpus' fastest growing group
of stud ents, the adult population is seeing mo re flexibility in the scheduling of
classes by the university.
The Center for Adult Programs and
Services, or CAPS, offers many different
types of assistance, including an orientation, personalized counseling, information ava ilable about child care, financial
a id and housing. Adult women students
are the women of the '90s, d iscovering a
world of opportunity as they walk across
the educa tio nal field of dreams each day.
To them, opportunity is defined by the
classes they take and by the drea ms they
dare to d ream .
"I love being around young people beca use it keeps me feeling younger," 54year-old Maggie Monroe said.

,
Above, Carol Hilliard is recognized as one of the most su pportive and active mem
of ETSU's student body; and left Janice Oabner a t a Alpha Sigma Lambd a celebration.

For many adult students, a degree is indeed an opportunity. It is
proof positive that ETSU's leadership in adult education is paying
dividends and thest11dentsarecaslt-

work major Marsh
hoping to be a part of
II of op portunity.
o graduate in
she chose so-

is semester she is doing
·e d study at Wood ridge.
sa id that her experiences
also affected her fami ly.
er oldest son, who is a junior
at University High School, is
planning to be a teacher. She
also has a son in eig hth grade at
University Hig h.
e

Top: Stephanie Rea,
winner of a state talent
competition Center: A
step show Bottom
Row: T he play "Slow
Dusk" featuring Jenny
McCmny and Tracy
Sitz Far Right : T he
'60s were back in
Heidi Chronicles."

!lflgs of their hearts
Under a solitary spotlight with the strings of a
violin, they create entertainment. And to hear or see
them perform, we are able to share a passion of
unspeakable dimension.
In each performance they are sculpting talent and
perhaps romancing us with the presence of their
acting personae.

Ther:e are many women at IySU
who dedicate their spare time to vo unteer work, and Hie campus organization parenting a large amount of
theresponsibility is Volunt~r ETSU.
With projects .ranging from the
March of Dimes ana the Marines'
J'oys.fo Tots to the United Way, the
Red Cross and the Adopt-a-School
project , Volunteer ETSl'.rfs always
there to lend a helping hand.
Amongthestudentsextendingthat4
hand.jsr'fraci Lanl,' ,ih.i ent c,op dinatorof the-Adopt-a-Schoolprogram'
at ETSU's "adopted'' school, Stratton
Elementary. Lane and nearlySOother
students started acting as mentors
and tutors for Stratton's youngsters
in the mon th of love -- February.
"I've always loved children," said
Lane, a biology major who also
worked with VETSU's Toys for Tots
drive. "It gives mea lotofsatisfaction
to know I've hel11ed children3'{('
The NAMES ],"rdj~tjNl?S Mem~'
rial Quilt ilisplayed at the end of
No"ember in Culp University Ce te~ Ballroom helped in other ways to raise consciousness and unde~ standing.
Other volunteers not only lea e,
campus, they leave the country'
Members of lntervarsity Christian
Fellowship traveled to Kenya to help
a community, its individuals and
their families, by building public
buildings.
These women from ETSU have
lent their hearts and hands to make a
difference in the area and around the
Tiffany Forsyth Stack with a Kenyan family with whom she spent time.
world.

FUN FACTS
73 percent of all volunteers in the United
States a re females.

average person
who volunteers their
time, averages 2.5
houi:_s per week.

A me ri ca ns

donate

more time to charities

than any other countw
in the world .

Julie Harris helps build a meeting hall for the Fellowship of
Christian Unions in Kenya.
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On the road to
For some Southern Women, driving back
and forth to school each day is just a
part of their educational journey.
What does Greeneville, Erwin, Morristown, Piney Flats
and Bluff City have in common? Each day, women with
different majors and personalities slide behind the w heel
of their Hondas and Sa turns and BMWs and head for the
ETSU campus.
You see them with their 'Babe on Board' signs or their
suction cup Garfields.
The commuting women of ETSU are a breed apart,
racing from their bedroom to their classroom.
Theirs is a world filled with stop signs, miles of billboards and glove compartments filled with flashlights,
maps and yellowing copies of the East Tennessean that they
had planned read during the first weeks of the semester
w hen they had time.
Their world is sometimes also filled with
Top 10 Reasons
parking
tickets.
You've seen 'em in the
Women Like
20-minute spots.
To Commute
"My car got towed
two weeks ago," said
10. Carpooling with hunks
9. Those fast food drivethru windows
8. Their car radios and tape
decks
7. Proving to those pesky
pedestrians Wh!)
REALLY has the
right-of-way
6. Finding a parking space
is a GREAT excuse for
being late for class
5. Blowing your horn at the
professors when they're
in the crosswalk
4. Their "I Brake For No
One" bumpsticker
3. Flying over those dang
speedbumps
2. Their sunroofs
1. Tailgating Dr. Nicks

',I

senior

commuter

Kristin Johnson. "I
parked in the fire lane
and I was just going
to check my mail ... I
went back three hours
later and my car's
gone ..
"Unfortunately, I
don't live close
enough to walk. But I
love those people in
the parking office."
just who are these
wild women on
w heels?
First gear, second
gear, third gear,
fourth. Some of these

women spend more
time in the fast lane
than they do in the
classroom.
"2HOT4U,"
"BYEBYE," "C-YA" or
just "LATER."

Shannon Wilson of Gray is one of the thousands of ETSU students who

knowledge

commute every day, steering straight for campus and a day of education.
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Sweaty & Sexy
These ETSU men enjoy
working out their frustrations while pumping iron

Educator, Coach,
Mentor

•~-~~!::

Working men of ETSU
speak out about the
students they work with

A Salute
Since 1952, the department
of military science has
been part of ETSU's
tradition, molding
students into leaders

Hands On
Sometimes a
class serves as
a reality check

, ·Bubbal
~ ' HillbillY1

··- ~
•
•

ranklv mv dear, 1
Being a Southern Man used to be
knowing oneself. It used to be about
physical and mental virtues. It used
simple needs, dreams and desires.

But now we have to ask you, who we are
supposed to be?
Nowadays, we stand in the shadows that
society has cast - trying to figure out what
went wrong and why. We stand out of respect
for others while wondering who are we supposed to be, if not ourselves.
Unfortunately, it's not that easy, is it?
Wasn't it Oscar Wilde who told us that
"only the shallow know themselves?" And
hasn't still waters always run deep in the
Southern Man or was that a lie, too?
Life hasn't been the same since Tennessee
Williams gave the world his Stanley Kowalski.
Once the Southern Male was looked upon
as a field of courage and tradition and deeply
felt convictions. He was a field planted in the
rich fertile ground of a selfless ego. He was a
man among men and his image was the
physical and emotional embodiment of what
women termed "a gentleman."
So now we stand in our faded denim and in
our flannel shirt striking a masculine pose,
you know the one. We stand in silence trying
to survive the rhetoric and all the other prejudices.

TRADITION

do give a damn
about a silent strength based upon
knowing the fundamentals of
to be about simple men with

No, we don't have the style of a Rhett
Butler or the flair of a Southern Casanova,
but we do give a damn. Through the good
times and the bad times, we had always
loved women, loved them more deeply, loved
them with passion, loved them with all our
hearts and minds.
We're 100 percent American and 100 percent male. So why does our maleness cause
such great confusion?
We were told time and time again that in
vary degrees, we have the very qualities that
women once loved and other men lack. We
had been told by Margaret Mitchell and other
women writers that we define many of the
rich traditions of the South.
We are works-in-progress, well-meaning
and men of labor and service.
We're simple men with simple needs,
dreams and desires just trying to do the best
we can.

By Steve Leasure

"Taking a class like this one is
giving mea practical understanding tha t I cou ld never learn in a
classroom."

Jeff Warner, Industrial
Tecli11ofogy major, snirl of
a maclri11e sliop course.

When most of us think of going to
class, we imagine a classroom w ith 40
or so desks facing a marked-up blackboard. We imagine the stale-breath
mono-tone monologue of a professor
presenting a lecture on Milton or
Maslow. We imagine a kind of 9-to-5
mentali ty from our educators.

But to some, there is more to their
educationthananendlessmazeofclassrooms and multiple choice tests. There
isthedegree thatnotonlyrequireknowledge, but also call for talent. It is a
degreewith energywhereactionsspeak
louder than any IS-minute presentation.

By Steve Leasure

A IRUE COLLAR DEGREE? Get a clue! Even the most fundamental machines like the Bridgeport mill teaches student selfconfid ence, responsibility, a skill and technical knowledge.

DO THE CLOTHES MAKE THE NEWSCASTER? Corey
Summers thinkssoasthisGQanchormangetsready to WOO!
them out there in TV land.

To these broadcasting, technology,
art and med ical students, reaching beyond the calculators and term papers
mea ns putting themselves in the educational line of fire.
Of course, that line of lire means
different things to different students.

of steel or how to cut threads on the
lathe.
To others it means playing truth or
daredevil before the television camera on the first floor of Warf-Pickel
Hall, pumping outthreestoriesa week
for the East Tennessean or acting before a packed house at Gilbreath Theatre. It means performing without a
net.

There's no kickstand of these guy's
collegiate bikes because they're always
on the go - competing, re-inventing
perfection each time they pick up that
paint brush or flip on a machine.

To them, a degree that merely offers a studen t a chance to work in an

office is a no-brainer. These guys are
not just after a degree. They' re after
PALETTE OF TALENT: Even withi n this abstract self portrait, Bryan Saunders' soul is
ha nds-on knowledge.
seen upon the ca nvas.

EDUCATIONAL CRAFTSMEN: Sometimes the metal lab is one o f
the best places to "lathe" back and have some fun.

BEHIND THE CAMERA: With its own television
station. ETSU broadcasts the campus' Dan Ra ther
wanna-be most afternoons.

WORKING rr OUT
WHILE MAKING THE MOST OF THE PAIN
By Steve Leasure
They pump the iron that turns effort into muscle. They pump out of
passion. They dig d eep within themselves for something more -- something made from an inter-strength,
something made out of character,
so mething th at sometim e seems
Herculean.
With 200 pounds coming down on
them, they give it their all and then
some. Brawny and d etermined, they' re
o n a trip from the ord inary to
Muscleville.
"I like to come down here and just
cut loose," junior Mike Singer said.
They also love the stress and the

Located on the bottom floor of Brooks
Gym, the weight room is a home away
from dorm for some of these young
men.
"I work out about two hours a da y,
five days a week," criminal justice Brad
Walker said.
And while some students spend their
leisure time cha nnel surfing on their 19
inch Sonys, these men are gripping 50
pound dumbbells or bench pressing their
own body weight.
"Working out with these other guys
really pushes me," Curtis Dotson of
Kingsport said. "But we also work with

Left: Clint Wooton gets ripped while pump•
ing up on the overhead bar. Below: Jim
Morris crunches 150 pounds ·- all in a
day's work.

Beyond the syllabus, the working men
at ETSU are laying out courses of action
"I believe that students need to be
aware of their changing environment as early as possible."
Jolrn Greer, gu idance co1111selor

Professor Rona ld Hamby was awarded a chair
of excellence for his work at the center of Geriatrics and Gerontology

by Steve Leasure

Teacher, ins tructor., m entor, coach,
tutor, lecturer, dean, administrator,
adviser, g uide, presid ent, coun selor
and co n s ulta nt . Being a wo rkin g m a n
a t East Tennessee State University
means different things to different s tu dents.
In the lab, classroom, on the stage
of G ilbreath T h ea tre or from the podium, they a re redefining the paths
that the s tude nts s hould chose.
With th e ir responsibilities and
age nda s, they a dd s h ape a nd dime ns ion to th e ca mpus's tru e nature a nd
its p ersona Ii ty.
Beyond the 9 to 5 requirements of
the ir job descriptions, th ey are using
the ir s upport, experience a nd their
knowle d ge to c hise l out a curri culum
for tom orrow's dreame rs, leaders and
w ork force .
The ETSU wo rking m an is the wa rm
handshake th at stud e nts r eceive as
they wa lk across the s ta ge a t gra duation tim e a nd h e is the wo rd s of e ncoura gem e nt tha t e nabl es m a n y s tudents to s ur v ive the cold lo n g w inte r
sem ester. H e is one-on-one quality
time and a lways there t o rem in d us
not to forget th e basics .
H e is a cha ir of excell ence w ho
kno ws his Hemingway, his s tud e nts
and him self. He is th e coach pressing
his pla ye r s for excellence o n a nd off
the court. He is a man of presence,
preserva ti o n, preparation and provid ence .
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Dan Emmel, di·

showing a stu·
hig hway

Broadening the

!
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rector of career development,
dent the super information

ETSU President Roy Nicks meeting with Bert Bach,
vice president of Academic Affairs

For head coach Alan LeForce every ga me this
season required all of his tools of leadership.

minds of others
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Tour of Duty
For over 40 years they've been there, more than silhouettes of m asculinity, more than nameless fa ces behind their salu tes. They've been there in
times of w ar and times of peace, standing tall and proud and a part of
the East Tennessee State community.
Since its formation in 1950, the Buccaneer Battalion has enabled the department

of mili tary science to develop into one of the most successful departments with in the
Applied Science & Technology curriculum.
With courses that focus on thedynamicsof leadership that promote higher levels
of self-confidence and self-reliance, the ROTC program helps college students learn
skills in communication and leadership.
Led by Major Vernon Bradley, this year's class of cadets will also find itself
becoming more involved with camduring their maneuvers.
During the Vietnam Confl ict and Desert
Storm, 10 young men who were comm issioned at ETSU lost their lives. Lis ted
below are the names of these soldiers and
the ir casualty dates.

THOSE WHO GA VE
Capt. Alvin Broyles
April 28, 1965
Lt. James Dugger
October 16 1972
Capt. Donald Fillers
May 28, 1965
Capt. Eugene Franklin
June 24, 1965
Capt. Daniel Graybeal
February 27, 1991
Lt. Douglas Jones
October 12, 1966
Lt. Daniel Mullins
August 31, 1967
Major Billy Nave
June 27, 1966
Capt. James Reed
February 1, 1968
Capt. Gordon Walsh
April 16, 1967

pus acti vities including student government and intramurals competitions.
"M y cha llenge is to show people

that we' re not just the guys out there
running in the morning, shooting up
cans and waking people up, we're
doing other things," Bradley said.
And as with any ambitious prog ram, the ROTC at ETSU has had to

evolve and change with the times.
In 1953, women were allowed to

It's a bird. It's a plane. It's a UH-1 helicopter
from a local Nation al Gu ard landing on the
intramu rals fi eld.

be a pa rt the ROTC program. Also

during the turbulent '70s, enough protest on the campus occurred to force the
adm inistration make the ROTC voluntary.
But it should also be noted that most ROTC cadets today will not become career
officers, but will choose to take the career track into business and often management.
"Employers seek students who have more than just academic credentials," Dan
Emmel, director of ca reer development said. "Those who acqu ire leadership experience have a distinct edge in their job sea rch upon grad uation. Army ROTC provides
an exceptional advantage for ETSU graduates."

By Steve Leasure

the Guard waiting fo r the troops.

Cadet John Nea l waits in one of the UH-1 helicopters to take-off fo r an annual tra ining mission

Father • Brother • Teacher • Free Thinker • Athlete • Researcher • Dancer •
Actor • Daydreamer • Boyfriend • Journalist • Scholar • Alumni • Christian
• Educational Maze Specialist • Man of Leisure • Night Manager • Lover

-

Defining responsibility with fatherhood

T'

Defining honor even in a homecoming defeat
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Defining their leisure time in a field of a dreams
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THE NEW SOUTHERN MALE

Defining
Diversity
In the pursuit of excellence, today's Southern
man find s himself redefining his role in the educational landscape.
The new Southern man is more than just a man of
shy moments with his ap preciation for Southern
beauty. He is willing to dance on that fine line
between the rugged reality of his stereotypical Southern manhood and the exponents of being a man of
many sympathies.
The Southern man defines d iversity by the newness of his imagination while beneath his nicked
and gray exterior is a soul grasping hope between
each heartbeat.
He is a man defined by the most masculine type
of poetry. But most of all, spring, summer, fa ll or
winter, he is a man for all seasons.

by Steve Leasure

Defining athletic diversity with his leaps of faith

FILE
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Trying to define a political agenda
and improve student involvement,
Keith Bowers is turning words into
actions.

ost s tudents come to East Tennessee State University hoping that a four-yea r degree in political
science, criminal justice or advertising w ill prepare
them for a career.
Other stud ents come to the university not knowing
wha t they' re looking for. They change majors four
or fi ve times and spend half their college careers in an indecisive haze, uninvolved and uninspired.
Student Government Associat ion President Keith Bowers is
cut from a d ifferent kind of cloth.
He knows wha t he wants out of his education and out of his
administration. He believes in involvement and action, not just
w hite noise and motion.
But campus leadership was not always a part of his personal
agenda. When he first decided to come to ETSU, Bowers said
he was more focused on just getting a degree.
"I have to be hones t w ith you," he said. "I came to ETSU for
several reasons. The college of business had a grea t reputation.
I liked the campus. And it was close to home."
A 23-yea r-old marketing/ pre-law major from Elizabethan,
Bowers got involved in SGA when he got mad at how often the
administration simply listed "Staff" in the schedule bulletin.
"The first time I thought about getting involved, I was wal king
across campus mad about some of the things going on," he
said . "Then I happened to be read ing the Eas t Tennessea n and
saw that there w as a selec tion sea t in the Senate. I filled out the
application hoping tha t I could fi x a few things and the next
thing I knew, I woke up and was president."
But Bower's road to the top wasn' t overnight. His first position
as a senator for the College of Business allowed him to get a
sense of wha t SGA was all about.
He was then appointed to the 606 Committee where he said he
got a close-up view of how the money of the student government was being spent.
"Then, when I got on the selection committee, I didn't like the
way we were treating people," he said. "I thought we' re

M

intimidating them rather than making them feel like
they were welcome. So I wa nted to be vice president to
change that. I think that by filling the Senate the way I
did, I made it more student-friendly. I've always
s tressed the importance to SGA of treating people
with more respect."
A member of the publication Who's Who Among
Students of America's Colleges and Universities,
Bowers is the definition of the word "active." The
senior is on the President's Council, Race Committee and the Academic Council. He is a member of the Order of Omega, AMA, Phi Kappa Phi,
President's Pride, Gamma Beta Phi and the Sigma
Nu Frnternity.
"This yea r, the biggest problem for me is time," he
said. " It really bothers me that I ca n't spend more
time w ith the brothers of m y fraternity because I
really believe that being a part of Sigma Nu has been one
of the most important things I've ever done on campus."
As SCA presiden t, Bowers said that his biggest projects
involved bring an ATM on campus and having photocopy
machines added to the academic buildings.
What he hates most of about his job is all the red tape he has to
deal with to get the simplest of tasks accomplished.
"For a campus this size, I think it's ridiculous for us to have to
go to the library each time we need to copy something," he said.
And in lig ht all that he has accomplished in his year as president, Bowers said that he realizes his most important role is to
get mo re students involved in their campus and in their student
government.
"I get a lot of sa tisfaction out of my job," Bower said, "but the
best thing abou t my position is w hen a student comes into my
office with a problem and we're able to resolve and they leave
happy.
"I think it's important that s tudents know when they ha ve a
problem or a complaint we're here to listen and to serve them."

The first time I thought about getting
involved, I was walking across campus,
mad about some of the things going
on. Then I happened to be
reading the East Tennessean
and saw that there was a
seat in the Senate. I filled
out the application,
hoping that I could fix a
few things, and the next
thing I knew, I woke up
and was president.'

Entertainment

Exit Laughing
Some of the
country's funniest
entertainers are
featured in Club
W ednesday

Homecoming 1994
Amber Williams and Matt
Whisenant are crowned

The Tempest
An artistic storm
blows through
Gilbreath Theatre

Novv Shovving
The Crovv
Maverick
Philadelphia

·o NE OF THE COUN'I'RY'S
MOST TALEN'I'ED
A:J. Jamal is not only recognized for his family-oriented routine,
but also for his trademarl<, spinning, splimng, and twisting, or the "AJ
Bounce."

BY
CATHY
WAGNER

''You j ust keep laughing even after the show is over," Brian
Compton, a public relations major, said.
The ETSU auditorium was full when Jamal appeared in early
October to an energetic and rowdy crowd consisting of students and
parents.
Jamal has made appearances on The Arsenic Hall Show, Comic
Relief, Def Comedy Jam and An Evening at the Apollo. He has also
opened for Aretha Franl<lin, Michael Bolton and Kenny Loggins.
In the fall of 1992 andl 993, Jamal was cast as a regular on the
Fox show In Living Color then hosted his own show, Comic Justice,
Comedy Central.
Jamal prides himself on his family-oriented fare but admits to
throwing in some PG-13 material.
''You got to do a lot to get people to listen," Jolien McDonnell, a
theater major, said. "I thought it was great."
Much of Jamal's material relates to his own family. "Mr. Fix-it
Man," a character based on his father, is one of his favorites.
" I can remember growing up, when something would tear up,
my mother would yell for him to come and fix it. My father would
walk in, lool< at it and then blow on it and say 'Now try ir," Jamal
said.
Jamal tall<ed about the way students live while in college. He
described the car he used to drive.
"When I was in school, my car was pitiful. When I went somewhere, I had to crawl in the passenger side," Jamal said. "If someone had wanted to car jack me, I could've just told them that I
couldn't get out the car because the door wouldn't open."
After the performance, Jamal was given a standing ovation with
cheers and grunts from the audience.
Before mal<ing stand-up comedy a full-time profession, Jamal
received a bachelor's degree in television and radio at Kent State
University. He spent two years in Cleveland State University engineering program. While there, he was recruited by IBM and became
a top computer engineer.
While at IBM as a computer engineer, his colleagues approached him and convinced him he had a lmacl< for comedy. IBM
gave him $10,000 to get started.

Above AJ demonstrates
dancing with a woman body
builder
Left AJ doing the "Achey-

Breakey" -- L.A. style
Below AJ being a bad boy
getting down on the frats
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Antonioand
Sebastian plot
Alonso's
death.

Set on the r e m o t e is le of
Caribees, The Tempest fea tured
beautiful nymphs, an exiled
duke, storms, v illains and a wiz-

Prospero comforts his daug hter.

a rd .
The Tempest told the story about
Prospero (Jeff Neeley), a wrongfu l exiled Italian duke w h o lived
w ith
daughter
Mira nd a
(Natash a Shell) and his unw ill-

ing slave Ca liban (Richard
Rogers) .
Direc t ed b y C. Warre n
Robe rtson, professor of theater,
the Sh a kespearean play is abou t
forg iveness and reconciliation
as a cast of ETSU students a n d
faculty members d elivered some
of the playwright's most beautiful and poetic lines.

An anh ti< .~ lonu hit' \\'
thn >ogh ( ; il h n .· at h
T lu•;u.n:~ a:--. El.St !':',,
1)h hion of ·r.1tea1n.:
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The Cast
Prospero
Miranda
Ariel
Caliban
Ferdinand
Alonso
Antonio
Sebastian
Gonzalo
Adrienne
Francesca
Trinculo

Jeff Neeley
NatashaShell
Tammi Rhoton
Richard Rogers
Rick Coons
Charles Reed
Edward Breese

Joseph Tillman

Stephano

Richard Archer
Ka tie Lettich
Morgan Mayes
William Edwards
Bruce Honeycutt

Shipmaster
Boatswain
Mariner

Rick Norwood
Chris Cronan

Buddy Elliot

Gonzalo, Francesca and Adrienne watch.

Others playing important behind-the-scenes roles included
set designer Delbert Hall. The
choreographer was Judith Woodruff and the assistant director
was C. Paige Campbell.
Performed on a stage resembling a rocky island setting, the

and comedy, as well as including some of Shakespeare's most
famous speeches.
The Mountain Movers Dance
Company and flutist Susan
Compton provided an added dimension to the comedy.

play was an artistic blending of Photos by
song, dance, romance, poetry Gediyon Kifle

'0 brave new
world that
haveth such
creatures in
it "
Miranda

lrs hard to find something to do between classes.
Most folks go back to the dorm to catch a little cat
nap. Others head to the library to study for the upcoming history test.
How about going to the game room to shoot a
little pool? Thars something to do between classes
and it doesnl involve eternal studying. W e're here
every day but Thursday,' 21-year-old physical therapy
sophomore Travis Boling said.
Boling likes to play pool with his friends, junior Ben
Morrell and sophomore Rick Fleenor, both also 21.
' Ususally we come here for an hour or two in
between classes,' said Fleenor, who is also a physical
therapy major.
Morrell laughs.
'Sometimes, we're here when we're supposed to
be in class,' he said.
Although the game room is open on weekends,
almost 10 times as many people go on the weekdays
than the weekends. ' Basically people come a~er
classes,' Mark Blevins, weekend manager, said. ' lrs
mostly guys who come in here to shoot pool. There's
about75 percent guys and 25 percentwomen who
come:
Even though women in the pool room are clearly a
minority, tnere are a couple of women who are in tt,e
game room almost every day.

Photos by Brian Chandler

Above: Taking a break with a
break in the gameroom. Far
right: Six ball in the side
pocket? DREAM ON! Center:
Hangin' out with Ms. Pac Man.

'We stay for about one to three hours,· psychology
freshman Shelly Cole, 18, said 'Most of the girls who
come in here Just sit and watch their boyfriends play
pool.'
Cole likes to play pool with her friend, freshman

Crystal Baird, 18.
"I come in here just to be around friends and have
t\m,· Cole said "It's the one time we actualty get to see
each other:
Poo~ however, Is not the onty game in town. Al•

though it's the most popular table game, Mortal
Kombat 2 is by for the top video game. Ajunlor
broadcasting major, Matthew Wilson, 21 , comes to the
game room almost every day for about an hour between his classes.

'I just play the video games,' Wilson said 'I llke to
meet my friends down here. Sometimes you have to

wait awhile for Mortal Kombat 2. which is my fovor~e.'
While the games do cost money, everyone agrees

it's a bargain. For one hour of poo( students pay $1.80.
Oft' campus the price is usually $250 per hour. 'On an
average week, I'll spend about $5,' Fleenor said
Cole says she spends a lilt1e more, aboutSlO per
week. To play the video games, Wilson spends $6 per
week

Whether it's $5 or $10, these students say the games
are worth the price - and ~ beats studying for that test
or even taking that nap.

By
JENN if ER YORI<
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DO YOU BEIJEVE IN MAGIC?
IT'S A QUESTION ON THE MIND
Craig Karges gave ETSU students a piece
of his mind, but irs not what you thinl<.
Karges is a mentalist, a psychic magician.
His show is a display of illusion and onstage
mysteries.
"I offer a $25,000 challenge, payable to a
charily, to anyone who can disprove my
performance," he told the audience gathered in The Cave on Sept. 8 to watch his
show.
lrs a performance that w on him Campus
Entertainer of the Year and to over 500 colleges in 49 states.
" I still get a big kick working the campus
circuit," Karges said. " Students mal<e the best
audiences."
Using about 30 ETSU students throughout
his act he was able to create "illusions" that
included a levitating table, linking and unlinking three finger rings borrowed from
members of the audience, feats of mind
reading and mind-blowing predictions like

s

TEXT BY
STEVE
LEASURE

o-

reading the serial numbers off dollar bills
·while blindfolded. By the end of the show,
some of the students came away wondering
if seeing was really believing.
"Magic's OK, but irs frustrating not being
able to figure it out," freshman Brian Cassidy
said. "I guess you can say that there' s more
here than meets the eye."

LEFT Karges magically transmits
thoughts into words during his
noon show in The Cave.
ABOVE RIGHT Levitating table
captures the imagination of
mystified onlookers .
Photos by Travis Williams
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HOMECOMING ROYALTY '95
Leanne Barker
Jennifer Belcher
Keith Bowers
Chadwick Brown
Julie Boyett
Rebecca Carr
Jeff dark
Vonda Cox
Stephen Dixon
Ryan Fisher
Stacy Griffith
Scott Higgs
Molly Kopansky
Leah McGaffee
Benita Nance
Vikki Neil
Todd Quillen
Mike Shamblin
Shawn Thomason
Matt Whisenant
Amber Williams
Christy Yonz

Photo Information: Far Upper Right King and
Queen, Matt Whisenant and Amber Williams.
Far Bottom Right Homecoming Court. Right
Student body celebrates during proclamation.
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Buccaneer pride is stronger than a Thundering Herd during homecoming weel< at ETSU.
Homecoming weel< is not only exciting for
!he students, faculty and staff, but also for
alumni. Katheryn Wilhoit, president of ETSU's
Alumni Association, described at !he beginning
of proclamation what homecoming means to
!he alumni.
"Homecoming is a time when alumni lil<e to
reldndle our Buccaneer spirit and remember
our college days," Wilhoit said. "It is a weel< for
all to join as one-as East Tennessee State University."
The proclamation and coronation tool<
place on a cloudy but sunny day on Oct. 31 in
!he ampilheatre pacl<ed with students, faculty,
staff and parents. Rob Kidwell, SGA vice president, began !he ceremony by Introducing !he
candidates for l<ing and queen.
"These candidates represent !he best quality
of students at ETSU," Kidwell said. "The winners
are elected by you, !he students."
Matt Whisenant and Amber Williams, representing Sigma Phi Epsilon an Alpha Delta Pi,
respectively, were crowned l<ing and queen
which gave !hem !he opportunity to reign over
activities !he entire week. This is !he first time
!he king and queen have been crowned before !he football game.

" I've always though it was more appropriate t o
crown them at the game," Lori Rutherford, a senior, said. "Thars the most exciting part of the
homecoming game."
Jeff Anderson, mayor of Johnson City and an
alumni of ETSU, spol<e on the importance and
effects of relationships developed while attendIng college that last a lifetime.
"One relationship that is more important than
that with institutional leadership, is the special
Individual relationship with this university," Anderson said. 'There has been no greater Influence
besides family and church on my life than ETSU."
Roy Nlcl<s, president of ETSU, said the university is great because of the students, faculty and
staff that worl< at ETSU. Nicl<s also read a state
proclamation signed by Gov. Ned McWherter
encouraging all people In Tennessee to support
and mal<e ETSU the best it can be.
Before the crowning of l<ing and queen, Coach
Mll<e °Cavan Introduced the senior football players. The Buccaneer cheerleaders led the enthusiastic crowd in cheers to get ready for the upcoming weel<.

BY
CATHY
WAGNER
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RESULTS
Skit Competltlon
Greek: Alpha Xi Delta/Phi
Kappa Alpha
Independent: Baptist Stude nt Union
L eanne Barker

Jennifer Belcher
Keith Bowers
Chadwick Brown
Julie Boyett
Rebecca Carr

Jeff Clad

Vonda Cox
Stephen Dixon
Ryan Fisher
Stacy Griffith
Scott Higgs
Molly Kopansky
Leah McGa lTee
Benita Nance
Vikki Neil

Todd Quillen
Mike Shamblin
Shawn Thontason
Matt Whisenant
Anther Williams

Christy Vonz

Photo Information: Upper Left: The royal court
appeals to the masses. Upper Right: For
some, homecoming is one smalll step. For others, it's one giant jump. Bottom Right: The
question on the minds of many is: Are they acting or just having a really good time? Bottom
Left: International Student Organization letting it
a ll hang out.
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American Madceting Assoc.
120 pts.
Baptist Student Union
295pts.
Beta Alpha Psi/Delta Sigma Pi
330 pts.
Black Affairs Assoc.
145 pts.
Christian Student Fellowship
25 pts.
ETSU at Kingsport
45 pts.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
170 pts.
International Student Organization
185 pts.
Residence Hall Assoc.
330 pts.
Scabbard and Blade/AUSA
125 pts.
Tri Beta/American Chemical Society
165 pts.

GREEK ORGANIZATIONS
Alpha Xi Delta/Phi Kappa Alpha
585 pts.
Kappa Delta Rho
350 pts.
Kappa Delta/Sigma Chi
385 pts.
Sigma Phi Epsilon/Alpha Delta Pi
520 pts.
Sigma Nu/Sigma Kappa
325 pts.

A WEEK OF
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TRADITION-

show at skit night during homecoming week.
Left: Striking a pose to show their
spi rit during homecoming .
Above: Benita Na nce and Laura
Terry define the meaning of tradition
w hile holding plaques for variou s
competitions.
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Marshall came into the game
ranked fourth in the country in
Division 1-AA, with its only
loss to Appalachian State in a
driving rain.
Coming in the game, ETSU
was on a two-game losing
streak.
Individ u a l N u mbers:

Chris Parker of Marshall ran
for 167 yards, caught two passes
for 35 yards and scored three
touchdowns.
Marsha ll quarterback Chris
Donnan completed 13 of 17
passes for 193 yards and four
touchdowns.
Most b izarre statistic:

Marshall had 416 net yards
and ETSU had 415 net yards,
ETSU Individua l Highligh ts:

Call it guts, ego, confidence or courage. For
the Bucs, it was to be the matchup of the
year, instead, it turned out to be the mismatch of the decade.
It was set up to be a marquee match up between the old
world order of Southern Conference football and a team try ing
to prove to itself and to its fans that it can play with the big
boys ,,, a homecoming game with verve and purpose,
But a funny thing happened on the way to Memorial Center
as the East Te nnessee State football team s tumb led its way into
one of the most embarrassing losses its history, A crowd of
9,417 saw the Thundering Herd of Marshall humiliate the Bucs
42-12,

The Game & The Reality
In the game, Marshall scored five first-half touchdowns on
its first five possessions.
The Buccaneer's matador defensive line a llowed Marshall's
line of scrimmage to move u p and dow n the fie ld with gains
of six and 10 yards,
This grand-canyon-difference in talent resulted in a 35-0
halftime blowouL
ETSU head coach Mike Cavan said that he knew halfway
through the first quarter that it would've taken a "miracle" to
have stayed on the field with MarshalL
For the Bucs, despite having impressive second -half numbers, the Bucs were only able to score twice on the Herd's
second a n d third teams,
ETSU's quest for respectability would not be found unt il
later in the season a t UT-Chattanooga and Western Carolina,

Chris Beatty broke ETSU'scareer receiving record.
ETSU's Chuck Sutton ran for
109 yards on 11 carries.
ETSU's Kent Hampton had
68 yards on nine carries.
Records follow ing th e game:

Marshall 9-1 (6-1)
ETSU 4-5 (2-4)

Herd's thundering

DAY

THE REALITY
By Steve Leasure
Photos by Gediyo11 Kiffe and Brian Chandler

BY THE ANKLE: C huck Sutton is grabbed from behind. Th e Herd 's d efense grazed on the ETSU backfield all afternoon.

row Dixon is trampled by The
defense.

WALL OFTA LENT: For one half, ETSU's running
backs' afternoon ended at the line of scrimmage.

BIG LETDOWN: Thousands
of fans leave at halftime.

SOUTHERN
HUMOR
AND SOUTHERN WOMEN ARE ON THE MIND
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Cary Long has appeared on MTV's 7/2 Hour
Comedy Hour, VH-1 's Standup SpoHight and A&E's
An Evening at the lmprov. He was also a semifinalist on Star Search.
Originally from Georgia, Long has lived in California for six years. He said there are several differences between Southern women and women on
the west coast.
· "Women in the South are so touchy feely," Long
said. "Women in California are just the opposite. As
we were walking around the campus, people
would blow their horns and I would a sk who it was.
The girl with me said, 'Just wave! He's driving a new
truck."'
Long uses everyday situations and circumstances like this as the root of his comedy routine.In
his show he also told of growing up and the things
he did to torment his mother.
"I can remember one time when we were out
shopping and running all over the store," he said.
"People were looking for me and calling out m y
name over the intercom, and I just thought, 'WOW!
I'm famous'. But as soon as we reached the parking lot, it was like entering Vietnam. Mom would
tum into Bruce Lee."
And his down home comedy lea ves stomachs
sore from laughter.
"I don't drink and drive, so I became the designated driver," he said. "Now, I hang out with five
guys whose biggest ambition is peeing in the parl<ing lot."

LEFT Jan Phillips and CAB
members get the punch line .

QUILT MADE
By

Friends and families affected by AIDS
show their love through panels.

Cuky
WAGNER

Wrapping yoursef na quit provides warmth and comfort
but the ADS quit provides a different !Qnd of comfbrt1br those
who are affi?d<ad by AIDS. Each panel confains the name or
names of AIDS vidms, sev,n by people whose fiiends and
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AMES Project
~ Merchandi

loved ones have cied of AIDS.
"There aren't any WOids to explain t," Sharon Eofof\ of
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Above: Jerry and Lynn McCall look at the
quilt that represents many different families
all over the world.

l(jngsport said ·rve especial)' noticed how t affi?ds the
younger people. How one P8™)ll dying affi?ds the whole
family.'
t-WAES Ptgect ADSM.emorial Quitwas on display 1-bv. '19
1tvough Dec l i1 the boll"oom on the third flo\Jr of Culp
Univernily Center. The entire quit is displayed in San Francisco.
The quit began i1 1987, and to dale is large enough to cover
11 lbofbol fields with pane~ from '19 countrie~
The entire quit contains 27,730 panels including Jerry T.
,¼:Ca~ the son of Jerry and Lynn i¼:Call lhe ,¼:Calls have
been traveing two years as Quilt Display Coordinators fbr the
AIDS quil:
"OJrson diedn 1988,and in 1989weheardtheywere
gong to start the quit," Jerry ,¼:Call said "We made our son
a quitwentto D.C. and putthe quit in This quihepresen!s
three and a hafyears of our lire.'
The response to the quit has been enormou~ Thefe h=
been 5,049725 visitors and the quit has raised more than
$1,434,071 that provides direct services to people with AIDS.
"We've had a very good response. You have a great
group of!Qds here," Jerry i¼:Call said "The questions h=
been from the upper class. We donl get that everywhere.
We've been i,jails, locked up schaa~ and i1 bors. So, we
expect some low-quaity questions."
The quiltwas aealt?d to iluslrale the imped on those who
are affi?d<ad by AIDS, to provide statistics and ncrease the
public awareness of the AIDS and HIV epidemic.
"The most amazing thing is the T-shirts representing ElSU
students," Karen Wilson. ofllrislol, said "I didnlrealize twas
this dose to home."

WITH LO-VE
Left: The
NAM ES Project
AIDS quilt on
display in Washington, D.C.
Below: The quilt
shows the tragedy of how AIDS
affects even
babies.

Those Down & Dirty

e
a
In a ring filled with literary great white
hopes and other performing wordsmiths,
a "rhyme with an attitude" is something
that separates the competitor and the
champ.

Every third Tu esday of the month at the
Down Home in Johnson City, a group of
widely diverse a rtists - old, young, liberal,
conservative, gay, straight-comes together
to celebrate the a rt of the spoken word. And
to try to stomp each other (verbally) into the
ground.
Poetry Slam. The na me conjures up diffe rent images for diffe rent people. A group of
basketball players practicing dunks while
rapping out the gentle verse of Wordsworth
and Yeats. A w restle r chasing a reciting poet
around the ring while the bard desperately
tri es to complete an elocution of a
Shakespearean ballad. Poets stripped to the
waist in a p ool of mud, fig hting and scratching each other to the death.
But none of these images, however attractive, are really accurate.

"The poetry slam is an energized exhibition pitting poets against each other in verbal
competition," says poe try sage Michael
Brown, emcee of the Boston, Mass. Poetry
Slams.
Brown, who is a leading voice in the current performance poetry renaissance, is one
of many nationally-renowned poets who
have graced the stage a t the Down Home.
Others include Marc Smith, the Chicago poet
w h o started the nationwide Slam craze; Richard Cambridge, a m ember of the 1992
national Slam championship team; a nd Ra y
McNiece, a member of the current champion
Cleveland team .
Poe try slams came late to Johnson City,
starting in February, 1993, but the Mountain
Empire quickly made its presence known on

the performance poetry circuit. Our earthy
blend of good humor, sarcasm and frie ndliness has made Johnson City a required stop
on poetry tours, and almost any touring poet
will admit that the Down H ome is one of
their favorite places in the nation to perform.
The southeast in general has proven a fertile
ground for poets, led b y a s trong community
in Asheville, NC.
Crowds a t the Down Home a re exactly the
right blend of energized, crazy, intelligent
and goofy. People w h o a ttend slams a t the
small bar admi t they've n ever quite experienced anything like it.
If you h aven ' t gone, w h a t a re you waiting
for? Anything goes at the Slam, a nd who
knows - you m ight find yourself on stage
accepting that first-place grand prize of $10.

Story text by David Livesay

Pe rforming artist Thomas Rain Crowe

SLOCUMB
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Worship comes in different varieties. Kristy
Moeller Ottinger, a Moster of Fine Arts candidate,

uses her art as a form of her worship. This artistic
w orship is influenced by a combination of outsider
founded objects and Celtic art.
" My thesis is a form of worship lil<e singing,"
Ottinger said. "My artwor1< is a by-product of m y
worship as the creator. !rs an expression of my
philosophies."
Many different people attend the exhibit. A list of
patrons are sent invitations and then it is open to
the public, fomily and friends.
"We make our work known by shows and entering competitions," Ottinger said. " I would sell pieces
and have sold some from this exhibit."
In the summer of 1994, Ottinger received a
scholarship to Burren College of Art, Bally Vaughan
Co., Clore, Ireland whe re she studied under John
Baldessari and Gregory Amenoff.
A~er graduation, Ottinger has a job and plans to
continue in studio work and having shows.
" I have a job at King College and will continue
with in studio work and having shows," Ottinger
said. " I will be trying to go through a gallery or
university. If a person can see the whole body of
work, it helps them to understand what the artist is
trying to convey."

Top Left: "Earth Mother
Artist" , Kristy Moeller
Ottinger, standing beside one
of her creations.
Left: Ottinger standing
beside the center piece of the
exhibition which shows the
intertwining of her beliefs
and talents.
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FU NDAM ENTAL=
OVERPOPUlATI ON·
THE CROWDING
OF OUR CIT! ES·

OUR NATIONS·

UNDERLIES ALL
THE OTHER

Scientist,; and artist,; usually do
not have the same viewpoint,;.
Annie Cicale, a Master Fine Am
student, attempt,; to bring the two
worlds together through her art.
"The theme of this exhibit is to
bring the information to the scientist,;
and economist,; to widen the world
of am by using the visual am,"
Cicale said.
Cicale said that sometimes
people don't know how to do something and the only way to do it is by
learning. It is a continual process.
The exhibit was influenced by her
MFA committee and David Dixon,
her primary professor.
" lrs kind of like seeing what y ou
imagined," Cicale said. " I had a lot
more than what is there. I wanted to
do more watercolors and have
them closer together. Basically, I
was happy with the way it turned
out.·

PROBLEMS·
PAUL l:.HRLfCH

Top Left: Cicale adds her face to the gallery of the
human race .
Center: Calligraphy and famous quotes used as the
centerpiece of Cicale's work.
Top Right : Cicale's impression of the hu man race.
Bottom Right: Cicale demonstrates the issues of
the nation by using art.
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TltEiR Music CREATES SOURCE

of joy

IN THE HEART OF THE NIGHT

BY
CATHY
WAGNER

An appealing combination of musical technology and traditional instruments, along with
a voice like Edie Brickell, make up the artistic
dreams of Say-So.
Its musicians, Kim and Jim Thomas of Nashville, o~e uniquely gi~ed performers. These
singer-songwriters wrap their talents in unforgettable choruses and strong but thoughtful
melodies.
"I heard them in Windy Gap, N.C., and I just
had to come and hear.them again," said Brett
Carter, a public relations major. ''You can tell
they really get into their music."
The dark images and the history of the South
have proven to be the perfect creative sources
for the music of Say-So.
"There's something very poetic about their
music," Niki Gilbert, of Kingsport, said. "It kind
of reminds me of New Age Folk, only irs more
romantic."
As they perform their lyrical music, Kim sings
lead and plays the guitar and autoharp. Jim
sings backup and plays the synthesizers and
guitar.
Performing before a small but appreciative
crowd of 50 students, the husband and wife
team has been on the campus circuit for
several years. They have played at schools
like Virginia Tech, Penn State and John Hopl<ins
University.
"I think irs the perfect marriage between
alternative rock and club pop," Gilbert said. " I
guess if I had to put it into words, I would have
to say that irs like listening to something in a
dream."

T hat's E n te
The Year's Top
Entertainment
Stories
• M ichael Jackson m arries Lisa Marie Presley .

• Elvis is heard rolling over in his grave.
• Rock star Kurt Cobain of Nirvara commits
suicide.
• Rock stars Keith Moon, Janis Jo plin, Jimmy

]

Hend rix and Ji m Morrison are heard rolling~
over in their g ra ves.
o
·~

• Woodstock '94 w ith its m ud, drugs, gatecrash- '<C
ing, fo od storages, lim ited showers, over
J
crowd ing and poor pla nning turns out to be ..S

just another bad sequel.

~

<f
• C BS fumbles the ball and loses its
longsta nding NFL contract to the Fox
Network.
• Philadelphia wins the Acad em y Award fo r
"Best Picture" as its star, Tom Ha nks, walks
awaywith the Oscar for "Best Actor."

• Entries into the Celebrity Well-Known Has-Been
Hall of Fame include Ed die Murphy, Madonna
and Elton John .
• Dia n Parkinson, a fo rme r The Price Is Right
m od el su es the show's host Bob Barker, for
sexua l ha rassme nt
• The Los Angeles Police Department annou nces
tha t it would not fil e child-molestation
charges against M ichael Jackson beca use of
insufficient evidence.
• Michael Jackson settles a lawsuit w ith a boy
w ho accused him of sexua l molesta tion.
• Ba rbra Stre isand goes on tour as ticke t p rices
soar to over $500 a piece.

1

Dinosau r Rock: Vetera n rockers continued their
tours as performe rs like Aerosm ith (ab ove)
played Woodstock '94 .

T h e Boob Tu be: Although most tele
TV, the Fox Network series celebated

Simply the Biggest and the Best
Top Movies

Top Concert Bands

Picket Fences
Frasier
Melrose Place
MTV's The Rea l World

Forrest Gump
Maverick
The Mask
The C lien t

ER

Speed

Sta r Tre k: Deep Space N ine

Tombstone

The Rolling Stones
Green Day
The Eagles
The Cra nbe rries
Pink Floyd
The Gratefu l Dead

Top Television Sh ows

·rtainme nt

vision critics constantly named "Married with Children" one of the worst shows on
its ninth season.

Less is More: Oprah Winfrey's fitness quest
brought her success as the talk show host won
her third consecutive Daytime Emmy. She also
fi nished her first marathon in October.

Top Albums

Top Fiction Books

Top Nonfic tion books

Patty Loveless When Fallen Angels Fly
Nivana Unplugged
Ace of Base The Sign
Tori Amos Under the Pink
REM Monster
The Cranberries No Need To Argue

Debt of Honor by Tom Clancy
Politically Correct Bedtime Stories by

Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus
by John Gray
Couplehood by Paul Reiser
Better Than Sex by Hunter S. Thompson
Magic Eye II by Thomas Baccei
Brando by Marlon Brando

James Finn Garner

The Chamber by John Grisham
The Body Farm by Pa t Cornwell
The Alienist by Caleb Carr

Hanging out with famous comedians, reviewingthe latest movies and going to entertainment conventions. It's a toughjob, but someone
hos to do It.
'We go through promotional matertol and
reviewdifrerentocts and videos," Campus Activities Boord vice president Amber Ackley said.
''We also discuss who to brtng to campus and
how much it costs."
Designed to meet the social, educational,
cultural and recreational needs of ETSU, CAB's
executive board includes program coordinator
Jan Phillips, presidentJanice Crtsp and executive
assistant Juston Shults.
"Students have to be in CAB for one semester," Shults said'Then they fill out another application. The executive officers and Jan review the
applications and the chairperson selections and

·

1

,
i

1
·

1

he executive officers such as myself are voted

,n."
Located on the first floor of Culp University
:enter, CABhosfive progromcommitteeswhich
nclude creative, homecoming, special issues,
novies and publicity.
CAB also attends the National Association
,r Campus Activities conference that meets in
111aheim, Calif.
'We usually try to send someone with expe·ence," Phillips said "National have to be
lftended by returning members,because send1g a senior would not be helpful for the next
ear."
Movies aretypicallythe mostpopularactivies CAB arranges and with selections such as
he Pelican Brief, Philadelphia and Schindler's
ist it isn't surprising.

"I'm very interested in whatthe students want
to see," Shults said "I ask students all the time."
The second most attended events ore olways the comedians, Shults said In post years,
the funny bone hit list hos included Margaret
Cho, Carrot Top and Dennis Miller, fonmerty of
Saturday Night live.
This year's comedy lineup included Cary
Long, Keith Robinson and AJ Jamal.
"Before going to the conference we preview
videos and CDs," Shults said."This way, we get a
good idea who we want."
Membership to CAB Is open to all students.
Everybody is accepted. 'The bigger the board,"
Shults said, "the smoother things run."
Ackley agreed. "Rnd out what CAB is," she
said. "Look into every kind of student organizaHon. Get involved"
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LHYlf\G THE f()l][NDATKO]

First Uilys

With less t ha" five
yeaes ,-mti l the staet of
t he 2 1 st ce"t.,,y,

schoo l, theae was a
" e wly esta b li s h ed pub lic
school system .

.STSv\ is kee pi"9 pace
with cha"9i"9 fraditio",
B.,t, whil e time de-

paob le m. Pooaly edu-

ma"ds c h a"9e1 .STStA
h as spe"t the past 84
yeaes estab lishi"9 itself
as a d istinct f ig L-\l"'e of

So.,thea" heaita9e.

J" the 1 900s, befoae

t-lowe vev-1 the v-e was a
cat ed t e ach e v-s w e l"e a.I'\

obstacle to the system's
peo9,ess. Tha t is w hy
the w e " e,a l Asse mbly of
1909 autho, ized the
State Boa,d of 6duca-

t hi s fi9.,,e i"cl.,ded a

tio" to estab lis h thaee
schoo ls . The i, 9oal was

min idome ov- medica l

to frai" a "d e ducate

teacheas . These th,ee
edv\cational faci lities,

ca lled Noema l schoo ls,
wou ld be lo cated i"
each d iv is io" of t he
state.
As t he state vis ite d
al l p oss ibl e locatio " s i"
6astTe"" essee1 they
d e cided upo" W ashi"9 to" Cou"ty as the
best s ite foe .Sast Te"" essee Sta te Noama l
School.

President
Gilbreath
stands
in front of
Gilbreath
Hall, the
Administration
Building.
Photos Co.,.desy of ;'\,chives
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The first
faculty
and staff
ofETSNS
gather
m front
of Gilbreath
Hall.
}\~e, the state selected
Was hington County1
Cieoege L. Cade,1 a
JohY\son City bl.,\s inessman1

donated 1 20 acees fo, the
campus of ETSNS,
With the donated land and
a,ound $200 1 0001 consfruction of ETSNS was unde,
way. The n ew campus
would soon have five bui ld ings, They w e ,e the adminisfration buildin91 d in ing ha ll1
heating p lant1 women's do,m itor'"x' aV\d pY'esiden.t's

home,

dent of ETS NS. H e
b,ought to t he newly
estab li s hed school a
va,ied back g,ound in the

cu;;iculum, The No,ma l
Schoo l conta ined the
depadments of education1 En9 lis h1 histo,y1

ed ucationa l fie ld,
Because Cii lb,eath had

dl,\stria l trainin9 1 a9ric1A l-

m any educationa l expe-

tu,e and the fra ining

eiences1 he p laced h eavy
impo....+a nce tApon select-

schoo l.
With campus consfruc-

science1 lan91.,\a9es1 in-

;ng t he best teache,s,

ti on and adm ini strati ve

Whe n done w ith his facu lty selection1 Cii lb,eath

tasks co mpl e te d 1

h ad put toge the, a s taff

open its doov-s to await-

of 19 teache,s1 including
himself .
.As the new facu lty

ing students,
On Octobe, 2 1 1911 1

ETSNS was ,eady to

29 students wa lked
t h,oug h t he n ew dooes of
ETSNS to eegiste, fo,
the Noema l cou eses,

Befo,e comp letion of t he
new campus 1 the State
Boa,d of Education had to
deal w ith the task of adm in-

cu-•v-ived on camptA.s1 they

isfrative and faculty selec-

be offe,ed by ETSNS.

tion.

One

M e mbe,s of the State selected Sidney Cio,don
Ciilb,eath as the fi,st peesi-

yea, hig h school cu;;icu-

The fo ll ow ing day1 the
fi,st classes at ETSNS
began as it took its fi,st
step towa,d estab li shing

ll.,\m1 and the othe, was a
two-yea, No,ma l S c hool

itse lf as a symbo l of
S outhem he,itage .

had to p•epaee themselves to teach two sepa..-ate co1..-o·ses of stl.,\dy to

COv\l"Se

was a fo1Al"-

O~en ca ll ed the "F a the, of
T e nnessee T eache, cd"'cat io n,'' Si d ne}' a. Cii lb , eath
was t he fi,st a nd on l}' p eesi-

foe the N oema l schoo l.
The n, Octobe, 3 1 1 91 1 1
c lasses be9a n at 6TSN S .
The No ,ma l S c hool Ded i-

de V\t of 6.ast T e nnessee

cati on was seven d ays late!",

S tate Noema l Schoo l.
Ci il b , eath be9a n hi s d "'ties
as peesident of t he new l}'
estab li s hed
schoo l o ne
yeal"' befov-e

its o p e niV\9

Octobe, 2 1
1 9 11 . D"' ein9
t hat ti me, he
w as b"'s}'
oveYseeing
ca m plA.s co n -

s t ..-1,,\cti on.

THE FIRST
OF HIS KIND
1910-1925

was the o ri 9 in a l adm il"\ ist l"'a-

bL,\ildi"'9,

depadments weee added a t
6TS N S. S o m e of

SIDNEY
GILBREATH

J nc l"'ded
t ion

D "'ei n9 Ciilb,eath's ad minish"atio n1 a vc:n·i e+y of Y\e W

Y\ow k now V\ as

Cii lb,eath t-la ll.
A lso inclL\ded in Ciil b,eath 's
pees ident ia l L\nde, ta kin9
weee fa c"' lt}' selection and
des i9 nin9 t he CO L\OSe of st"'d}'

these wel"e ml.,\s ic,

a,t, bookkeep in9 1
pe nma ns hi p, b io l09}' and 9eo9,ap h}',
}-\s ide f,o m academics, Cii lb , eath
a lso e n ColAra9ed

the 9 eowt h of the
a thle ti cs peo9ea m.
}-\~e, a lmost 15

years of ma intai V\in 9 the

6 TSN S pees idenc}',
Ci il b ,eath ees i9 ned in the
S p,in9 of 1 925.
W it h his ees i9 na tio n ca m e
t he e nd of the No,ma l
S c hoo l €,a .

I
I
.

A s the N o emal Scho ol Em
e nded 1 a n e w o n e was b e 9il"\nin9.

:Jn 1925, ETSNS b ecame
E a st T e nne ssee State T e a c he , 's
C o ll e 9 e , With the schoo l's n e w
l'\ame c a m e a n e w pv-es id e l'\t. t-le

w as Cha,l e s C . She ,-od.
Du,in9 She ,-o d's adminisfra tion1 muc h was h a ppe nin9 at
ETSTC. t-le w as peima ,ily , e sponsible fo e ETSTC 's accae dite d me mbe ,ship in the Ame ei ca n
A ssocia t io n of T e ache a's C o lle 9 e s.
A fe w mo nths la te ,, the fi,s t
cl as s to l"ece ive a fol,\l"- }::'eCH"

de-

9-ee f,om ETSTC 9,a duate d
M ay 28, 1926.
The n, in 1930, ETSTC b ecame State T e a c h e ,'s Co ll e 9 e 1
3ohnson City.
But, not a ll tha t was happe nin9
du,in9 She ,-od's adminisfration
w a s positive . t-l e face d a battle in
d ea lin9 with the e ffe cts of the
D e pv-e ssio n.

A s a eesu lt of the D e pee ssion1
stude nt financ ia l aid was li m ite d .
On o V\e occasion1 a facL1. lty c ommittee loane d m o n e y to a bout 70

stud e nts fo, the 1935-36 school
y ea,. She ,-od and the faculty
e xpe cte d the stude nts to ee pay

the i, lo ans.
Aside f,om the fina nc ia l
sfru9 9 le s of the D e pee ssion1
She ,-o d w as co nf,onte d w ith
Wo,ld Wa, II.
:Jn D ecembe , of 1941 1 winte ,9(.,\arte l-" Y-e 9i st..-.a ti o n V\l-\mb e Y.s

d,oppe d ave , 10 p e ecent. The
d e cline was due to the hi 9 h
V\L-\mb e .,. of e n listm e l'\ts i"' the
aY-med se vv ices .

Whi le d e a lin9 with the fri a ls o f
Wo,ld Wa, II, She,-od w a s not
too bus y to te nd to hi s pees id e "tial duti e s .
Du,in9 his pee side ncy,
She ,-od d e ve lope d a Mas+e, of
Ads d e 9eee . t-le al so had the
v ision fo l" al'\ a mphithe afr·e .

And, o nce a9ain1 the s c ho o l
h a d a name c han9e , :Jn 1 9 43,
STC be came East T e ""es s e e
State Co ll e9e .
By the e nd of She ,-o d 's pee si d e "cy, e i9ht n e w buildi"9s had
been e ee cte d on c a mpus . :Jnc lud e d was o ne of the fi,st mode en colle 9 e li b,a,y bui ld in9s i"
T e nnes s ee, :Jt was a ptly name d
She ,-o d Lib,a ,y the summe ,
fo llowi"9 She ,-od's , e t i, e me "t
a nl-'\otAncem e nt. t-li s a nnolA.nce-

me nt c ame M a y 1 9 49.

CHARLES
SHERROD

~

A LEA.DER

OF DEDICATION
1925-1949

LA.pol'\ She..-.,.od's

BURG-IN

DOSSETT

~

A MAN OF
VISION
1949-1968

C\V\V\01.A.V\CemeV\+1

a

seav-ch was IAV\deY- way fo..- a Vl ew

peesidev,t. Two mov,ths late,, the
positioVI was filled. B"''9i" €.
Dosse tt was selected as the View
pee side v,t of €TSC.

OV\e of D os s et+'s f irst achievemeV\ts was the ol-"9aV\ izatioV\ of a

9,adtAate school iv, 1949.
Jv, add iti ov,, €TS C "'"de,we v,t
some ..-.e- o...-9al'\izo.tiol'l dt.A.Y-iV\9 his
adm iV\i sh•atioV\,

Jv, S e pte mbe, 1955, €TSC was
ov-9aV\i2ed iV\to fol.A.I" sch ools aV\d

co ,-es pov,div,9 d e pa,tme v,ts . The
fotA< schools we,e ..A,ts av,d Scie l'\Ce1

Bl.,\s ii'\ess AdmiV\isfr·ation and

6.conomics, Edl,\catio n and

Ci,adtAate.
The ", iv, 1963, €TSC became

€as+ Tev,v,essee State [;\v,ive,siiy.
.,Av,d, two yea,s late,, the tAVlive ,sit}'.' was organized into

le9es av,d

ov,e

folA...- co l-

schoo l. They weee

the Co ll e9es of ..A,ts a"d Sciences1 B(,\,s il'\ess Admil'listl"'ation

av,d €cov,omics, t-l ea lth av,d €dtAcatiov,. The Ci,adtAate schoo l
maiV\tailt\ed its statLAS,

With add itiov,al acco mpli s hme v,ts
StAch as mo,e +ha" fr ipliv,9 the
n1A.mbe l"' of fl,\11-time pl"'ofessov-s a l'\d

sttAdev,ts dtAeiv,9 hi s adm iv,i sfratiov,,
Dosse tt be9 a" his ,eti,eme"t F e b<tAa<y 1968.

At the time of Dos sett's eetieem e nt1 a n ew maV\ aSSl-\med the

peesidency of ETSlA, D e los P.
Ce<lp be9an his official de<ties F e b-

""""¥

11 1 968,
Ce<lp beoc,9ht to the pees ide ncy
h-vo majoe 9oals, H e w ished to establish a me dical schoo l a"d to
develop pw9eams t h at woc, ld
sfren9the n ETSlA.
As of Maech 19741 one of those
9oa ls was eea li z e d, At that time 1
the T e Y\Y\essee le9 is late<<e c ee ated a
fl"ee-standin9 co ll ege of m e dicine,

.Jt was to be developed theoc,9h the
Tea9e<e-Ceansto" }\ct, This act set
9"' ide lines

foV'

state e dtAcati ona l

faci liti es located ne;xt to V eteV"an's

.Adminisfration hospita ls,
The me dical schoo l's fiest class of
24 ste<d e nts e neo lle d S e ptembe ,
19781 ovee a yea, a~e, Ce<lp's last

d ay in office .
Be<t1 de<ein9 Ce<lp's pee sidency1
moee tha" $30 mi ll io" was spe nt
with the addition of new faci lities to
the 3ohnso " City campc,s and the
d e velopme "t of a cam pe<s foe the
Kin9spoet Cente,.

.Jncle<ded in the 3oh nson City
add itio"s was the D,P. Ce<lp v\nive es ity C e ntee1 which opened }\c,9"st 201 1976,
L e ss tha" a yea, a~ee the openi"9 of the v\nivees ity C e nte ,1 Ce< lp
anV\OL,\Y\Ced his l"'etiv-e m e nt.

DELOS
CULP

~
UNIVERSITY
EXPANSIONIST
1968-1977

ARTHUR
DEROSIER

~

THE MAN OF
A NEW AGE
1977-1980
Followi"g C.,, lp's ..et,.. eme"t, .A..+h .... H .
D e 'Ros ie .. b ecame the "ew p .. es id e "t of

6TS v\ .
The time of h is p .. es ide "cy was a time

lal"9er co mm ittee stl"LA.Ch,1,re. T h e comm it-

tees p laced e mphasis '-'PO" face,lty a"d
s te,de " t a ctiv ity w it h less ad mi"i s+..ative

co..,_+.,.ol.

of a"ticipated g .. owth fo .. both the "" ive .. s ity a"d 3oh "so" City. Jt was c ite d
as a "New .Age" fo .. the "" ive .. sity by
ce, .... e "t p .. es ide "t Roy Nicks.
T he "New .Age" b ega " w ith 6TS v\
.. eceivi"g a le tte .. that le d to the f .. 11 ac-

.A"ot h e .. accomp li shme"t i" the i"te ..e st
of st .. d e "ts was t he estab li s hme " t of
academ ic schola .. ships.

oeditatio" of the Qe, ille " College of
M ed ic i" e · T he le tte .. came the day be-

censtA.re

fol"e D eRos ie .,. 's ai"'viva l.

tion of a facv1. l+y pv-omoti on and te vu..tl"e

.A~e .. h is a .... iva l, 6TS v\ cele brnte d a
w eek of eve" ts lead i"g to D e 'Ros ie .. 's
i" a e,ge, ..atio" · J"cl.,,de d '" t he eve"ts
was the d e dicatio" of the J"stit ..tio " fo ..
.Appalachi a" .Affai .. s.
With the cele b .. atio " ove .., it was ti me
fo .. D e 'Rosi e .. to beg i" h is p .. es ide" t ia l
de,ties .

o..,,e C\l"eC\

of

COV\Cel"V\

fol"' the n e w

p .. es ide " t was ste,de "ts. H e wa"ted
ste,de"ts to fee l like t he y w e .. e a pa..+ of
a co mmlA.n i+y.

Jn response1 D e Ros ie v- fol"me d a

P .. es ide" t's Co.,,"c il. Jt a ll owed fo .. a

.Aside fl"om the sh-1.dents1 improve m e nts

w e ..e made fo .. t h e face, lty's be " e fit. J"c le,ded we .. e the .. emova l of 6TSv\ f ..om

by

the .Ame v-i can ..Association of

U\"'iver si+y Pv-ofesso ..-s, the imp le m e nta-

policy a lo"g t h e ge,ideli"es establishe d
by t he S tate B oa ..d of 'Rege"ts a"d t he
estab lis h me "t of face,lty .. esea .. ch
awa.,.ds .

.Also d.,, .. i"g D e 'Ros ie .. 's ad mi"i s+..atio", 6TS v\ was o .. ga" ized i"to five
co lleges a"d two schoo ls. T he colle ges
w e ...-e Al"ts a V\ d Sc ie V\ces 1 BlA.s iV\ess1

6de,catio", t-lea lth a"d M ed ici " e · T he
sch oo ls we ..e a .. ad .. ate St.,,d ies a"d
Contin tA il'\9 EdlA.catio V\.

T he", a~e .. o" ly two a " d a ha lf yea .. s
as p ..eside"t of 6TS v\, D e 'Rosie ....e s ig"ed i" t he sp .. i"g of 1980.

----------

~

W ith D eRosie,s ees iw ,ation, 6TSlA
once a9 a in needed a p ees ide nt . Ro na ld
€. Bell e, filled the pos it ion .

A ~e,

B e lle , 's a,-iva l in t he sp cin9 of
1980, 6TS lA c h an9ed f,o m the qua,te ,
to semeste , S}'Ste m t hat fa ll.
.As ide

f..-om

t h e sw itc h to se meste l"s 1

muc h was h a p pen in9 du, in9 Belle ,'s
OY\e a t"ea of foc l.,\ S was t h e p 1"09l"e ss io V\

9 ivu'\ in9 of th e L\n ive v-s i+y's y ea v-lo n9 a V\n iv e v-sal"'y c e le bv-ation d1.,tY-iV\9 a ceYemony

Octobe , 1 0 1 1 985 .
p l""oclamatio n, t h e S t ate of T e n V\ess ee

of the Co lle9e of Med ic ine . J n 1 982, it

naw-.e d 6TS lA a f--l omecomin9 '86 com-

rece ived fl.-\ 11 accf"ed itat io n f ro m the Li a i-

m t-\ n i+y,

son Committee o n M ed ica l 6.dl-\cation,

The ho mecomin9 commu nif)I h e ld its
ow n a nn ivecsa<}' pa ct}' Octobe, 2, 1 986.

That s ame }'ea,, the Co ll e 9e of M ed ici ne awal"'de d its fil"st med ica l de9t"ees .

One }'ea, late,, in 1 983, the med ica l
schoo l opene d its faci lities o n t he 9cou nds
of the Ve te,a n 's A dm ini s fratio n t-losp ita l.
A nd, bl' the end of t he decade, the Co lle9e of M ed ic ine becaw-.e t he 3 ames t-1.
Q"i llen Co lle9e of M e dicine, name d in
....

O n e of the s e e v e nts was the ce le b..-ation

of t h e 75th an ni ve ,sa<}' of t he ope ni n9 of
the un ive,sif)I. B e ll e , pco claime d the be-

3"'st a few months pcio, to Bell e , 's

ad m inistrat io n .

•

advance1 other significant events wev-e

ta k in9 p lace a t 6TSlA.

ho V\OI" o f T e Y1n essee Co l'\9l"'es s R e presen -

tative 3ames

A s the

t-1.

Qu ill e n.

Coll e9e of M ed ic ine cont inued to

A eede d ication dal' was he ld Octobe ,
10, featu,in9 a ce-enac+ment of t h e 191 1
d e dicati on of east Tennessee S tate No,w-.a l S c hoo l.
As t he annive,sa<}' cele b,ation e nded,
6 TS lA cont in ued to p co9 cess .
T h e fa ll s e meste, of 1988, 6TS lA h ad
a n e nco ll me nt of 11, 1 56 s t"'de nts. T hi s
numbe , ma,ke d the la,9 e st e neo ll me nt in
6 TS lA 's hi sto ' l'·

RONALD
BELLER

~

A PRESIDENT OF
CELEBRATION
1980-1991

E,AST TENNESSEE ST,ATE
TE,ACH ERS COLLcCiE
Ct-1,ARLcS C. SHERROD
P'RcSJDENT

NOVEMBER 28, 1925
TH€ F:JRST HOM<SCOMJNC.
JS C€L€BRAT€D .

E,AS TTENNcSSccST,ATE
TE,ACt-lERS COLLcCiE
CH,ARLcS C . SHERROD
PRcSJDENT

FEBRUARY 1929
TH€ D O RMS Ci.ST TH<SJR
FJRST RADJO.

ST,ATE TE,ACt-lERS
COLLcCiE
Ct-1,ARLcS C. SHERROD
PRcSJDENT

1931
TH€ COLL<Sc;<S Ml6€1AM
OP.SN S ON TH€ S<SCOND
FLOO R O F T H€ 1'J€W
L JBRAR\!.
(NOW SHERROD LJBR;ARY)

E,AST TENNcSScc
STATE COLLcCiE
Ct-1,ARLcS C. St-lERROD
P'RcSJDENT

1943
TH<SNvlRSJN C. PROC.RAM
JS A DD<SD TO TH€
Cv\RRJC v\LIAM.

€.AST T£NN6SS66
ST.ATE COLL6Ci6
CH ARLES C. St-lERROD
PR6SJD6NT

1946
SE-R.VJC£ME-N FROM
WORLD WAR. JJ E-NTE-R.
Tt-16 COLLE-CiE- ON THECiJ BJLL FOR. THE- FJR.ST
TJME-.

EAST T6NN6SS66
ST.ATE COL L6Ci6
BlARCiJN 6. DOSSETT
PR6SJD6NT

JANUARY 1956

EAST T6NN6SS66
ST.ATE COLL6Ci6
B lARCiJN 6. DOSSETT
PR6SJD6NT

1956
WE-TS BE-CiJNS BR.OADCASTJNCi
AS A CLOSE-D-CJR.CtAJT
R.ADJO STATJON.

EAST T6NN6SS66
ST.ATE L,\NJVERSJT')!
B lARCiJN 6. DOSSETT
PR6SJD6NT

1965
E-lACiE-NE- P. CAR.lATt-lE-R.S
BE-CiJNS CLASSE-5.
t-16 JS Tt-16 FJR.ST
AFRJCAN-AME-R.JCAN
STlADE-NTTO ATTE-ND
THJS JNSJTTlATJON.

EAST T6NN6SS66
ST.ATE COLL6Ci6
BlARCiJN 6. DOSSETT
PR6SJD6NT

STlADE-NTS R.E-CiJSTE-R.
Tt-lE-JR. VE-t-lJCLE-5
FOR. Tt-16 FJR.ST
TJME-.

EAST T6NN6SS66
ST.ATE L,\NJVERSJT')!
.ARTH lARH
DEROSJER
PR6SJDENT

NOVEMBER 28, 1977

1956
THE-FJR.ST
SE-LF-SE-R.VJC£
BOOKSTORE- OPE-NS ON
CAMPlAS JN SAM
WJLSONt-lALL

ME-MOR.JAL C£NTE-R.
OPE-NS WJTH Tt-16
BlACCANE-E-R.S
DE-FE-ATJNCi
CAMPBE-LL
COLLE-CiE- 95-66.

l\lQtct~le
lllLDKNS(;,s oF PAST AND PRESE1
truetures
While ma le sttAdents at cast T e nnessee State No,ma l
S c hool weee liv in9 off camptAs in 3ohnson C it,11 fe ma le
sttAdents made the i, te mpoeae,1 home in Ca,te , t-l a ll.
Fi,stocctApie d in 1911 1 Ca,te ,t-la ll is still seevin9 its
initi al pl-1.rpos e as a woman's ..-es ide n ce .

As one of the five oei9ina l b"'i ld in9s on t he cTSNS
camptAs1 Ca,te , t-la ll was name d foe Ma,1etta Ca,te e.
She was the w ife of weoe9 e Cade ,/ a 3ohnso n Ci+,,
btAsinessman who donated the land foe cTSNS.

ETSNS
female
students
take time
away from
studying
to relax
on the
balconies of
Carter Hall.

i.:::a========..:::.=;..;.==...a-..;..==
P hotos CotAdes,1 of /\,chives

CARTER
HALL

~

ET~U'S FIRST

WOMEN'S
RESIDENCE

;A vis io n of c o ll e g e P , e s id e nt Cha,le s
C . She ,,od, t h e ;A m phithe afre was
d es igned to look like the O ld Ci , eek
theate ,s .
B e g "'" in t he mi d- 1 930s, the
;Amphitheafre was b.,,i lt with fed e ca l a id
pcovide d b}' t he W o,ks P,ogcess ;Ad-

The amphitheatre in its earlier days -a place to settle back and enjoy a
beautiful afternoon.

AMPHITHEATRE

minisfration . M oce t h an 14,000
ma lt"lho l,,\V-S w e "'t iV\to exc avatiV\9

a V\d

g sa d ing the la nd . The w o cke ,s "'sed
m"'l e s and s coo ps to move t h e d id .
The ;Amphit he afre wa s c o m p le te d
w ith co l.,,mns in 1 9 41.
L ocate d on t he ;Amphithe afre g,o.,,nds
a , e two time ca ps.,,le s, T he }' w e ce
p lace d the se in c o nj.,,nc+ion w it h t h e
50th a nd 7 5 t h a nni ve csacie s of €TS/A .
T he }' a ,e s c he d.,, le d to b e opene d o n
€TS/A 's 1 00th an ni ve , sa <}' in 2011 .

~
Fl STOREHOUSE
OF IDSTORY
THAT SPANS A
CENTURY

.A ll t h at ee ma i Vls of the o ld footba ll stad ic,m is a 9a ll oV1 jc,9 of d iet feo m t h e 5Oya,d liVle , .Jt is VIOW a pact of t h e c o lle ctioVI at B . Ca,eo ll R eec e Mc,se c,m.
T h e oei9 iV1a l stad ic,m1 locate d whe ee
M e mo ri a l C e Y\t e v- is l'\ow, was bL-\ilt fl"om

1933-35 . .Jt was staded w ith moV\e y
peov id e d by the C iv il W o,k s .AdmiVl isfrat ioY\1 oV\ e of PY"e s id e nt FV'a1t1kliY\

Roos e v e lt's N e w D e a l a9e V1cie s.
Whe VI t h e mo Vl e y feom t h e C W .A

CCIV\

oc,t 1 c ol le g e P,e s id e V1t Cha,le s C .
S h e ,eod petit ioV1e d foe moV\e y to c omp le t e
t h e stad ic,m . t-le V1ote d t h at mC1V1Y m e VI
w e r e out of Wol"k b e c cu/4Se of

the D e pY-e s-

A site is selected for the new stadium.

s ioVI , t-l e b e lie v e d t h e y coc, ld be h e lpfc, I i VI
woekiV19 OVI t h e stad ic,m .
.As a ee sc, lt, t h e stad ic,m was f i Vlis h e d
w it h mo V1e y feom t h e F e d e ,al W oek s
Peo9ee ss .Admi V1 isfratioV11 C\Vloth e, N e w
D e a l a9e V1cy. The tota l cost was aboc,t
$38,000.
W h e VI comp le t e d, t h e stad ic,m s e ated
aeoc,Vld 1,500 spectatoes .

FOOTBALL
STADIUM

~
Now

Fl JUG

OF DIRT

An

overhead
view of
the football
stadium.

<
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P h otos Coc,de sy of ./\,chives

I

T h e most co nte m p ovaty str1Ac h""'e o n

c amp.,s, D .P. C., lp lAn ive ,si+y C e nte ,
w as d es i9 ne d to fi, lfill e ve •);' need o f t h e
L1.n ive vs i+y commlA.n i+y.

W h e n b., ilt, t he C e nte , 's s tyle wa s
tA.l'\ i9L-\e fo l"' 6ast T e n n e ss ee .

T h e lAn ive ,s iiy C e nte, was comple te d
in 1 9 76 . .Jt ope ne d ;A i,9i,st 201 peov idil'\9 sttAd e nts w ith a vav-i e +y of opti o n s fol"

ee lax in9 be tween classe s a nd st.,d);' in9 ,
Now, in 1 995, t he C e nte , offe , s sti,d e nt s s i,c h c ho ic e s as watc h in9 ~
p la);' in9 poo l, s h o pp in9 o, 9eabbin9 a b ite
to e at in the C ave .

D.l?. CULP
CENTER

~
The making of a maze.

STUDENT REFUGE

= ---====--

An inside
look at
the
outside
of the Culp
Center.

The
,llrc1.sh
.
UNUStJHL EVENTS HT :ET-Su
ct1'e ctnd Bizctr ·
J., d ea li e,g w it h t h e c h a lle e,g e of
c hae,ge o ve e t h e past 84 y e aes,
6TSlA h a s faced s ome "stic k y" s itu atioV\S ,

O V\e

of the s e s itv.atio l'\S o cc t1.V' V'e d

du ei e,g the f ies+ y e aes of t he c o lle g e 's
hi sto ey . Jt ie,vo lv e d foem e e 3ohe,soe,
C ity M ayo< May Ros s McD owe ll.
S h e a tte .,de d h i9 h schoo l at cast
T e e,e,e ssee S t ate )\Joema l Schoo l
d{.,\v- in9 its fi .,. s + y e o. V's,
J., t hose days, eu les
w e r e v e l"}:' s fr·i c t.
EV\te v-ta i vH-n e V\t wa s

limite d, ae,d pa etie s
w e ee p eohi b ite d .
Ja_e,o ei e,9 t h e eu les,
M c Dowe ll h a d a
pady at h e , home .
T he e, s h e took the
u lt im a t e eis k a e,d
amused h e , gue sts
w ith a t a ffy pc, II .
J\e,d, be sc,ee yo c, e
s ie, s w ill f ie,d yoc, out

The y w e ee a llowe d to soc ia li z e , qc,i e t ly, b e tweee, 6 a e,d 7 p .m.
At 7 t h e y had to be ie, the ie eooms
a e,d coc, ld stc,dy c, e,ti l 1 0 ,1 5, w ith a
"li g hts oc,t" be ll soc,e,d ie,g a t 1 0,30 .
Whe e, e,ot stc,dy ie,g, t h e g iels weee
a llowe d to le ave c ampus o e,ly o e, M o e,days ae,d o e,ly w ith p eemi ss io e, , The y
h ad to s ig e, o c,t a e,d t e ll t h e ie sc,peev isoes w h e ee the y w e ee go ie,g,
Whe e, leav ie,g ca mpus,
t he _y coc,ld Mt , ide ie, ac,tomob rl e s w rt hov\t paV'e nts oV'
c h ape eo e,e s .
By t h e 1 950s, the ee ie,s

OUT OF THE
ORDINARY

W e V'e loose V\ e d o. b it. W o m e n

still h ad to s ig " o c,t, b"'t
w h e V\ le aviV\9 a~e Y' divu'\ e V'1

t h e y d id e,ot have to be back
ETSU
u e,til 1 0 ,30 p .m.
Tha t same d e cad e was
TALES
a lso t he time of a cu ltu ea l
AND
p h e e,ome e,o e, - the p a e,+y
ea id . The da eie,g co-eds
LEGENDS
e e,coc, eag e d t he F'a e,+y ea idb e co.1A se so m e o V\ e
e es by deoppi e,g lie,g e eie feo m the ie
ee poete d M c Dowe ll. S h e a e,d a ll h e ,
w ie,dows . A+ o e,e time , 20 s t c,de e,ts
gue sts w e ee app eop ei ate ly pc,e, is h e d
w e ee e x p e lle d fo e p aetic ipatie,g ie, the
- tho s e e,ac,g h +y g iels w e ee e xpe lle d .
, a ids .
Bc,t a~e , P,e s id e e,t Si de,e y
T h e e,1 a d e cade late ,, stc,d e e,ts we ee
Cii lb,e ath eece ive d ma e,y ca lls feom
padicipatie,g ie, "pot " padie s . J., 1 967 ,
t h e giels' paee e,ts, co e,vie,ci e,g him the
30 s tude nts W e l"'e CH' V'ested dL1.v-in9 o ne
g iels w e ee c h a p e eoe,e d a e,d cl id e,ot
of the s e pcw+ie s . S o m e IA V\ iVe l"s ity pV'os tay late , t h e ee be ls w e ee a ll owe d to
fe ssoes made the ie boe,d,
c ome back to s c hoo l.
)\)ow, as 6 TSlA ap p eoaches t h e
\!ea l""S a ~ e V' t h os e padie V's Y'e ttA.v- n e d
2 1 st c e e,tuey1 it m ig h t s eem tha t, co mt o cl o.s s 1 V'u. le s at East T e l'\l'\e ssee
pace d to t h e issc,e s fac ie,g the wo eld
State T e a c h e es Co lle g e ee ma ie,e d
today, taffy pc, ll s, pa e,+y ,a ids a e,d
s tf""ic t, e specia lly for wom e V\ .
"pot" padie s a.V'e so me w hat tv-iv ia l. BtAt1
J., 1 928, the ee w e ee s e ve ea l ee 9c,t h e }:' we...-e jtAst n e cesso. V'y co mpo V\e V\ts
latio e,s fe m a le stc,d e e,ts had to fo llow.
ie, m e e+ie,g t h e c h a lle e,g e of c h ae,ge .

Sile"ce a"d da,k"e ss e "case the
V\i9ht

as a

feeling of t e

l"l"OI""

a..-.ise s within

yotA , S.,dde " ly yo" s e "se the pee s e "ce
of a"othe , - b.,t " o
o"e is the ee. 3.,st as
yoL-t ft,o-·n

to

l"'l,\Y\ 1

vema i"d e v of he v life, B.,vle so" e "ded
he v mise vy w ith a g""shot to he v he ad.
A lmost 20 ye a , s late v, the so"'"d of a
1

womaV\ 5 moaV\ iV\ 9 C ol-\ ld

be he avd c omi"9 f,om
1

an

one fa c l-\ lty m e mbe 1"' S

i"visib le ha"d
ee ache s otAt to g,ab
yol,\ ,

AV\ exce.,.pt ft"om

an

J\lf,ed Hitchcock
pee se"tatio"? W e ll,
ha,d ly. B.,t, it 9"ite
poss ibly c otA ld be the
be 9inn il'\9 of a sceV\Cu-·io fol"' oY\e of many
e n.cot-\nte ..-s w ith the

office,

GHOSTLY
TRADITIONS

'the,e is a lso vistAa l
e vide" c e of t hi s ha""ti"g
pv-esence ,

~
ETSU'S
HAUNTING SPIRITS

ghosts of e.TS l,\ .
O"e of e.TSl,\ 's most famed ghosts is
the sp i,it of Sid"e y Cii lb,eath, ETS l,\ 's
fivst pve side "t. t-lis s_pivit is the host of
Ciilb,e ath t-lall, e.T5l,\ 's fivst admi"istvatio" b.,ildi"g•
}\ factA l1)1 me mbe , sa id he co"f,o"ted
Ciilb,eath s g host o " e "ight w hil e wo,ki"g late . t-l e he a,d "oise s ove vhe ad b.,t
fol4V\d n.othin.9 ol"' no on e l,\pon inve stiga-

tion,

The followi"g day he checked it otAt
w ith a mai"te"a"ce ma" · The y be ga "
looki~ a"d fo" " d a" attic betwee" the
thivd tloo v a"d eoof.
l,\po" e "te vi"g the a ttic, the fac <A lty
membe l"' was dl"awn to oV\e col"'ne l"' of the

,oom. t-le fo""d two picttAves, w hi c h had
bee" sto ve d theve ,
Whe" picki"g "P o"e of the picttAve s,
he he ard a voice say 1 ''Thanks, fl"om

l,\"cl e Sid ."
e.vide "tly, "l,\"cle Sid" was "pse t that
these p icttA<es had bee" sto,ed away i"
the co,"e ' of a " attic . They "'"s t have
b ee V\ of impo rtance to him at

01-1 e

time .

B.,t, 'l,\"cl e Si d " is o " ly o"e of
e.TS l,\ 's ghosts.
}\"othe v spooky ""ive vs i+y sp ivit has
be e" wit"e ssed i" B.,vle so" t-l a ll. Jt is
sa id to be t he da.,ghte v of David
SiY\clail" Bl,\Y'l e son1 a fol"mer chal"'te l'"-

fac<Alty me mbe v,
B.,vle so"'s da.,ghte ,, Ch,isti"e ,
9,adtAate d f,om East T e ""essee State
j\lovmal S c hoo l i" 1917 . She late , , e t"'" e d to e.TS l,\ whe ve she ta.,ght 6";3 lish a"d te "ded to a lie "ate he vse lf
tvom othe v factA lty me mbe vs.
The", afte v acq<A ivi"g a d is e ase that
, e stvicte d he v to a w heelc ha i, fov the

J+ ap~eaY-s

i"'

a photogvaph ot David
Si"claiv B.,vleso" tha t
ha"gs i" Bwle so" H a ll.
Jt is sa id the eyes i" the
photog,aph s e em to
follow yo " avo""d the
eoom. They a lso ha ve
the appe ava"ce of the

e y e s of a woman rath e r +ha "' a man,

P e , haps the most doctAme "ted g host
of e.TSl,\ i"habited a b.,i ldi"g t hat"°
lon9e "' e xists,

The i"hab ita"t was s a id to be the
g host of the da<Ag htev of Cie ovge
Ca ,te ,, the maVI who do"ated the la"d
fo, e.TSl,\ 's c amptAs, t-l e v ve stle s s,
""happy spivit ,oame d the ha ll s of
Coo p e y, AV\ne x 1 Ca..-te v- 's fo..-me v- h o m e 1
1
a ~ e l" it b ecame a woman s dorm,

}\ fe ma le voice was he a,d s iV1g i"g
and some tim e s scv-e amiV\9, Object s
m o v e d from o n e p lac e to anothe r on
the ir own .
Most of these e v e nts occ tA.rred in the

ave a of a sta i"e d-glass w i"dow that
d e picted the image of Cavtev's da.,g hte v, The wi"dow was made as a m e mo ,ial to hi s da.,ghte v a~e v s he took a
d e adly dose of vat poiso" i" d e spa iv
ove , a fo,bidd e " love .
}\~e v a loc a l histovia" be ga"' iV1ve sti9 a ti"g the hatAVlti"gs of C oope , t-la ll,
he d iscove , e d that a e ov9e Cavte v ha d
"o da.,ghte v. R a the,, he had a s o " w ho
ve s e mble d the givl i" the sta i"e d - gl a ss
w indow.
S01 a myste ry e nstA. e s. Jf there was

"o da.,ghte v, the " who was t he g host?

0, was the , e e v e , a gho st?
The s e ~tA. e stions can n ever b e an-

swe ved fivs tha"d. Coope , t-la ll was
d e mo li s he d i" t he mid-80s. The ve aso"
g iv e " was that it wo.,ld c ost too m<Ac h
to r e novate .
Bl,\+; othe rs s a id it was b e cal,\S e no
on e was brave e nol,\9h to e nter it at

"ight -

w he " the gl,;ost made its pee s-

e nce known.

------ --
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Athletic
F,ow, the ea,li est dai:s of East T e nnessee State lAn ive,s i+y, +ke 9,owth of its
ath le tic pco9,aw, has bee n e nco<A<ag_ed .
S o, ove , tf\e past 84 yea,s, ETS vt has
developed a va,ie +y of athle tic tea w,s.
M ost a,e still active w hil e oth e ,s ace
teaw,s of the past.
One ot t h ese former spo....+s teams is the

, i~ e teaw,, Sta,te d in 1952 it too k to p
honoY's1 l"aY\k in9 as o n e of

+he top th..-ee in

the nation in 1973, 1974 a nd 1975 ,

The riB e team ac9 1.,dred its f irst female

w,e w,be ".;...,Diana T iw,be , lake, ,n 1 968 . t-l e ,
coach 1"'-ay Cal"te v-1 r e f e l"red to h e l"' as oV\e
of the 1W\os t o<Atstand in9 s hoote , s in the
h,stocy of the ; i~ e tea W\,
B.,,+, W\any Y,eacs befo,e TiW\be , lake
deW\o"sfratecl h e, atl,;le tic ab ilities o" the
..-iBe v-co19e, wome n at

CTSv\

wel"e ac-

tively invo lved i" the spo,ts p,09,aW\ .

ETSNS 's
1917
women's
basketball
team.
Photos Co.,,,+esy

:J" t h e w i"te, of 1918, t he wow,e "'s
basketba ll te aW\ co W\p le ted its s easo"
"'" defeated. :Jts , eco,d was 6-0 ,
.A lso, in the 1 940s, like today, fe ma le
stv\deY\tS Wel"'e ivwo lv e d i Vl wom e n's
iY\h"CH'n vn·cd s . Jts pt.,tl"pose was to pl"ovide
v-ecl"eatioV\a l activiti es fo..- stl,\dents.

:J" fraW\<A,a l activities i"cl.,,ded a,che,b
ho,seshoes, hikin9, te nnis a "d speedba ll.
The WoW\en wo,ked towa,d TS a nd
+-l o n o Y-

'r-r" swe atev-s .

While State's fe w,ale cow,petito,s w e , e
setting__ ceco,ds a"d p,09,essi"9 w ith
t ime { .=>fate 's W\a le ath le tes we,e d o i" 9
ml.,\Cf,\ the same.

S oW\e of those W\a le athl e te s ca" be
fo .. nd in th e fo llow in! pa9es . They w e,e
athl etic m e mbe..-s of

tea~

f,om

01.,\I"

cliffe..-.ent spot"ts

1 950-1 80; each chose " as

t he '· L..ea m of the D ecade ,"

of }\,chives

f-low we . -e the athletic t ea ms Y.efe .. . -ed
to befo..-e becom iY19 the B1,1cca Y1ee ..-s
i'"' 1935?
*the Teache ..-s

ETSC girls practice their archery
skills in working toward their
Honor " T" sweaters.

Diana Timberlake takes aim, settles in
and gets on target.

1...-------------------------======---l

The 1936
men's
tennis
team
lines
up at the
net.

BASKETBALL:
TEAM
OF THE
1950s

L ed by coach MadisoV\ B,ooks, the
1953-5 4 basketba ll team fiVlished its seasoV\ with a eeco,d of 23-4.
JV\clt.<d e d iVI those wiVls was a victo,y
ove, Bethel Colle9e iVI the fiVlals of the
VoluV1tee, State .Athletic CoV1fe,eV1ce.
With State's 79-57 wiVl1 it became the
c hampioVI of the VS.AC fo, the thi,d coV1sec1Ative year,

The VS.AC c hampioV1s Wot.< ld a9aiV1

ONE OF BROOKS'
BEST

d efeat Bethel iVI obtaiV1iV19 a positioVI iVI the
NatioV1al .AssociatioVI of JV1te,co lle9iate
.Athletics ToueV1ame V1t.

BtA.t1

OV\Ce

iV\ the

tol,\l"V\CU'Y\eV\t1

State was

defeated by Sot.<thwest Missot.<ei State
1AV1ive ,sity1 77-721 iVI KaV\sas _City, MisSOl,\l"'i.

The t ea m that weV1t to the tot.<<V1ame V1t
coV\sisted of m e mbers who

Wol,\ld

v-ece ive

+op hoV\oes fo , thei, athle tic pe,fo,maV\ces.
OV\e of these membe,s was 'Rusty Woy.

1--le was choseVI fo, a positioVI

OV\

the .AII-

.AmeeicaVI Basketba ll T ea m, which was a
V\atioV\a l hoV\ov-.
Woy was also c hose V\ as a membe v- of

the .AII-CoVlfe,eV\ce VS.AC T ea m. +-le
sha,ed that hoV\o< with fe ll ow team membe,s wa,y McwiVIVlis, Hal Mo,-isoV\ m,d
Dic k C,eech.
C,eech ct.<,-eVltly eaV\ks amoV\9 the top
scov-el"s fol" most poiV\ts scol"ed i"' one

9ame-34.
_AV1othe, Ct.<,,eV\t eeco,d - ho,ld e , feom the
1953-54 team is t-le ,b edmoV\ds. t-le
v-anks cu,v\on9 career scol"iV\9 leade rs with

930 poiV1ts scoeed f,om 1953-57.
Coach Madison
Brooks directs

--==--...::.-==---.. .1 the next play.
Photo Cou,tesy of .A,chives

VOLUNTEER
STATE
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONS
Gar_y
McGinnis
exhibits his
athletic
prowess
as he goes
up for the
============= goal.

I
----------------------------'-
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ETSU
18
7
19
16
30
17
10
27
27
14

OPPONENT
APPALACHIAN STATE
16
EAST CAROLINA
0
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7
WESTERN KENTUCKY
7
TENNESSEE TECH
7
UT-CHATTANOOGA
13
MURRAY STATE
10
MOREHEAD STATE
7
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
21
AUSTIN-PEAY
12

TheBucs,
in dark,
make a
winning
effort
in their
game
against
Louisiana
Tech.

Photos Cov1de s):' of ;\,chives

Jn an ""defeated seaso n w ith a
ceco,d of 10-0-1, the 1969 footbal l team became the Mid-~ast
Footba ll Champions in the National Co ll egiate .Athletic .Associatiol'l.

The footba ll champions, led by
coach John Robed Bell, defeated
L o" isiana Techno lo_9 ical Unive cs i+y, 34-14, in the Cirnntland Rice
Bow l. Lo"isiana's 9"a,te,back
was Te,-y B,adshaw, the same
Te,-y B,adshaw who went on to
become the pY'ofessiona l qtA.aY'tel"'-

back fo, the Pittsb"cgh Steele,s.
The B"cs' defense sacked the
f"t",e peo 12 times in that game .
B"t, w innin~ the Rice Bow l was
not the B"cs on ly fr i"mph that
season.

The 1969 team set t he ,eco,d fo,
most v icto.,.les in a season1 of 101

and fo, most P""ts, 83.
Jn addition to team , eco,ds,
individ"al membe,s ea,ned thei,
oWV\

honol"s. Fov-m ev- qtAav-tev-back

La,-y Ci,aham hold s the ,eco,d of
40

fol" m ost totA.chd own passes

th,own. ·H e set the eeco ,d in the
1967-70 football seasons .

FOOTBALL:
TEAM
OF THE
1960s

•

GRANTLAND
RICE BOWL
CHAMPIONS

Coach John Robert Bell directs his undefeated
team in a practice session.

:Jn the fies+ ha lf of the 1970s, the
:J,ish B,i9ade le d the ceoss coi,nfr)'
te am i1-1 w il'\l'\ il'\9 th.-.ee co V\ sect,\tive

Ohio Va ll e)' Confe,ence Championships,
The tea m's OVC w in in 1971 was
the f irst t ime a

t e am fY"om Tenl'\essee

had won that tit le . The title was won
in pad becai,se of the tale nt of the
B,i9ade . :J+s membees w e ee P.3 ,
L eddl', Eddie L e ddl', Patsl' D.,,nin
and Neil Ci,sack.
The n, are, anothe, OVC Champ io nship in 1972, Ci,sack and Eddie
L eddl' won ,A ll-,Ame ei can h onoes foe
the ie Nationa l Co ll eg iate .Ath le t ic
Ass oc iation p e rformaV\ces,

:Jn 1973, t he c eoss coi,nfr)' tea m, led
bl' coach Dave W a lke ,, once a9a in

P hotos Coi,etes)' of ,A,chives

won the OVC Championship w ith
t h , ee ,AII-.Ameeica ns named. The )'
w e , e Eddie Leddl', P.3, Leddl' a nd
Ci,sac k.
:Jn that same )'ea,, Ci,sack was the
indiv idi,a l c hampion in t he NC.A.A
cross COv\V\+..-y meet in f---lo1Aston.
The fo ll ow in9 )'ea ,, Ci,sack and
Eddi e L e ddl' w e ee th,ee-time .AII.Ame v-ical'\s .

,Also, in the spein9 of 1974, Ci,sac k
won t he Boston Ma,athon with the
+h ied fastest time eve,, at that date,
The n, in the late, paet of the 1970s,
the ceos s coi,nfr)' tea m e )(hib ite d oi,tsta ndin9 me mbe , s si,ch as Ra)' Fil'""'
L oi, is Ke nn)' and M a,k Fini,cane,
F il'"" w e nt on to become a th,ee-time
O l)'mp ian .

The cross country teams of the early 1970~ including the
Irish Brigade, brmg national acclaim to E1SU. Some
members include: P.J. Leddy, Neil Cusack, Eddie Leddy
and Kevin Breen (standing) and Frank Grealy and Ray
McBride (kneeling).

Eddie Leddy and Neil Cusack
push forward in leading_ ETSU
to win the OVC Champ10nship.

CROSS
COUNTRY:
TEAM
OF THE
1970s

Coach Dave Walker displays his
satisfaction with his winning team
to three-time Olympian Ray
Flynn, right.

• •

THE ERA OF THE
IRISH BRIGADE

BASEBALL:
TEAM
OF THE

4

1980s

•

HOTTEST
IN THE
NATION

Kurt
Kowalski,
Buc's
pitcher
with a
7-2 record
for the 1980
season, prepares to
release the

L _!!!!!!:___ _ _ _ _ _ _....:::=======;.;;!I ball.
Photos CotAstesy of .A,chives

The 1980 baseba ll team was o" a
sfreak.
Foe sta,tess, it wo" 26 sfra ig ht games,
the lo"gest w i""i"g sfrea k i" the "atio" a t
the time,
The team a lso wo" the So.,the sn Confese nce C hamp io " s hip and fin is hed t he
season with a seco,d of 39-7-1 ,
L ed bl:' coach Cha,le)::' L odes, "ame d
Soi,the sn Confe , e nce Coach of the \lea s,
the Bi,cs made t he is WC\)::' into the Natio "al Coll e g iate .Athletic .Association
p la)::'offs .
.A~es los ing to t he u\nivess it)::' of
C lemso", 22-4, in the p la)::'offs, the Bi,cs
we" t on to beat Cieo sgia So.,the sn Co llege, 3 -1,
T he " , the Bi,cs wese e liminated fsom
the NC.A.A p la)::'offs bl:' the u\nivess it)::' of
Soi,th Ca,o li"a Ciamecock s, 8 - 5,

Jeff Andrews, Buc's pitcher with
an 11-3 record for the 1980 season,
is a member of the All-Southern
Conference team.

The Bi,ccanee s team that went to the
NC.A.A pla)::'offs had some oi,tstand ing
me mbess , One of these was pitche s Cia,)::'
R ob i"e tte .
Jn 1979, R ob inette was named .Academ ic .All-.Amesican, +-le a lso made t he
.All-Soi,them Co"fe,e " ce tea m that sa me
)::'eas as well as the fo ll ow ing )::'ea,, 1980,
B.,t, that's " ot a ll. R ob inette was " amed
Pla)::'e• of the \lea s in t he So.,t he sn Co"fe ... e l'\ce fol" the 1980 season.

Jn addition, he h ad scoi,ts fsom t he
psofe ss iona l baseba ll tea ms the .Atla nta
B,aves a nd St. L oi, is Ca,d i"a ls contact
him .
.Asid e fsom Rob i"e tte, othes oi,tsta nd ing
team me mbe ,s w e se B,)::'an 5")::'d e ,,
Dave Ca,dwell a"d Jeff .And,ews . each
made t he .All -Soi,thesn Confesence
t eam,

Coach Charley Lodes is named
Southern Conference Coach
of the Year for the 1980 season.

.•... -·
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Alumni
ETSU GRADlKATES SET .THE ST
f AeeQmpltshm
KENNY CHESNEY

OLJVER B !ARCi.AN REVELL, Ill

-1 990 Ciraduate iVI
Mass CowHnuV1icatioV1
-Now a C ou Vlfry R ecord i"g .Artist/ So"gwite r w ith the .Acuff-Ros e
L abe l

-1960 Cira duate iVI Social S cieVlce
-Former Special .Age"+
i" c ha rge of the Da ll as Divi sioVI
of the FBJ, rece ... tly retired

R.A)! Tt-lOM.AS

M.ARJKO TER.AS.AKJ MJLL ER

-1 959 Ciraduate
-Now the vice pres ide "+
of C oca-Cola lA.S ..A,

-1953 Cirad uate iVI E ... glis h
-Now a " i"te r"ati o"a l lecturer o"
3apa"e s e -.Ame rica" relatioVIS

Tt-1.ANE Ci.ASt-1

BJLL KOV.ACt-1

-1988 Ciradua te iVI
EV1giV1eeriV1g T echVlo logy
-Plays football for the
S a " FraV1cisco 49e rs

- 1959 Ciraduate i" Biology
- Curato r of the Niema"
FouV\datio" at H a rvard
!A"ive rsi+y

}!OLAND.A H .ARDJN

TERESA BOWERS

-1 969 Ciraduate iVI
M athe matics
-Now the Cus tomer Docume V1ta ti o V1 D evelopmeVlt
M a V\ager of .AT&T

-1973 Ciraduate iVI
Music
-Now a Broadway Star

3JMM\' NEJL SMJTf-1
-1969 CiradC1ate i"
E"glish
-The fo"'"der a'1d 6xecC1tive
Director of the Natio'1al
Associatio" for the
Preservatio'1 a'1d
Perpe+C1atio'1 of Storytelli"g

RA}!FL}!NN

3OCARSON

-1979 CiradC1ate i"

Ma"ageme"t
-A 3-time Olympia" a'1d
'1ow the Preside"+ of Fly""
Sports Ma'1ageme'1t

-1989 CiradC1ate i"
Speech
-Now a" aC1thor a"d
playwright with plays
prodC1ced i" Los A"geles a'1d New }!ork

L PAJCi6 THOMPSON

F6LJXLOW6

-1971 CiradC1ate i"
Psychology
-Now the Director of Domestic Listi'1gs for the
New }!ork Stock Exc ha"g e

-1959 CiradC1ate '"
J"d"'strial Tech"ology
a"d E"glish
-Now the Director of the
Smithso'1ia" J"stitC1tio"
Press

JtALJA WORTMAN

JENNJE STATf-lJS

-1 989 CiradC1ate i"
Mass CommC1'1icatio"
-Now the Director of P"'blici+y
for A+la"tic Records, ha"dli"g
the careers of artists like
Joh" Michael Mo"tgomery

-1969 CiradC1ate i"
}\ccoC1'1ti"g
-Now the Director of Tax
Policy a"d Admi'1istratio'1
JssC1es at the !A"ited
States Cie'1eral }\ccoC1'1t-

'"g Office

WJLLJ;AM BEVJNS

M;ARTH;A CAMPBELL WJLLJ;AMS

-1968 Crade<ate in
;Accoe<nting
-President of Marvel
Entertainment Croe<p &
former Chief Financial
Officer of Te<rner
Broadcasting

-1 9 78 Crade<ate in Mathematics
-Statistician with the Di vision of Concepts
and P lanning for the Department of
Safege<ards w ith the Jnte rnational ;Atomic
Energy ;Agency

M;AR3ORJE C;ARDWELL

KEVJN TRJPLETT

-1964 Crade<ate of Master's
Program in Specia l Ede<cation
- Fo rmer ;Assistant Commissioner

-1 987 Crade<ate in
Mass Comme<nications
-Media Coord inator for
N;ASC;AR's Winston

of M e ntal Health and M ental
Retardation for the State of
Tenn essee1 recently retired
ROBERT ·H. BRtAMLE}'.'1 II

C"'p

PENN}'.' 3. WHJTE

-1974 Crade<ate in Politica l
Sci e nce and t-li story
-Jnternational Trade ;Attorney
and the Foe<nder1 Vice -Chairman
and G ene ral Director for the
Jnternational Law Center for the
Far East

-1 978 Crade<ate in
Political Science

WJLLJ;AM CAMPBELL

CL}'.'DE F;ARNSWORTt-1

-1 9 77 Crade<ate in Master's
Program in Eng li sh
-Eng li s h and Drama teacher
at Uni vers ity t-li g h School and
ae<thor of The Edge of L and 1
which has been prode<ced in
N e w }'.'ark

-1 961 Crade<ate in Master's
Program in Mathematics
-Directo r of Bank Ope>"ations
for the FedeY"al Reserve
Board

-N ow a 3"'dge on
the T ennessee Coe<rt
of Criminal ;Appeals

I

COGNITIO
A

tAV\iVel"si+y 's Stol"y 1911-1980

by F.,.c:mk B. Williams1

3.,.,

t-listo.,.y of the east TeV\V\essee State College
by David SiV\clail" Bul"lesoV\
t-l a iV\ts1 Witches aV\d Boo9el"s
Ta les f ... om tAppe.,. east T eV\ V\essee
by Cha.,.les edwi" p.,.ice
Pl"oof Positive 11
The SfreV\9ths of east T eV\V\essee State tAV\iVel"s ity

The Al"chives of Appalachia
The AlumV\i Office

A vel"y specia l thaV\ks to:
the, folks i" Al"chives fol" all the help they 9ave me iV\ locatiV\9
pictul"es aV\d iV\fol"matioV\
a"d
Michael

J?uV\V\1

iV\ the A lu mV\i Office1 fol" Wol"ki"9 with me

A lumV\i of AchievemeV\t sectioV\

OV\

the

The Vision Quest
For Excellence
For 84 years, East Tennessee
State University has been rewarding excellence in academics, lead -

ership, sports and campus involvement. It has been a place
where the student comes first and
where you come to believe in
yourself.
Serving 12,000 students, the
university's nine schools and col-

by Steve Leasure

leges offer not only a diverse climate of understanding, it also
helps you become the best you
can possibly be.
But beyond the university's
pursuit of excellence, stands the
individual, the woman or the man
with the vision to d ream and aspire to be a part of the campus'
rich

traditions.

From

its

Macintoshes with the most advancedgraphicsoftwaretoitsathletics to its nationally recognized
teaching programs, ETSU allows
the individual to dream ina world
of unlimited possibilities.

•

Campus

LI FE

Contents

Fall semester's graduating class
Campus highlights from
The East Tennessean
A new computer lab, bricks,
the year of the Oil Drum and
cars that go bump in the night

1994
Spermology and the best
of Blame Darwin
Plans for the new
library revealed
Autumn scenes
Pictured on the cover beginning top left:
Adam Kelley, vocalist; Keith Bowers, president of SGA;
Becky McAvoy, tennis player; Ca Sandra Cowan,
columnist for The East Tennessean campus newspaper

Compu

LI

I

e Paper
CAMPUS LI FE means different things to different studen ts. To some, it is an educational journey defined by a high
GPA and

by

their honor societies.

To others, college isa necessary evil. It is the shoe that lets
them get their foot in the door of opportunity. A few see
college as fou r years of fun at their parent's expense. It means
"lfw e start look-

graduating from college unprepared to a mininum wage job.

iu g at tl, e First

Oh yeah, it happens.

Amendment, not

as a g roup of tmrelate d id e a s, but
as a colrere n t de-

scription of t l,e
l, uman spidt, we

a re

0 11

t lt e righ t

road to red iscove r i ng terrib l y im-

portant aspects of
ourlteritage ."

The Ens/ Tennessean, as with a ny
college paper, trys to present an objective view of CAMPUS LIFE. It is
a student-run newspaper published
twice weekly during the fall and
spring semesters.
The award wi nning paper serves
as a showcase for the campus' most
talented and creative writers, photographers, artists and thinkers. It
offers the student body a forum, an

open vein ofinformation, their voice,
e ntertainment, a form of expression

or just as just food for thought.
For those who are to look beyond cleverly d esigned pages and
see the big picture, they'll be able to
realize tha t the East Tennessean is
about a newsroom exercising its First

Amendment ri ghts. It is a tool of
liberty, free speech and is a kick in
the pants to some.

Burt Newborne
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a
g the photos and
artwork of the student newspape
f the yearbook
should serve as an avenue for memories and as a literary gallery
into the mirror of the minds of the student body of the 1994-95 year.
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Meet the Press
It's 3 a.m. do you know where your brain is? If you're
an editor for the East Tennessean, you're on the third
floo r of the Culp Center laying out your section.

Text by

Photos by

Lon g ni g h ts, ocea ns
and o cea n s of ca ffe in e,
text wrap la yo uts wi th a ttitu des and 8 a.m. dea dlin es. W o rkin g for th e
East T ennessean i s n't
a b o u t fame o r fortun e, it 's
abo ut experience a nd th e
litera r y evo luti o n fr o m
wri te r to jo u rnalis t a n d
goi n g 48 h ou r s w ithout

s lee p.
Every Su nd ay a nd
W ed n esday ni g ht , the
staff of th e East Te1111essea II b ecome Pulit ze r
Awa rd wanna-bes. T hey
separate th e m se lves fr o m
the cla ss r oo m h e rdof
drea m e rs - and beco m e
doer s.

A nd w h e th er the s taff
of th e East Tennessean is
d o in g featur es, spor ts or
n ews, the ir journa li s tic
t o ur of duty is based
upo n th e ir belief in the
Firs t Am e ndm e nt , that
expe ri e n ce is everything
and expresso is good .

Lithos. Helvetica. Bianca. Tempest. Come on, Kristi, just pick a fo nt we wanna get ou t of here.
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A Night in the Life of
the East Tennessean
Steve Leasure
Bruno Randolli

-

Brian plays with his mouse, w hile Tad (in the background)
thinks up another one of his head lines.

-·--------

Both the education and the environmental landscape on the EastTennesseeState Un iversity campus went

through major and minor changes.
It was a year where the clouds of
the NCAA investigation of the sports
d epartment seemed to simply hang
over the campus.
Meanwhile, the East Tennessean
News staff reported the good , the
bad and the sublime.
Editoral pages addressed many

=

dilemmas that students were forced
to d eal with . In a commentary,
CaSandra Cowan wrote about hate
and discrimination and the fear many
people ha ve of minorities.
In an editorial, the East Tennessean

addressed w hy it was important to
bring the AIDS quilt to the campus.
The paper also covered the opening of the computer lab in Culp University Center, plans for the library
and drinking on campus.

COMPUTER COMMUN ICATION: The computer lab located on the first floor o f the Culp
Center opens.

ROCK-N-RUBBLE: CarsonHall, the 71-year-old

••
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ONhipOct. 29.
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Top Ten
Campus
Stories
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10. Outdated foreign language lab

criticized by students, faculty members and the press
9. Asbestos concerns in Warf-Pickel
Hall resurface
8. New parking lot adds over 400
more spaces

7. Plans for wellnesscenterrevealed
6. Head football coach Mike Cavan

rushed to local hospital after becoming ill during weekly press conference

5. NCAA investigation ofETSU athletic department continues
4. AIDS quilt comes to campus in
November
3. Carson Hall leveled
2. Plans for new libra ry laid out

)

1. New computer lab opens

CAMPUS BUZZ: The East Tem1essea11 asks the

Nonsense News?

Male Swimmer Makes 'Waves'
An unidentified male exposed himself in
the swimming pool of Brooks Gym Sept. 20,
Public Safety reports said .
Lee Fous t, an intramurals lifeguard, told
police a white male with brown hair and a
medium build was in the pool faci ng the wall
so she couldn 't see w hat he was do ing, but
because of the waves, she believed he was
masturbating.

The man then got ou t of the pool with his
penis fully exposed, approached Fous t and
stood in fro nt of her, saying nothing, she

LESSONS FROM YUGOSLA VLA: Speaker

reported. Then he walked out of the pool area.

Dubravko Kakanigi talks o n the topics of
ethnic conflicts and huma n rig hts.

(From Eas t Tnrntsuan St.df Reports)

Traci Church

Alex Ogburn is ETSU's version of the
British Invasion playing at several local
nightclubs.

UniuersityPl1otol.Ab

The Features Section isn't about Michael Jackson or Madonna, it's about people like Scottie
McConnel, Charles Collier and Stephen Dixon who are awa rded the "Everyday Heroes
Award ·' for volunteering over 100 hou rs per member to loca l organizations and charities.

Verve&P

The Attack o the Frozen Pizza

Arista

Gedyio11 Kifle

The ETSU Gospel Choir brings a little heart and soul to Homecoming Week.

SELECTED H ILARITY was one of the many acts

fea tured at the Campus Activity Board's popular
CLUB WEDNESDAY.''

ersonality

-
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As in any college newspaper, the features section is made
up of the paper's most talented, skilled and creative writers.
The features section of the East Ten nessean is nodillerent.
Editor Karen Pierce's weekly column ''The Piercing Truth"
has a style and wit all its own. One week, she can write a
column that could melt your heart and the next week, she'll
write a perspective on all the important little things in life.
Another popular column included Brett Harris' well-read
"Couch Potato" television review (never was and never will
there be a bigger fan of William Shatner's hairpiece).

By Steve Leasure

Moments of greatness and their athletes were competing in the shadows of
the disappointing football season.
One of those moments included
cross-country runner Jenne! Walby running a sub 18-minuteSKracein the Southern Conference Championship.
In tennis, doubles team Juan
DeAngulo and Dean Houlzet defeated
the national ranked team from the University of Florida.
On the basketball court, the Lady
Bucs showed great improvement under
first-year coach Karen Kemp.
It was also the year of the Oil Drum,
some headlines from hell, a sports writer
named Jerry Haga and his columns called
"Leave It To Beav."
Of course, Haga's colorful and objective journalism didn't go unnoticed. One
angry reader, in a letter to the editor called
Haga a "loser" who was a "wanna-be athlete" and demanded that "we need more
articles encouraging the football team."
Smells like school spirit, smells like a reader
without a grip.

Dancing beak to cheek at the NBA

exhibition game

The 1969 Grantland Rice team having its 25th

reunion the week of the Appalachian State
Game.

l

Those
Headlines From

HELL
Sports editor Tad Dickens tried to add a little
humor to the sports section. Unfortunately, one
man's humor is another man's ..

IM-REC Head Rides
Well-Paced Road
A persona l p rofil e on the new
lntra mura ls Director Jon Walker.

S u b ject:

Skunk, Too
Subject: Back-to-backshutouts by the Bue

football team in its first two games of the season.

On The Chin
Bucs are defea ted by Auburn 38-0.
Questions: What does "On the Chin" have to
do with football? Or is it just a cliche, perhaps?

Subject:

Getting the Runs
Two runners on the cross-coun try
teams do well in major meet.

Subject:

Injury Causes Mourning

above the paint while having a ball aga inst App State.

Sub ject: Charlotte Hornet basketball player
Alonzo Mourning was unable to play against
the Atlanta Hawks in a NBA exhibition game
that was played in "The Drum".

The Cutline From Hell!

The volleyball team was Vol-e-ba lled by The Memorial Cen ter was nicknamed the "Oil
the UT Lady Voisin a disappoin ting home Drum" by some of the East Tennessean sports
loss.
staff because it resembled an oil drum buried
halfway in the ground.

is hears huzzahs
n debut as Hawk

Photos by Gediyon Kiffe
Smack addict: Whitney Hammonds

The Best
of
Blame Darwin
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From the pages of the
East Tennessean

Moms in Thongs, Vegetarian
Cannibals, Dinosaur Boogers and
Amazon Roadkill. Welcome to the
best of " Blame Darwin." To many
experts in the art world, cartoonists are accordion players with note
pads and pencils getting little or
no respect. Of course, in the mini-

mall of my mind, I see it differently.
Being a newspaper cartoonist

is like being a radio shock-jock or
like having my own bumpers ticker
in every issue of the East Tennessean.
My cartoons are not for the
faculty member who has to read
the back of a shampoo bottle in
order to wash their hair or for the
peoplewhoactuallywatchtheBob
Hope comedy specials for the
jokes.
My "Blame Darwin" creations
are for me and all those other
peoplewhoseetheworldassomething more than a Coca-Cola vs.
Pepsi contest.
For me, it is an opportunity to
hit someone in the funny bone to
see if they'll laugh or a chance to
place a beehive over someone
else's politically correct front door
and a chance for me, the shortest
guy on the journalism basketball
team to slam dunk against the
hopeless and the clueless.
by Steve Leasure

Hey El sie Nice Hoote rs!
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Playing Scrabble

Just Two Blimps That Passed In The Night
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1994-1995 year
Leslye Peters~ edito r
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■ Education

Infor111ation
Super ffighway

Wraps the US

M
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erge right, and you'll run into an infinite volume of information on

the digital superhighway running through ETSU 's campus.
In March, 1994 ETSU was hooked up to the national Internet
network, a part of the high-speed , high-volume communications system highway expected to cover the entire country by the end of the century.
Getting into the Internet is easy from computer accounts on campus IBM L--'-----'-=---

computers. The only roadblock right now is its cost.
Payment tor a student's computer time is left to the individual departments and not all have agreed to pay or have th
funds to pay for the computer time.
"Only certain students can access it if they have a department that will agree to pay for computer time," Eric Job, ETS

computer service analyst, said.
Job predicts, however, that by fall 1995, students will have their own accounts and that the university will someho·
absorb the cost.
"If we give all students accounts," Job said, "the university will find a way to pay."
But the cost issue is yet to be resolved, he said.
Another unresolved phase of the new campus com- .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
puter network is whether the dorms will be equipped
with Internet in the future.
"At this point we're talking about it," Job said, "but
there are no formal plans to network the dorms. We
are at a phase where we've hired a consultant to
explore other networks. "
However, everything starts with a plan , he said.

"Only certain students can access

it if they have a department that will agre
to pay for computer time. "
-Eric Job

And one of the newest plans that became reality . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - through Internet can be found in the Office of Career ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Development. Any student can use the network to search for jobs and can even apply for those jobs through tt
computer.
"We've had a big response in the time we've had it," Dan Emmel , ETSU career development director said. "Studen

are coming in. Some want to do major searches."
These search techniques through Internet were made possible in March, after the main campus hook-up, but tt

As ETSU maps out its digital future
office also has access to the federal
government on-line system offering
federal job options for students.
But Internet, Ernrnel said, is something that's going to grow considerably.
"A lot of big companies are using it,"
Emmel said. "The plans will eventually
, allow us a connection so we can get a

~

'Iresume matching service."

This service would allow prospective
employees to pattern their resumes to
specific company needs. Emmel called
this service the latest in job search
technology.
l
With Internet and all its other available technology, ETSU has a travel
; guide on this vast American Informa-

I
l

tion Superhighway.
"Any responsible university will pay
whatever the cost is to be hooked up,"
Job said.
The present hook-up cost for ETSU
is between $10,000 and $20,000 this
year alone, Job said.
It's this cost that seems to be blocking the digital dream all over America.
Equipping every home by the year
2015 is estimated at $100 billion.
Still the war rages on among the
phone, cable and computer companies longing for the privilege to do the
mass hook-up. The pay-off to the winner will be in the billions of dollars.
The pay-off to the consumer will be
fantastic, too. With the highway com-

pletely constructed, consumers can
have instant access to any movie or
video, literary work, or could even do
library research from any library of
information in the country- all with the
conveniences of home.
The only problem Job foresees with
this is the depersonalization of society. "The more you can do at home,"
he said, "the less you get out."
For now, though , until every home in
the region gets a computer and modem device , the Internet exchange of
the Information Superhighway can be
made at ETSU .
"The university is the access point to
students," Job said , "until it can be
more easily accessed in the home."

■ S ociety

Mamas Don't Let
Your Babies Grow Up
To Be Role Models
Show me a
hero
and I will
write
you a
tragedy.
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Americans have always be concerned w ith creating heroes and role
models. For yea rs, it was a cultural
phenomena of the 20th century. Inthe
1930s, we celebra ted "The Babe" and
Franklin D. Roosevelt. In the 1940s
Americans created a hero worship in
Joe DiMaggio a nd in Hollywood
movie stars such as Betty Grable and
John Wayne.
In the 1950s, it was Elvis Presley,
Nat Ki ng Cole and James Brow n. In
the '60s, it was Camelot, the Kennedys
and a man named "King."
For Ameri cans, role models have
been found in every segment of society from religion to sports to politics.
They are the human embodiment of
our dreams and fa ntasies. Ironically,
they often have a fo rever and almost
inhuman quality about them .
N owad ays, we
are living in a universe of diminishing
re turns con s tantl y
measurin g our heroes and role models
by their largest moments of grea tness.
" I p e rsonall y
don' t have any role
models, but I think
the d ea th of Kurt
Cobain woke upa lot
of people to the expectations we put on
role models," ETSU
se nior M ichae l Ca rp e nte r sai d .
"Cobain was nothing more that a rock
star who used a lot of d rugs and sold
a lot of CDs."
Cobain, who was a role m od el to

By Steve Leasure

the Generation X population, in a Rolling Stone
interview said tha t he
had no d esire to be a
"rock star" - he only
wa nted to perfo rm his
music.
"Just turn on the TV
any day and you'll see
him on a clip from MTV
Unplugged," Carpenter
said. "He was like some
spokesm an, Now, he's
bigger than ever. I don' t
think people think of him
a role model as much as
they identify w ith w hat
hewassingingabout and
w hat he represented."
The one th ing that
d efines m ost living role
models are their biggertha n-li fe p ersonalities .
Yo u see it in Op ra h
Winfrey,Walter C ronkiteandJesse Jackson. But whatrealh
places these personalities on their so
cial ped estals is the level of accep
ta nee, expectations Americans are wm
ing to award their role m od els.
"I think the recent death of Jacki,
Kenned y Onassis shows us that we, a,
a society, can still have rol e m odels
especially positive one", Am y Fielder
writer and attorney, said . "There's ,
place in our society to ha ve a rol1
models as long as we limit our defini
tions. Jackie O had class, style and w a,
tru ly America's First Lady. She repre
sented w hat was best about society.'
Fielder, who w rote an article title:
"Remembering Jackie" fo r the Dall,

Far Left: The Rev. Billy Gra ham's fall from
grace came in 1994 when he reportedly made
several an tj.Jewish comments, accordi ng to
TIie l-ln /d111a11 Diaries.
Left:J ackie Kennedy Onassis passed away in
1994. The former First Lady will be remembered as not only a "Profile in Courage" bu t
also one of the nation's most enduring and
endeari ng role models fo r other Firs t Ladies
such as Pat Nixon, Na ncy Reagan and Barbara Bush.

10 people
Time Magazine
calls the
"Best" of 1994
1 Pope John Paul II
2 Boxer George Foreman
3 Cartoonist Gary Larson
4 Andre Agassi
5 Princess Di
6 Bill Clinton
7 Newt Gingrich
8 Writer John Updike
9 Skater Dan Jansen
10 Hillary Clinton

SOURCE: Time Magazine,
Jan. 2, 1995

Times about the former first lady says versity campus, many students say by today's cann ibalistic m ed ia is the
her own success is due in large part to
seeing other successfu l women from
feminists to Elizabe th Dole. Still, she
believes her greatest role model was
her mother.
"As a person and as a my mother,
she was the most unselfish person I've
ever known", Fielder said. "It was my
mother that was constantl y telling me
all the th ings that I could do. She got
me interested in the Girl Scou ts, always made sure I did my homework,
kept me focused a nd knew what
would be im portant to me. She was
always there."
On the East Tennessee State Uni-

that one reason they don't have role
models like their parents did is because of the media and th e studen ts'
own ability to look beyond the public
relatio ns and the hype.
"Iron ically, bad and negative news
is good," Stacy Melton, a political
science major, said. "Nancy Kerrigan
and Tonya Hard ing turned the Olympics into a drama. I can't even remember the name of the girl w ho
won the gold medal. I just know it
wasn' t Na ncy or Tonya."
Addi ng to this theory that today's
role models are nothing more that
paper tigers wai ting to be shredded

rise of fall of Prince Charles, Michael
Jackson, O li ver North a sex symbol
named Madonna and of course 0.).
Simpson.
This year alone, yes terd ay's heroes
like presidentia l candidate Ross Perot,
striking major league baseball players,
and even the Rev. Billy Graham have
fa llen from grace.
"I think that all of th is hero worshi p
is overrated," Carpenter said . "Americans are supposed to bea nation of free
thinkers a nd free thinking people not
follow o thers. Guys like O.J. Simpson
ha ve never meant a thing to me and
never will ."

-----
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Ti111e Warp
Thanks Mom for your old,
yellowed newspaper clippings
y grandmother was diagnosed

M

stop by, if only for a minute.

with Alzheimer's disease this

I'm just as bad for not stop-

past year. The sad part is she

ping as the lady from church.

knows she isn't like she used

We all are to a certain de-

to be.

gree.

On a day when I had to make

house because I don't have

"Come back and visit another day and maybe I'll be

time to sit and visit with her.

That day when I did go back to sit with her while my

I get letters in the mail from
soon!" and my "soon" is six

right as she's ever been.

months later.

but did not take the time to step next door to see my

My parents plan family
'
dinners and I'm always late

grandmother.

because I'm studying or

Standing at the kitchen window, seeing the lady from
church, knowing who she was and where she knew her

having to work overtime or I
have to stop at Wal-Mart to buy

from , my Nan said in the harshest tone a white-haired,

some kind of shampoo before I

5-foot tall, round Nana can, "I'm going to be mean!"

get there .

She took the romance novel she had been looking

Everyone today is wrapped in

through that day, went to the front porch in plain view of

TIME . More than ever, we let time

the neighbor's driveway and sat on the glider -- to read.

be the judge.

She wanted to be seen, and if by chance she made the

Yes , deadlines and punching the

lady from church feel guilty for never coming to see her,

clock is our way of life. But we must

that was OK, too.

not let it take us over because control-

I don 't think while being "mean" she would have cared
if the lady had stopped by to say, "Hello," or "We're

ly•
f4

friends who say, "Write back

aunt went on some errands , my grandmother was as
A lady from her church stopped to visit her neighbor,

-~

I make "fast trips" to Nan's

one of my fast trips in and out of her house, she said,
right."

~!

ling it never gets easier.
What time we have, makes us constantly

thinking about you, Grace." She would have loved her to think of creative ways to make more .

•

Lately, I'm able to understand the unattributed , yellowed newspaper
clipping Scotch taped to my mother's kitchen cabinet. It isn't very decorative, but I think it applies to any situation we find ourselves in today.
It reads, "I didn't have much tim e for you.
I'd wash your clothes. I'd sew and cook.
But when you'd bring your picture book and ask me please to
,· ·: .. · . ._
•

, •.,~
0

·

share your fun, I'd say, "A little later, son."
I'd tuck you in all safe at night and hear your prayers, turn
out the light,
Then tiptoe softly to the door ... I wish I'd stayed a
minute more.

For life is short, the years rush past ... A little boy
grows up so fast.
No longer is he by your side. His precious secrets
to confide.
The picture books are put away. There are no
longer games to play. I wish I could go back
and do,
the little things you asked me to."
Time ..

-/::\' _. ,
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Business ■

My Word Against ms

An ETSU student working in real estate
finds she too can be sexually harassed

exual harassment happens only in Corporate America .. or so an ETSU senior working her way through school
thought.
But one summer day at the local real estate office where she worked, the secretary was on vacation and the
principal broker was out when a man from Maine walked in.
· 1had met the man before,· the young woman said . MWe were closing out the loan for his house. He was just
a single guy in his late 30s, early 40s buying property."
That day her employer asked her to tell the man that the agent their company was working through would be
tied up for a few hours and that he could either leave the office and come back that afternoon or, if he chose , he could sit in the
lobby and wait for the agent to arrive.
The man chose to wait. "He kept making all these little comments like, 'a pretty young woman like you' and how he 'wished he
could have gone out with a pretty you ng woman like me,"' she said.
"Then when I told him he could wait in the lobby he made the comment, 'Or we could go back in the back room together.'"
The young woman declined his offer. "He'd talk about all his money ," she said . "I think he was trying to impress me with how much
money he had , but I was NOT impressed. •
The only thing this man may have impressed her to do was call a close friend for moral support. She had a crazy feeling and wanted
something to do besides be alone with him.
"1felt I was crazy," she said , "and the reason I didn't call was because I knew 'Jane' would say, 'Nope, you're crazy. You're just
imagining this.'
"Then I thought to myself, I AM reading too much into this. It just can't be
happening. Here this guy is buying a
piece of property.''
A few more minutes passed and the
property buyer came to the door of the
secretary's office.
"I was sitting there at the secretary's
desk," the student said , ·and he was all
the time making comments and then he
would make small talk . And next, when
I wasn't looking, he came around behind the desk and put his hands on my waist line. ~
The student said as his hands touched her she raised up, turned and stared him in the face as he said , "I really shouldn't be doing
all this to a young woman like you " and left the office.
"He knew he was slime," she said .
The incident went unreported because at the time , she felt it would have been her word against his. "It would have cost us the
sale,• she said. "I was just glad he left."
Looking back on the experience she now would handle it differently.
"I'd probably have told this person off," she said , "because as far as my job classification, I was in a position where I could have
gotten away with it without too much hassle, but I know every situation is different when you're working to pay bills. •.
Even though paying bills is important to the student she now realizes the dilemma women face when working with a harassing
employer.
"I don't think any woman should have to subject herself to harassment, but when you're in a job position and you've got an employer
doing that, it's different," she said.
Now, in even the most ordinary situations the young woman is not as trusting. But she says she still has to be professional.
"It's a weird situation to be in because you think you're readi ng too much into it," she said. "You think nobody cou ld be behaving
like this in a work setting , but he did and I'm sure many others have. It wises you up a little."
With this wisdom she now trusts her instincts more. "Your instincts tell you a lot ,• she said, "and you usually find out you were
right with your first one . I don't rely on them 100 percent. I try to use logic. You should follow your instincts, though . I found out I wasn't
crazy."

"You think nobody could be behaving like this in a
work setting, but he did and I'm sure many others
have. It wises you up a little."
- ETSU student

■
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Marks Woodstock

1

The second time around, love and peace
play second fiddle to money and music

"My overall impression was surprise
or theWoodstock tra- was the gathering place, " said Buddy
dition , people from dif- Cox, a sophomore at ETSU who went at how everyone was getting along so
well ," Ray Boswell, a senior at ETSU
ferent towns and cit- to the concert.
For Generation X the purpose for said. "At most concerts people are
ies crammed together
this
Woodstock
was
not
to
protest
always pushing and fighting , but here
in a field .
Tents staked just anything for peace , love and happi- people would step aside and let you
through. If
inches apart
people had
housed most of the people for
food or water
the mid-August weekend , but
they'd share
others spent nights sleeping
"I got the feeling there was so much going
it."
under the two stages.
Boswell still
And when the rains came all
on
my
eyes
didn't
soak
up
what
I
saw.
"
felt
the initial
these people, some coming
purpose was
from as far away as Alaska and
to
make
California, some from as close
Buddy Cox, ETSU sophomore
money. That's
as Long Island and Buffalo, sat
what
Cox
said,
among the mud lakes and mire
too.
to listen to music and make
"Woodstock
their mark 25 years later at Woodstock
1
ness, it was to make money.
was commercial," Cox said. "It was a
1994.
But
peace
and
love
were
there.
money-making
thing.
I
went
there to
"As far as Generation X goes , that

F

have a good time but I think some
people were looking for something to
relate them to everyone else."
Even with the rain, Boswell said the
$135 cost per ticket was worth it considering the bands that played.
Cox and his three friends didn't think
so. They didn't buy tickets. "To keep
with the original Woodstock," Cox said ,
' I couldn't see going through the official steps to get to the concert, like
parking designatedly or buying tickets
three months in advance."
Even without tickets , he and his
friends had no trouble getting through
the gates. The mob at the gates , Cox
said, was like a digestive tract. "You
were going with the people," he said.
"You definitely didn't come out the
same way you got in."
In fact, once in the gates the atmosphere just took over.
"I got the fee ling there was so much
going on around me that my eyes
didn't soak up what I saw,"Cox said. "It
was the wildest thing I've ever seen."
Some of those scenes were what
concert goers called "mud people ,"
those who purposely covered themselves in mud and those who fell victim
to it.
Other attractions were the slam dancers, drug dealers who posted their
signs advertising what kind of acid
they had and people wearing marijuana necklaces.
"There was no security really," said
Cara Helfer, concert-goer and senior
at Russell College in Troy, NY who
drove her sister from New York for fall
semester at ETSU.
The security problem , Chris Burks,
an ETSU junior said , was because of
crowd control. He and Boswell got to
the concert early and were part of
those forced to go through medal detectors.
"At first it was enforced," Burks said,
"but then it was lenient because they
couldn't control the crowd. I would say
security was no worse than at any
other concert."
There was the "peace patrol," but
they mostly took care of those who
were hurt, Cox said.
If you made it through the weekend
without getting hurt, your pocketbook
probably felt a pinch.
A small pizza was $11 , a doughnut
was $1 and a two-liter Pepsi went for
$9 or $10, Helfer said.

Cox even saw one beer sell for $5
and a case sell for $60.
"Everyone was out to make a buck,"
Helfer said.
Those bucks didn't really mean much
when the rain started. Everyone had
the same goal then and that was to stay
dry, Cox said.
In a rock-n-ro/1 field of mud and people, Ray
"Once the rain started ," he said , "the Boswell keeps dry as he experiences the music
booths and pavilions turn ed out to be and life of Woodstock '94.
the flop houses for the night."
"If it hadn 't b ee n for
Woodstock," he said, "the
conditions would have been
terrible. That even shows
how hardcore the people
are."
But what attracted so many
people to one place , some
paying their way, others not?
Bu rks called it a reunion to
get everyone together. But
Boswell went mainly for the
music.
"I think everyone had their
own
reasons,"
Bo swe ll
said.
Woodstock '94 Music
"Some people came
for the music, some
came to do drugs.
Aerosmith, Allman Brothers, Arrested DevelopSome came just to
ment, Blind Melon, Bob Dylan, Cypress Hill,
say they had been."
With all their difJoe Cocker, Collective Soul, Crosby Stills and
ferent
reason s
Nash, Metaffica, Nine Inch Naifs, Jacky! , Peter
Burks, Boswell ,
Helfer and Cox felt
Gabriel, Porno for Pyro, Red Hot Chilli Peppers,
the trip was worth it.
"I think WoodSisters of Glory, Spin Doctors, Santana
stock
worked,"
Helfer sa id , "because it brought hundreds
of thousands of people together in one place to have
a good time. Everyone forgot about the real world
where everyone works and
has schedules to keep."
In keeping with tradition,
Cox said nobody left wi thout
it changing some part of their
life .
It was just a live concert,
but Cox said it proved
350 ,000 kids could party
hard with no law and not kill each other. Chris Burks pauses for just a moment of peace
between performances near center stage at
And even though no one will forget Woodstock '94.
the bands that played on stage, the
crowded field made its impression
"The concert was just the background
music," Cox said, "for the crowd th at
stole the show."

■ society

Will the Brady bill and crime bill
curb the violence plaguing America?

Ouns and America
V

iolence nationwide shot crime into th e No. 1
spot in today's news. And this past year
Congress adopted new legislation in hopes of
curbing the increase number of crimes committed by guns.
In the United States, gun deaths, including suicides in
1993 totaled more than 37,000, a December Newsweek
article said . And homicides by guns reached 13,000.
Even with these statistics' need for attention, controversy still surrounds the whole idea of government gun
control , Larry Miller, ETSU criminal justice professor said.
"The reason for emphasis on this," Miller said, "is that so
many communities are concerned about crime. Anything
done will help. This is a politician's way of saying we're
doing something."

To put minds at ease, Congress passed the Brady bill in
December of 1993 and the crime bill in August 1994.
The Brady Bill The Brady bill is a restrictive law on
handguns. Named after Jim Brady who was permanently
disabled in the attempted assassination of forme r President Reagan in 1981 , it imposes a five -day waiting period
for handgun purchases and requi res all local authorities to
conduct reasonable background searches for any past
criminal activity of prospective gun buyers. It also enables
states to achieve up to $200 million a year in federal funds
to upgrade criminal records and allows gun theft cases
from licensed dealers to be prosecuted in federal court.
Another measure of the Brady bill increased the federal
firearms license cost from $30 to $200.
No matter the cost, the Ne wsweek article states that
complete success of the Brady
bill hinges on the idea that a
waiting period plus a police
background check will reduce
handgun crimes.
"A law-abiding ci tizen will be
hurt by it," Miller said . "What
about the people who like to
go out and shoot beer cans off
fence posts? They will buy a
gun legally."
Even Brady bill supporters
agree that criminals who want
guns have no trouble finding
them among the 200 million or
so already on American
according
to
str eets ,
Newsweek.
Time will tell , but "Historically," Miller says, "gun control laws haven't worked."
The Crime Bill It's not only
the handgun control bill that
has gun buyers in a legal bind,
but the crime bill, which bans

While guns in school are a problem,
education may be our gun control solution
If you're a teacher or an education major, don't be
fooled, gun control affects you, too.
An Associated Press article by Robert Dvorchak,
said "shot in the line of duty" is a phrase no longer
just used for policemen. It's now used for teachers
gunned down in classrooms by their students.
"I know this area is not that bad right now as it is
in the inner cities," Craig Hawley, an ETSU senior
elementary education major, said. "Teachers are
going to have to look out for themselves."
But some rural and suburban schools are looking
out for teachers and students and are taking preventative measures.

School systems are now installing metal detectors,
surveillance cameras, banning book bags and ripping out lockers, according to the article.
Hawley knows about these measures, having gone
to high school outside Washington, D.C., where he
said students walked through metal detectors and
had some school sections closed off at certain times
of the day.
"I'm for gun control," he said. "Granted, you're
not going to be able to stamp guns out totally, but
there's no purpose for assault and artillery rifle use.
We shouldn't sell them."

the sale of 19 assault weapons, as well.
This legislation presented to Congress
by President Clinton, th at barely
squeaked into law, authorizes the building of thousands of new prison cells,
establishes new crime prevention programs, bans 19 assault weapons and
their look-alikes and provides for the
hiring of 100,000 new police officers.
But more police patrols won't make
much difference, a 1993 U.S. News and
World Report article said , because
criminals know where to get the guns
they want. Punishing them doesn't seem
to be working .
' Punishment works for those who don't
normally commit crimes ," Miller said ,
"but we have to completely rearrange
our value system for the hard criminals

He went on to say that if a student wants to bring
a gun to school, chances are nothing will prevent
that from happening.
And with that slim chance becoming greater,
Amy Bennett, an ETSU graduate student, thinks
long-term education might be a solution.
"No matter what legislation passes it won't make
a difference if people are not educated," said
Bennett, who is doing her student teaching at a
local high school this fall. "Education opens people's
minds not to harbor hatred."
Bennett realizes, though, she will encounter violence in her chosen profession, but says that's the
case at any job.
"I'm sure I will encounter violence even if its
minor like students fighting in the hall," she said.
"Kids are very aggressive. We're taught to use
whatever force is safe for us."
And even though violence is being seen more and
more in schools these days, Bennett says teaching is
a positive profession.
"The sad part is kids have to prove themselves
violent," she said. "It's the same with crime. They
have to do the crime before you can call them
criminals.''

and concentrate more on treatment."
Miller says the crime bill is good for
ETSU crimin al justice majors entering
the job market, but it won't decrease
crime. In fact, he says because more
police are on the streets to see the
crimes, statistics will increase.
And with most statistics only a news
report away, the future should tell
whether the new laws will work, but
Miller says we must look at our past,
too.
"This country culturally was founded
on guns, " Miller said. "Some call it a
John Wayne culture. The gun is a part
of American history. There's no way
you can ban and still have a democratic society."

Far Right: President Clinton signing the
very popular and hig h~profile crime bill
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Who Knows Really?

f you 're related to Sylvia Shy, Quinton Quiet or Bernice Bashful, you may feel alone sitting in a class
or at a job filled with brassy people, but are you?
Surveys may let you in on the secret to a certain degree: 30 to 40 percent of Americans confess that
they're shy, according to a 1991 article in Better Homes and Gardens.
But degrees of shyness are not clear. In fact , "It's complicated," said Van Morrow, psychologist and assistant
director of the ETSU Counseling Center.
Clear or not, of those confessed shy people, three-fourths say they don't like being shy and two-thirds
consider shyness to be a personal problem.
Shyness can stem from low self esteem, Morrow says, or from a lack of social interaction from childhood
or any kind of traumatic event such as being left out of a group. "Often what happens is they interpret the world
as unaccepting from early on," he said.
But how can we pick SHYNESS out of a group?
The sterotypical shy people , like Sylvia, Quinton and Bernice, are those who expericence anxiety in social
settings, on a date, or those who feel intimidated by people in authority, the article said.
Often these shy people will even experience physical changes and will blush , sweat and shake. They may get
stomach aches and have to struggle to spit words out because of a dry mouth when speaking in public.
Others who label themselves shy, though , may not get these physical effects but will mumble or avoid looking
someone else in the eye when speaking.
Also, shy people tend to cling to dead-end jobs
and avoid social situations .
This avoidance of the uncertain is what sepa'I think people can be quiet and
rates the shy person from the quiet person.
"I think people can be quiet and not be shy,"
not be shy. Quiet people will speak
Morrow said. "Quiet people will speak up for their
rights. Shy people spend their lives avoiding
up for their rl.ghts. Shy people
things they would like to do."
spend their lives avoiding things
Noticing the social stress is one way to detect
a shy person , but other ways do exist.
they would like to do.'
For instance, some shy people simply fee l they
must wait until situations in their lives fit perfectly
Van Morrow
before acting on them . (Doesn't everybody?)
And other shy people just do not like to be
evaluated negatively.
The negative remarks pierce even those who sit in classes and at work who are all the time popping out old cliches'
and phrases that fit at just the right time in any conversation.
These are shy extroverts and they make up about 20 percent of the SH Y population.
These people, "have mastered the way to work a crowd or tell a joke," the article said.

Shy extroverts may have a drug or
drinking problem and generally feel
more comfortable in structured environments as opposed to spontaneous
ones.
' Actors and celebrities , including
Johnny Carson and Carol Burnett, are
oftentimes shy extroverts," the article
said.
Whether it's structure on a stage , in
a classroom, behind a podium or by
avoiding certain situations, shy people
cannot change who they are.
' It can be done , going from shy to
public speaker," Morrow said, "but
most don't dramatically change their
personalities. They just learn to cope
better."
As shy people live and cope with
shyness on a daily basis, many learn
to appreciate its good points .
Shy people tend to be modest, gentle,
supportive and kind ," the article said.

"They are loyal friends, excellent listeners, and thoughtful."
But these qualities, however good,
don't always give a person th e edge in
today's times.
"In the dog-eat-dog world of business ," Morrow said , "(Assert ive
people) may have no patience and th e
shy person can be left behind ."
On the other hand , anxiety over a
business presentati on may make a
shy person prepare well.
Whether it's business or pleasure ,
noticeable anxiety or hidden insecurity, there's always the possibility that
th e wall-flower and th e life of th e party
may have more in common than ever
will be seen .
Because with all its degrees, "shyness," the article said, "lends a mystique to a person forcing others to work
to know the emotions inside "

'Shy people

tend to be
modest., gentle,
supportive and
kind. They are
loyal friends,
excellent
llsteners and
thoughtful ... '

Sports Illustrated
Spring '1995

FOOTBALL

WOMENS GOLF

Mike Cavan's
dome of dreams

.__ _ _ __

For Lady Bucs
the sophomore
season is still a
baptism of fire

MENS TENNIS
Serving bagels

BASEBALL
Swinging for
the fences

WOMENS TRACK
& FIELD
Running with heart
and sole

I.F.O. This identified flying object is ETSU
alumnus Greg Dennis who returned to the dome.

CROSS
COUNTRY
More horse
than rider

WOMENS TENNIS
Beauty and the
backcourt

WOMENS
VOLLEYBALL

Alan LeForce's
army hangs
luff against
the press

Kelly's heroes
respond in a season
of youth with
moments of
excellence

MENS TRACK

MENS GOLF

WOMENS
BASKETBALL

Hitting out of the
fairways of
greatness

TRADITION

MENS
BASKETBALL

Life in the
fastlane

Running and gunning

Sports

Illustrated

With pre-seaso n Top 25 rankings in
ma jor polls, 1994 was to b e ETSU's year
in football. Bu t a seaso n filled with hop e
a nd g reat expectations turn ed into a ...

So what went wrong?

Coach Mike Cavan having another
long afternoon in the Mini-Dome.

Catawba
at Morehead State
VMI
at Auburn
App State
at The Citadel
at Georgia Southern
Furman

Marshall
atUT-C
at Western Carolina

42-0
44-0
31-21
0-38
13-30
56-34
23-24
21-33
12-42
30-13
34-31

Overall Record : 6 - 5

Home Games : 2 - 3
Away Games : 4 - 2

This was one of the questions on the minds of many
fans. After starting out with three straight wins, the Sues
simply collapsed.
This reversal of fortune took place in Jordan-Hare
Stadium when the Auburn Tigers ripped apart both the
Bucs· offensive and defensive lines as Greg Ryan threw for
53 yards and Brian Edwards was held to 22 rushing yards.
The emotional and physical hangover of the 38-0
beating to Auburn contributed to the Bucs' loss to Appalachian State 30-13. It was a contest where the wounds
were self-infl icted as the Bucs turned the ball over six times
in the first half.
The character of the team was tested and failed again
when they lost two weeks later at Georgia Sou thern and
then lacked the tenacity or maturity to respond or regroup
against Furman the following week.
So the season of hope had deteriorated into the season
of fru stra tion. For the second straight year, ETSU' s footba ll
team found itself as a Cinderella wanna-be in a quest for
the glass slipper.
The rest of the season they played for pride, for
respect and the possibility of climbing out of the low-rent
section of the Sou thern Conference.
Fortunately, the Sues· last game of the year was an
impressive win on the road at Western Carolina, a team
which had beaten the Bucs 11 of the last 12 meetings.

So w hat did it all mean?
Grea ter expecta tions and if nothing else, and perhaps
the start of a winning Southern tradition.
REALITY BITES: Despite opening lheir

I

... but "Hope springs eternal in the human
breast."
- Alexander Pope

HIGHLIGHTS
Brian Edwards became the first
ETSU freshman and the second
running back ever to go over
1,000 ya rds in a season.
•

Jeff Johnson caught a schoolrecord 16 receptions and scored
three touchdowns against
App State.
Despite throwing 14 interceptions, quarterback Greg Ryan
threw 15 touchdowns and
completed 60 percent of his
passes.

•

Against Furman, Jeff Johnson
became the all-time leader in pass
receptions for ETSU.

•

James Russell made a seasonhigh 15 tackles against Western
Carolina.

•

Quarterback Greg Ryan had 300yard games against VM I and
Georgia Southern.

•

ETSU outscored its opponents
82 to 37 in the fourth quarter.

•

ETSU successfully converted 54
percent of its fourth-down conversions.
By Steve Leasure
Photos by Gediyon Kifle

Wars
ETSU 44 Morehead State 0

By Steve Leasure

The 1994 football season brought with it a
number of battles and conflicts as the Bucs'
front line defense went up against some of the
region's most powerful and talented offenses.

Morehead State's offensive line was
crushed by the running attack of Jeff Jones
who hammered out 167 yards on just 11
carries.
Jones and Brian Edwards became the
first ETSU players, in the same game to
rush for more than 100 yards since 1981.
Dainon Sidney's high point of the season came when on a 83-yard kickoff
runback for a touchdown.
Auburn 38 ETSU 0
It was more like a slap-down to reality
than a matchup as the Tigers' strength,
size and speed seemed to intimiate the
Bucs as Chaka Sutton, Mario Hanerson
and Donnie Adraham spent the game
tackling from behind.
App State 30 ETSU 13

THE BA TILEFIELD: Ron Black engages the Furman's offense.

Going into the game, everybody knew
the road to a successful season for the
Bucs, went through the App State's defensive line.
Of course know ing it and doing something about were two different animals as
the Bucsdiscovered when theirtoprusher,
Brain Edwards failed to penetrate the
Mountaineers defense, running for 46
yards on 12 carries.
Georgia Southern 24

Men love war because it allows
them to look serious.
John Fowles

ETSU 23

With a subscription to the philosophy,
"no guts, no glory" the Bucs' attempt at a
two-point conversion in the final minute
was shot down when Georgia Southern' s
Michael Morris was able to deflect the
ball during the conversion attempt.

It is not merely cruelty that leads
men to love war, it's excitement.
Henry Ward Beecher

WARFARE: Jeff Johnson makes one of his
seven catches against App State as he w ins the
battle but loses this war.

Laws are silent in the time
of war.
Cicero

Older men declare war. But it is
the youth that must fight and die.
Herbert Hoover

' '

Photos by Gediyon Kifle & Brian Chandler
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Warriors

'

Furman 33 ETSU 21
Furman came in to the game, 2-5, as big
und erdogs and although the Paladins were
trailing a t halftime, they blew the game wide
open by scoring three touchdowns in thE
third quarter. It was considered by many a:
one of the worst quarters of foo tball an ETSL
team ever played.

Bombs Away Dream Babies!

Marsh all 42 £TSU 12

Led by Greg Ryan's 2171 passings yards, the Bucs
receiving corps caught 197 passes compared to the
opposition's 117 catches.

The season's largest crowd ca me expecting a competitive ga me o nly to realize earl)
the Bucs lacked the tools or the talent to fighl
the good fight as the Thundering Herd
marched up and down the field at will.
In the ga me, Chris Bea tty broke ETSU'!
career receiving ya rdage record.
ETSU 30 UT·Chattanooga 13

With the kind of intensity that brought ~
success in the first part of the season, thf
Bucs' football team s napped a three•gam
losing strea k.
Woodrow Dixon and Brian Edwards led
the charge as ETSU got a solid ga me fromi ~
kickinggame includinga69•yard punt from
Cory Collins.
ETSU 34 Weste rn Carolina 31

MOVIN G TARGET: Chris Beatty explodes down the fi eld aft er making one of
his seven ca tches for 87 yards against Southern Conference foe Furman.

For the first time all season, the Bucs played
a good team well and won. Aside from gir·
ing ETSU its fi rst w inning season in eighl
years, the win also allowed Mi ke Cavan to
go after a higher•ca liber of players during
recruiting season.
Freshman runni ng back Brian Edwards
ran for more than 100 yards five: times th~
season, including 192 yards against nation•
ally ranked Western Carolina.

I tis fatal to en ter a war w ithout
the w ill to win it.
Gen. Douglas MacArthur

By Steve Leasure
Photos by Gediyon Kifle & Brian Chandler

IN THE ZONE: Chris Beatty brea ks Catawba's coverage in the season opener. In the game, he ca ught three passes for 97 yards.

0 War, thou son of hell!

War is the unfolding of
miscalculations.

William Shakespeare
Barbara Tuchman

ch Ka ren Kemp • Assistant coach Valerie Privett • Assistant coach Mike Bradbury • Assistant coach Paige Cardel

The Lady Bucs responded to Coach Kemp's up-tempo
style, playing some of the most exciting women 's
basketball the campus has seen in years.

The Lady Bucs hit the floor running and
gunning in their season opener as ETSU
defeated Robert Morris University, 106-82.
And so began the Karen Kemp era.
Kemp, a fo rmer assistant coach at UT-Chattanooga, came to ETSU in August, determined to turn around a struggling women's
basketball program that had posted a 79-131
record under the eight-yea r leadership of
coach Debbie Richardson.
The players immediately responded to
the new view and attitude from the top.
In their second game of the season, they
improved upon athletic perfection, ripping
apart Coastal Carolina in Brooks Gym, 10761.

Coach Karen Kemp, as an assistant coach, at UTChattanooga was a part of the school's three Southern Conference Championships.

by Steve Leasure

In the game, DeSha wne Blocker scored
a career-high 34 points, eight rebounds and
six steals in 21 minutes of playing time.
It was the first back-to-back 100-point
games in 17 years of Lady Bue basketball.
And although coach Kemp was impressed with the wins, Kemp, a goal-oriented person, saw the first two games of the
year as a warmup and as a measuring stick
fo r greater things to come.
"We can't rest on these two wins,"Kemp
said. "We can't afford to take any of our
opponents lightly. We just need to concentrate on our game plan and let things fall into
place."
And fall into place they did. In the third
game of the season, Amy Engle scored a
career-high 33 points.
Engle, a 6-foot fo rward from Erwin,
who sat out last year after transferring from
Tennessee Tech, hit 9-17 from the field leading the women's basketball team to a 93-66
blowout.
ETSU had not started a season 3-0 since
the 1980-81 season, w hen head coach Susan
Yow's team, led by All-American Marsha
Cowart went on to a 21-9 season.

A DRIVING FORCE: Sharon Jones drives down the lane, as she prepares to score two of her 16 points.

SKYWALKER: Senior DeShawne Blocker tips in a missed shot. FROM DOWNTOWN: Amy Engle hits 5 -9 3-pointers against Mars Hill.

The 1994-95

Lady Bue Roster
No. 25

DeShawne Blocker
Senior, Forward,
Augusta,Ga

No. 33

Yvette Grainger
Senior, Forward
Conway, SC

No. 45

Justina McClellan
Senior, Forward
Harriman, Tenn

No. 22

Amy Engle
Junior, Forw;,rd
Erwin, Tenn.

No. 24

Sharon Jones
Ju nior, Guard
LittlcRiver,SC

No. 10

Wendi Reed
Junior, Guard
Decatur, Tenn.

No. 40

Stephanie Roberson
Jun io r, Fonvard
Knoxville, Tenn.

No. 34

Jennifer Howell
Sophomore, Guard
Fortville, Ind .

No. 20

Kenya Vaugha n
Sopho mo re, Forward
Hampton, Ya

No. 21

Christen DeGabricllc
Gua rd, Freshman
L1wrenceville, Ga

No. 53

Jelisa Payne
Freshman, Center
Columbia, Tenn.

Aga inst Mars Hill, the Lady Sues shot 46.2 from the field and 7-18 from 3-poi nt land.

Sharon Jones picked up three assists, one stea l and fou r turnovers against Mars Hill.

• DeShawne Block e r • Yve tte Gra inger • Jus tina McCle lla n • Amy E n g le • Sha ron Jo nes • W endi ~

By Steve Leasure

This year's Lady Bue basketball team
was older and wiser and more talented.
For Amy Engle, her junior yea r at ETSU
was an overdue homecoming. The Erwin
native played her freshman and sophomore years at Tennessee Tech w here she
was selected as Freshman-of-the-Year of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
In her first year as a Lady Bue, Engle
brought to the program some much needed

leadership and scoring.
Engle's ability to play inside and shoot
the 3-point shot allowed head coach
Karen Kemp to open up the offense.
DeS ha w ne Blocker and Ju s tina
McClellan, the Lady Bucs' marquee players enjoyed impressive senior years.
Junior Sharon Jones' pressing and aggressive style of play added not only
tension but was an intangible asset.
Plwtos by Bria11 Chandler

compared to 29 by Mars Hill.

TA KING CH ARGE,

fuses to give grou nd.

KISSING THE GLASS:DeShawne Blocker powers her way past Susie Hopson.

·ed • Stepha nie Rober son • Jennifer Howell • Kenya Vaug han • C h risten D eGabrie lle • Je lisa Payne

Game, Set
& Match
For seven seasons, coach
Dave Mullins 'teams have been
perennial contenders for the
Southern Conference title and
have achieved academic excellence in the classroom . This
year was no different.

Houlzet ripping one across the net. Sometimes attitude is everything.

HAMMERING FOREHAND: Jeff Besken "nails" an approach sho t.

NET RESULTS: Antonio Serrate survives being in the w rong place at the
right time.

The new world of ETSU tennis was
once again playing in the land of the
giants as Gustavo Perziano and Antonio Robles led the Bucs in several impressive all-out matches.
In the Georgia Tech Fall Classic,
Perziano, the Mad Argentinian, made
his way to the finals before bowing to
Michigan's David Paradzik, 6-4, 6-4. At
the same tournament, Robles worked
his way through a tough bracket before
falling to Justin Smith of the University
of Virginia 6-1 , 7-6.
Antonio Serrate and Ken Ruff found
their overhead smashes and down-theline winners adding balance and victories to the overall Buccaneer attack as
they racked up 15 match victories between them.
But the season belonged to the doubles
team of Juan DeAngulo and Dean
Houlzet. Winners of the Georgia Tech
Fall Classic and the USC 1994 Region II
Fall Invitational, where they defeated
the nation's 15th ranked doubles team
in the finals, DeAngulo and Houlzet are
already considered one of the top
doubles teams in the Southern Conference.

by Steve Leasure
Photos by Gediyon Kifle

Fall 1994
Singles Records
Johnny Bailey
Jeff Bes ken
Juan DeAngulo
Jason Hagood
Dean Houlzet
Robert Hudd leston
Pablo, Lage
Sunil Muley
Gustavo Perziano
Ken Raff
Antonio Robles
An tonio Serrate

1-1
5-5
12-4
1-1
9-5
0-1
4-5
5-4
13-4
7-4
13-5
8-3

Overall Record: 78 - 42
Winning Percentage: 71 %

Fall 1994
Doubles Records

SIGNED, SEALED & DELIVERED: Senior Gustavo Perziano airmails an overhead smash.

r

DeAngulo/ Houlzet 10-2
Robles/Perziano
10-3
1-2
Lage/Muley
Bailey / Besken
0-1
Raff/Serrate
2-2
Houlzet/Lage
0-1
0-1
DeAngulo/Robles
Perz ino/Serrate

2-1

Those Hard-Candy Serves
(right) Juan DeAnglulo is ripping
one to his opponent's backhand .
(right) Antonio Robles prepares to
drill a serve down the center line.

Overall Record: 25 - 13
Winning Percentage: 66%
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Where's Tony? How's Tony? How many minutes is
Tony going to play? Anybody who knew anything about
the ETSU program knew that Tony Patterson, who
averaged 12 points and six rebounds per game last yea r,
would be the go-to-man this yea r.
Unfortunately, the senior center fro m Flatlick, Ky.,
spent more time a lot of the season on and off the bench
nursing a leg injury. So, with perhaps the most talented
players in the Southern Conference, LeForce had to find
different ways of winning, different ways of doing
battle.
Geoff Herman's outstanding outside shooting helped
fill the scoring void. The 6-foot-1 guard from Chattanooga blistered the nets with his 3-point gun.
Justin McClellan was often the man in the middle
posting up against the Southern Conference's best offensive and defensive players.
Robert Doggett found himself playing several roles.
The prime time junior from Reidsville, N.C., found
himself playing both guard and forward. A team leader,
he also filled the roles of playmaker, scorer a nd savvy
ball handler.

AIR MALE: Geoff Herman adding a little
extra postage to this one

By Steve Leasure
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RIPPING ONE OOWN: Justin McClellan
pulls down a rebound
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Photo by lArry Smith
Geoff Herman no-looking the Vols defensive.

On the 0
ONE-ON-ONE: Junior Floyd playing keep-away

SEE YA LATER: Robert Doggett blows past his opponent

'

Photo by Ulrry Smith
(left) Justin McClellan is in top gea r against UT; (above)
Robert Doggett goes down the lane with a shot that is the arc
of perfection.

ffensive
Sometimes a picture
is worth more than
a million words.

MASTER-CARD: Floyd opens a charge account against Lees-McRae

e
In its sophomore season, the
women's go lf program is driv ing home success with its sweet
swings of talent.
In its second year, the ETSU lowest scores in three of four tourwomen's golf team found itself on naments. In her most impressive
showing, the James Madison Invithe right course.
Swinging out of the woods of tation, she recorded rounds of 82inexperience, the Lady Bucs found 77-159 while finishing 17th overall.
Leslie Vaughan of Powell played
themselves taking their games to a
higher and more mature level of her best rounds ( 85-84-169) in the
play and success as head coach Longwood Invitation when she finKim Chase added five new swings ished tied for 13th place.
Shannon Ferdinard averaged 87.3
to her harem of athletic talent.
Leading those swings of talent in her 10 rounds. The freshman from
was Dawn Parrott of La Follette Madison, Wis., scored her first holewi th a per round average of 83.3. in-one on the 177 ya rd 17th hole
Parrot recorded the Lady Bucs' during the Te nnessee-Tec hbest round of the fall season with VanderbiltClassic with a three iron.
Freshman Amy Bradbury from
a 76 in the Tennessee TechVanderbilt Classic in Cookeville. Ontario, Canada, enjoyed a good
In the tournament, the freshman season including rounds of 91-88finished tied for seventh, seven 197 in theMethodistCollege Invitastrokes behind to urnament med- tional.
Other players include sophomore
alist Robyn Phillips of SMU.
Holly Benedict of Grantville, Pa., Katie Craft, Amy Gerlach, Misty
also had a per round average of Kistner and LeAnn Roark of
83.3. Benedict carded the team's Rogersville.
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by Steve Leasure

SHY? Think again.
Some women let their

Holly Benedict setting the stand ard for
the others to fo llow.

Misty Ki stner addressing the ball and
answering the whispers of ETSU's latest
athletic tradition

The ETSU women's
golf tea m is no
longe r on the
"fring e" of respectability.

Cleft) BRA INS, BEAUTY & A CREA T SW ING, Jun-

ior and Psychology major LeA nn Roark has a lot
more on the ball than most students.

Power Rangers: Historica lly the ETSU track teams have established themselves as some of the best teams in the country.

ON THEIR MARK: The Bucs go leg-to-leg and win against UT-Chattanooga.

Chris Gibson is always a man on the move

• Power • Patterson • O'Gara • Dunne • Stark • Leek • Ritchie • Fly1
The Line o f Legends

IELD SUR~ING

BY STEVE LEASURE

A
ge and experience overtook
youth and nervous energy as

for nearly three miles on the Moccasin Bend course in Chattanooga.
Th e Mountaineers wou ld
eventually take four of the top
five positions.

defending Champion Appalachian State ran away with the
Southern Conference championship.
In the race, East Tennessee State
finished second,
co mpared to
Irishmen John
their disappointFenton
and
ing fourth-place
Cronan Cantley
finish in 1993.
finished two and
For the fir s t
three, respectim e in four
tively, for th e
years, coac h
Bucs in both the
Dave Wa lk er
Southern Conlacked the goferenceChampifor-it-all sp eed
onship and the
a nd verve of
NCAA Ill Meet.
four-time SouthAs a team, the
ern Conference
Bucs finished the
champion a nd FLEETS OF FEET: The cross country teams NCAA meet
A ll- American have been by has coached by Dave Walker 14th ou t of 41
Seamus Power. for 25 years.
teams.
Following in the footsteps of
Fred Reinhardt's freshman tour
fellow Irishman Power, freshman of duty included his season-best
Declan Fahy ran the race of his time of 25:43 as the Taylors, S.C.,
young college career.
native finished second on the
Just months after recovering Buccaneer team in the season 's
from a leg injury, Fahy d elivered first three events.
a team-best time of 24:49, chalFreshman Robert Leone of VirlengingSouthern Conference run- ginia Beach, Va., also showed
'flashes' of great talent.
ner of the year Tommy Holland

, •McBride• Kenny• Finucane• Cusack• Leddy• Hynes• Brown•.

Courting

IN LIKE LIONS: Lind sey Gastright, Beltina Travesso and Whitney Hammons took almost everybody by surprise paying
quick divid ends to the ETSU program

There's a new gang in town and
they're talking softly, b11t carrying
some pretty quick rackets.

by Steve Leasure

Fall Records
Dara Bushman

Lindsey Gastright
Whitney Hammons
Becky McAvoy
Kristy Pace
Bellina Travesso
Sharon Varadi

Gastright/Hammons
Varadi/ George
McAvoy / Pace
Traverso/Varadi
Bushman/Pace
Bushman/Travesso

5-5
8-2
11-3
0-3
8-4
4-4
3-5

4-2
1-1
2-1
0-1
2-1
3-1

This season head coach Dave
Mullins hitathleticgoldasfreshm en Lindsey Gastright and
Whitney Hammons each won
their respected fligh ts in the Tennessee Tech Classic.
Along with freshman Beltina
Travessa of Lima, Peru, these
teens with tenacity, also won the
first three matches of their college careers
In doubles action, Travessa
teamed up with Dara Bushman
to post a 3-1 record. Describing
the three freshmen as "good allaround athletes," Mullins believes he has found a foundation

to build an already good program on.
Junior Kristy Pace also had another solid fall season on the
singles court. Pace, who teamed
up with now injured Becky'
McAvoy to win the Southern
Conference title two years ago,
reached the finals in the Tennessee Tech Classic before falling to
Esra Baybunt of Tennessee Tech
(6-4, 3-6, 7-5).

Bushman made it into the
quarterfinals twice (in the Middle
Tennessee State Invitational and
the Old Dominion Fall Championships).

Success
Lady Bue Fall Roster
Dara Bushman
Lindsey Gastright
Whitney Hammons
Becky McAvoy
Kristy Pace
Bellina Travesso

So.
Fr.

Boca Ra ton, Fla.
Wood stock, Ga.
Barbonville, N Y
Johnson City, TN
Greenville, SC

STA Y ING A LI VE: Kristy Pace takes another trip through no-man's land.

SOFT TOUCH:A t times, itseemsas though
Beltina 's net ga me is a work of art.

SfEPPING INTO IT, Lindsey Gastright is
making an impact on the conference.

Plrotos by Gediyon Ki f ie

uestion of
Reality hit hard and often as the Lady
Bucs were unable to dig themselves out
of a season of blighted hope.

-

For the Lady Bucs, it was more
than just a rebuilding year, it was a
season filled with question marks,
uncertainties and other missing
pieces of the volleyball puzzle.
Coming off the 1993 season (2113), head coach Kelly Andrew knew
that her team would have to find
new heavy hitters if they were to
challenge Furman and Appalachian State to return to the top of

Pennington, last yea r's freshman-of the-yea r, the Lady Bucs
were always at their best when
they played in Brooks Gym, posting a 7-3homecourtrecord. Both
players also made the 1994 AllSou them Conference second
team.

Senior Jan Kyzar was unable
to repeat the offensive numbers
of her 1993 season posting just
191 killsandoverl00fewerdigs.
th e conference.
Senior and defensive specialUnfortunately, the opposition
hammered away at all of the Lady ist Vickie Manis of Kingsport reCoach Kelly Andrews has one of the Bucs' weaknesses; and what corded 206 digs while serving 10
highest winning percentages in the should' ve and could've been the aces.
Despite the team's disappointbeginning of the Jennifer Penningnation.
to n era, turned out to bea season o f ing year, freshman Genevieve
frustration as ETSU finished 1994 Pavlik ofTucson, Ariz., had severa l impressive statistics includat 13-19.
Text by Steve Leasure
Led by senior Tish Wilson and ing a team-high 1,289 assists.
& Photos by Gediyon Kifle

CRIME IN PROGRESS: Jennifer Pennington gets ready to go
for the kill.

AIR RAID: The Lady Vols were unabl e to do anything with
this one.

t1rv1Va/

One for six -- Six for all

With the loss of two-time Southern Co11fere11ce
Player-of-the-Year Jennifer Garriga, the Lady
Bucs found themselves witho11t the sovereignty
to post a winning season.

The Bucs are able to recover to win the point.

~Boys of Spring
For the ETSU baseball team their diamond di dn't sparkle with the
same magic. With the loss of six starters, the 1994 team recorded its
first losing season in three years.
By Steve Leasure

TEAM STATISTICS
Batti ng Ave rage
Bucs
Op ponent

On paper, the Bucs ou thit a nd
outpitched the op positi on. On paper, th ey p la yed be tter d efense,
hit fo r a hi g her a ve ra ge a nd
p ounded mo re hom e run s. O n
pape r, th e Bucs ha d more speed
an d a better eye fo r th e strike zone.
U n for tun a t e ly, b aseba ll is n ' t
p layed on a sheet of p a per.
With th e loss of Dallas Monda y, Ro d Walker and Jo d y
Krupin ski, few e xpected th e Bucs
to con ten d fo r the Sou the rn Co nference titl e, so few we re disa p poi nted w he n the Bucs closed th e
season in th e midd le of th e co nfe rence. But the Bu cs base ball
tea m had its mom ents.

.287
.270

Home Runs
Bucs
Opponen t

37
28

S lugg in g Perce ntage
Su es
.436
O p pone nt
.408
Errors
Sues
Opp o nent

55
74

Field ing Perc e ntage
Su es
.963
O ppo nent
.950

Pit ch ers' ERA
Su es

THE MOMENTS

Aga inst Radford College, Wa d e
Eva n went 4-6 a t the plate w ith
three doubl es w hile Ad a m Cross

5.03
5.44

Opponent

~ I Th e Buccaneer Bats

\J

PLAYER

GP

AB

R

H

HR

RB I

Brad Fullington
Mi ke Hooks
Wade Evans
Troy Ande rson
Cra ig Pete rson
Bra ndon Krantz
Adam Cross
James Lyons

39
40
40
39

141 28
145 38
1S9 30
142 30
117 20
125 30
160 26
60 12

49
50
53

4
14
4
3
3
0
2
1

21

36

46

36
36
46
16

13-9.

In th e ga me, Da ni el Ball went 45 w ith two d ou bles a nd three RBI s.
Mike Hooks a dd ed to the co mebac k w it h a home run w hil e pi cking up three RBI s .
Aga in s t Da v id so n , t h e Bu cs
showed the powe r of pas t seaso ns,
scoring 39 r uns in three ga m es.
Hooks cru s hed fo u r homers in the
seri es.
Pitching a lso had its mom ents.
Aga inst Eas ter n Michigan Un ive rsity a nd VMI, Todd And e rso n
stru ck out 10.
Cur tis Coope r s tru ck out 14
aga in st UNC -As hev ille as Sco tt
Ab le gave u p onl y 1 hom e r u n in 39
inn ings on the mo und .

The Buccaneer Arm s

Tri v ia: Wh o was th e o n ly Bu e to hit a
gra nd sla m?
uos.1aiac1 s 11u:, :n Msuv

38
39
23

and Trav is Lincoln had three RBIs
eac h in the 18-12 road victory.
In the fina l series of the sea so n,
the Bu cs ove rca m e a 9-2 d eficit
agains t Georg ia So uth ern to wi n

43
33

24
22
10
15
7

AVG.
.348
.345
.333
.324
.308
.288
.288
.242

T rivia: Wh ich Bue pitcher tossed the team 's
o nl y shu tout?

UOS.lapuv ppOJ. :.1aM SUV

PLAY ER
Todd Anderso n
Curis Cooper
Walt Tay lor
Scott Able
Daniel Ba ll
Denny Maxwell
Chris Berg
Fred Rask

GP IP
14
13

5
11
11
11

9
3

81
78
14

39
50
53
21
4

W- L

ER

so

BB

ERA

6-5
S-4
0- 1
3-0
2-5
2-S
1-0
0- 1

38
38
7
22
30

84
60
3
26

29
19
6
26

32

37
18

40

21
27

4.19
4.37
4.50
5.03
5.40
6.24
7.71
9.00

10

3

8
1

MORE THA N ABLE: Sco tt Abl e o n
the mound a ga ins t Geo rg ia So uthe rn

stri kin g ou t 10 agai nst VM I

Plr o t os by Ged iyott Kifle

HOT SHOT: Tro y And e rso n sta rting one of
30 d o u bl e plays tha t the Sues were a bl e to
tu rn .

SPEED AND BEAUTY: The Lady Bucs go through their warmups at the VA hospital. Most put in more than 30

Michelle Barnes

Julie Lind

1

Erin Chavez

Taylor Perin

Suzanne Dunbar

Danyelle Schott

Mary Jo Ferrigan

Kirstin Ursino

Michelle Gregg

Jenne! Walby

Kristi Hays

Michelle Byrne

Walby Leads Lady Bucs
to Third-Place Finish
In her first season as a full-time
assistant coach, Michelle Byrne hit
the field running in a program that is
trying to establish its own pace and
identity.
For most of the Lady Bucs, 1994
served as a learning curve. Attempting to build a team with more d epth,
Byrne added seven runners to the
cross country team, including three
junior college transfers from Arizona.

miles a week.

Of the new arrivals, Michelle Barnes
of Mesa, Ariz., made the largest contribution to the Lady Bucs as the exercise major finished third for the Bucs
in each of her races.
Barnes also ran all six of her races in
su b- 20 -m in u t e
Led by sophotimes with a permore Jennel Walsonal best of 18:33
by and last year's
in the cha mpionSouthern Confership meet.
ence fres hman of
Nex t on th e
the yea r Mary Jo
depth cha rt was
Ferrigan, the wofreshman Michelle
men's track team
Gregg of Dublin,
finish ed the conIreland, who finference'schampiished fourth on the
The tattoo of a runner on her ankle
onship m eet in
tea m in four of the
thi rd place beshows "Air Jennel's" love of the sport.
six races.
hind Furman and
and UT-Chattanooga .
Erirn Chavez, also of Mesa, Ariz.,
"Air Jenne!" led the Lady Bucs
ended the season strong, including a
with a 17:57 time in the champion19:30 time in the Southern Conference Championship.
ship race. Ferrigan finished at 18:33.

By
Steve
Leasure
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A;r Jenne!, Mary Jo and the Lad y Bucs
faced many hills in their athletic field of
dreams.

DE ER CROSSING: Under a dark and dreary autumn sky, the Lad y
Bucs prepare to go head-to-head with UT-Chattanooga. In the race, a
couple of the runners were nearly trampled by a few deer.

Hitting into the fairways of possible

greatness, sophomore
Keith Nolan leads the

men's golf team to a
top-25 ranking as coach

~

Fred Warren prepares
his young , but talented

team for anot her
NCAA Tournament.
~
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Par for the

ourse
Call it tradition, a markofexcellence oran
exercise in consistency. But to any fan or

st11dent of the sport, it's called golf at its
best.
by Steve Leasure
LEA YING NOTH ING TO CHANCE: Keith
Nolan parks one down the middle of the

In most sports, it is nearly
impossible to m easure individual talent. In football, a quarterback is onl y as good as the
offensive line. In baseba ll, a
home run hitter is only as good
as the p itches he gets.
But golf is d ifferent.
Golfers stand alone in the
great field of athletic endeavor.
They stand alone swinging hard
in the competiti ve breezes of
their sport. Theystandaloneon
natu re's carpets, sharing their
courage, fear, strengths a nd
wea knesses. They stand alone
in a crowd .
Head coach Fred Warren recognizes th is reality and fo r
nearly a decade, he has given
boys the opportuni ty to become
men, on a nd off the course. He
has given young men the chance
to grow physically and mentally. H e has given the university its la test athletic d ynasty.
And this year was no d ifferent.

'

"

Led by Irishman Keith Nolan,
the men's golf team maintained
its top-25 ranking through the
year. Nolan, w ho averaged 73
strokes per round, not only led
the Bucs in most of their tou rnaments, he also earned a higher
achievement.
The sophomore from Bray,

Ireland, was named to the short
list fo r the 1995 Irish Wa lker
Cup Team . Last yea r's Southern Conference "Freshman of
the Year" was one of 18 players
selected .
Freshma n Bryan Omelia was
the second consecuti ve ETSU
freshman to win the Iron Duke
Classic (71-71-142). Omelia,
also from Ireland was the No. 2
player on the team with a season average of 74 strokes. His
best round was a 70, fired at the
Kiawah Island Inter-collegia te
Tourna me nt he ld in South
Carolina.
Las t yea r's w inner of the
Southern Conference Tournament title, Ga rrett Willis, a veraged 75 strokes p er round. He
shot a 69 at the Tennessee Tournament of Champ ions w hile
leading the Bucs to a sixth place
finish in an event tha t included
severa l top-25 teams.
Rob Couture o f Trenton,
Ontario, scored his best rounds
at the Iron Duke Classic (73-78151). His 18th place fini sh
helped the Bucs w in the tournament w hich included three
ranked teams.
Sophomore Brennan Webb,
senior Scott Honeycutt and Bill
Ullery were also a part of the
year's traditionoflong andhard
ball-hitters.

NO DAY AT TH E BEACH: Scott Hunt blasts out of a bunker.

fainvay.
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A STROKE O F PERFECTION: Garrett

Willis prepares to knock in a 10-foot putt.

L

Fred Warren

Ga rrett Willis

Eric Axley

Brennan Webb
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Professor Diane
N elson and
Michelle Huffine
scope out a
specimen.

Professor Th omas
L a ne, an avid reader of
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FACULTY & STAFF
Abrams, Sara h
Abusa mra, Lynda
Acuff, Robert
Adebonojo, Festus
Alexander, C.
Allen, Ja y
A Iii son, J. David
Alsop, Fred
And rews, Kelly
Andrews, Wayne
Antkiewicz, Henry
Armstrong, Stephen
Arrowood, Kathy
Aston, Richard
Bach, Bert
Bader, Steve
Bagnell, Philip
Bailes, Gordon
Baily, Wayne
Barr, Sue
Bartell, Ro bert
Baxley, Robert
Baxter, Colin
Bonta, Bedford
Behringer, Bruce
Belanger, Arthur
Bennard, Bruce
Benner, Da vid
Berg, Gary
Be rk, Steven
Bettis, Glenn
Bharti, Des
Bishop, Wilsie
Blankenship, Cecil
Blanke nship, Mike

Spacemen Boogie
It was hardly "one small s tep for man and one giant lea p for
mankind," but for astronauts Carl Meade and Mark Lee, it was a lot
of fun.
For the first time in more than 10 yea rs, an astronaut attempted
an untethered spacewalk. Free of any lifelines to the Space Sh uttle
Discovery, the two Americans d id some serious freestyle dancing in
space while checking out the space-age life preservers for future
space station crews.
The celestial free fall into space was performed 150 miles above
fa1 rth and was controlled by 24 small nitrogen gas jet packs.
Meade and Lee are only the seventh and eighth me n to walk in
space w ithout a li fe line to the m othership .
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FACULTY & STAFF
Blevins, Carol Ann
Blevins, Jimmy
Blunt, Aldrick
Boland, Jay
Bowma n, James
Bowman, Jim
Bradbury, Michael
Bradley, Vernon
Braswel l, Michael

Brooks, Donna
Browd er, Isaac
Brown, Amelia
Brown, Deborah
Brown, Wesley
Buckner, Roy
Burke tte, Ga ry
Burton, Tom
Butler, Murray
Campbell, Malissa
Campbell, Steven J.

Campbell, Steven R.
Cancellaro, Louis
Card el, Paige

Carpenter, Jack
Cavan,Mi ke
Chase, Kim
Clark, C ha rles
Clouthier, Vivian
Coleman, Larry
Collier, Charles
Collier, Nakeza
Coll ins, M a rtha
Conflenti, Donald
Coope r, Philip
Copp, Martha

Cotrel, Jack
Couch, Carolyn
Couch, E. Renee
Cox, Khe tte
Craven, Bickley

Cuffman, Darcey
Culp, John Ste phen

Czu ch ry, And rew
David, Danie l
Davis, Betty
Day, Ronnie
Dempsey, Karen
Dietz, Karen
Dills, Timothy
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FACULTY & STAFF
Dishner, Na ncy
Doane, David
Dobbins, Dorothy
Donnelly, Jonathon
Dosser, Marcia
Dotterweich, Doug
Doyle, Lori Carol.
Drumright, Patti
Dunn, Harold
Dunn, Patrick
Dyer Allen
Earl, Daniel
Earl, Martha
East Whitfield
Eaton, Randy
Edde, Martha
Edwards, Joellen
Edwards, Kimberly
Ellis, Mark
Emmel, Dan
Ernest•Fonberg, M.
Everett, Kevin
Fender, Marsha
Fennell, Elton
Ferrell,Renee
Fisher, Robin
Floresgu erra, Carlos
Floyd, Michael
Fore, Linda
Fowler, Deborah
Fox, James
Frierson, James
Fritz, Stephen
Fry, Kristn
Fulbright, Glenda

Ganote, Charles
Gardner, Robert
Garrity, Ethel
Gee, Pamela
Gehre, Jerry
Glenn, Lee
Goodrow, Bruce
Gottenbarn, Donald
Greene, Jewel
Greer, Edwina
Gregg, Charles
Gresso, Donn
Grind staff, Robin
Grogg, Ramona
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FACULTY & STAFF
Gross, Rond a
Grube, M. Marshall
Hackney, Linda

Hagy, Mark
Hahs, Jimmy
Hale, Ronald
Hamdy, Ron
Hauk, Donna
Hawk, Ginger
Harris, William
Hed ley, Tim
Hemphill, Jean
Hemphill, William
Henderson, Donna
Henson, Gary
Herd , Kenneth
Henley, Janet
Herrin Roberta
Hill, Jennifer
Hilliard, Dale
Hinch, Jerri
Hinman, Paul
Hodge, James
Hoffman, Robert
Hogan, Beth
Holtsclaw, Laura
Hopson, Carolyn
Huang, Thomas
Iglar, Albert
Isbell, Rebecca
James, Kenneth
Jelovsek, Fred
Jernigan, Thomas
Johnson, Dan
Johnson, David

Top Stories of the Year

Where have you gone Joe DiMaggio?
Michael Jordan is standing in Iris field of dreams. lt is a field he planted
this spring when he arrived for spring training with the same ego that
made him the best basketball player to ever take it into tlie paint.
Unfortunately, having such an ego can't always hit when it is behind
in the count.
Swinging for the fences, fielding grounders and head-first slides into second base.
This April, Michael Jordan traded-in his hightop sneakers for a bat and some balls. In
one season, he went from being a sports superstar to being a celebrity.
Playing for the Chicago White Sox's AA farm team in Birmingham, Ala., Jordan spent
his fi rst season learning to hit the curve balls as his .200 batting average reflected a
season of frustration .
"I'm very realistic about my chances of being called up," he said. "But for me, it's not
about money. It's about pride."
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"Their games compliment each other; Kristy
is the steady player
while Becky goes for it."
Head Coach Dave Mullins

"I feel much more
confident playing
doubles than I do
singles because I
know Kristy is always there to pick
meup."
Becky McAvoy

By Stev e Leas ure

FILE~ ~

The athletic c hemistrv

of
doubles team Becky McAvoy and
Kristy Pace is making a lasting
impact on ETSU tennis.

1

ETSU tennis standout
Becky Mc Avoy says
she gets by w ith a
little help from her
friends.
"By being a local
player, I get a lot of
support
from
Johnson City," she
said. "I have a lot of
friends w ho always
come out to watch. It's
reall y ni ce to know the
people in the community are always behind me."
And the support isn't unfo unded
Becky, a junior accou nting major, was a
two-time state doubles champion at Science Hill High School in 1991 and 1992.
She believes that playing against much
better competition at the college level has

made her a better player.
"Since coming here, I've gotten a lot
stronger mentally," she said. "In hig h
school, I didn't have to doa lot of preparing. Either you killed 'em or you got
killed. But in college, it's different. Here,
if you slack up for a moment, the other
girl can come back. They' re that mu ch
better. Al l the matches always seem to be
close."
And w ith a little help from her friend
and doubles partner, Kris ty Pace, the two
won theSouthernConference titlein 1993,
establishing themselves as one of the best
women's dou ble teams in the South.
"I don't like playi ng singles as mu ch as
I do playing doubl es," Becky said. "It
really helps me to know that if I get into
trouble on th e court, Kristy is there to
back me u p."
And a lth ough Becky's earliest role

model was C hris Evert, a mas ter of the
back court, Becky prefers to play a more
agg ressive ga me w hen it co mes to
doubles.
"Kristy is a baseline player and I'm a
serve-and-volley player," she said . "It's
also getting to the point w here I' m able to
feel what she's going to do w hen she' s
hitting the ball.
Tha t' s why fo r me, it's grea t having her
ou t there with me. I'm never q uite as
nervous, because I know we're both out
there to support each other."
Ha ving a friend as a doubles partner is
anintangiblerelationshipthataddsanew
d imension to a w inning combination.
"Even in a big match w hen we get on
the court, wecan s tilllaugh aboutthin gs,"
she said. "We're not always stressed out.
We try not to get too intense that it brings
us down ."
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FACULTY & STAFF
Jennings, Donna
Johnson, Barbara
Johnson, Keith
Jones, Michael
Jones, Na ncy
Joplin, Ka rl
Joselson, Ruth
Joy, Flora
Joyce, Larry
Joyner, William
Justice, Alan
Kady, Ismail Omar
Kalw insky, David
Kao, Race

Kelley, Jim
Kelley, Katherine
Kelley, Mary Jane
Kettlitz, Gary
Kibler, Jeri
Kilgore, Hattie
Kilgore, Robert
Knight, Evelyn
Knight, Hal

Knisley, Jeff
Koehler, Anne
Kumar, Lucy
LaFollete, Hugh
Lahr, Linda
Laird, Kimberly
Lancaster, Billie
Lanza, Guy
Larsen, Vern
Lassiter, Sybil

Lee, Sally
Leeper, Keith

Top Stories of the Year

Gone But Not Forgotten
In 1994, as in any year, w here America saw the passing away of
some our popu lar, best-known and well-loved personalities . The
most noteworthy death was that of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
It was also the year that Hollywood lost the legendary Burt
Lancaster, Raul Julia, John Ca ndy and Joseph Cotton.
It was the yea r the music world lost Cab Calloway, Carmen
McRae, Martha Raye and Dinah Shore.
Meanw hile, the world of sports S.:"lid goodbye to three-time gold
medalist Wilma Rudolph w ho succumbed to cancer at 54.
Other fa mous personalities that passed away last year included:
Norman Vincent Peale, Elizabeth Glaser and Harriet Nelson of
"The Ad ventures of Ozzie & Harriet."
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FACULTY & STAFF
Leeper, Stephanie
LeForce, Alan
Leister, Clarissa
Liu , Ruifeng
Liu, Yu-Li
' Lloyd , Jacqueline
Livingston, Jean
Logan, David
Long, Pauline

Looney, Bill
Losey, Jana
Luom a, Amanda
Lytle, Robert
MacKay, Louise

I

Manahan, Richard
Marks, Lori
Marrs, Bonnie
Mather, J.D.
May, Robert
McCamm on, Laura
McClay, Diana

M yszka, Michael
N ash, John
Nelson, Ardis
Nelson, Diane
Nelson, Tou monava

Nicks, Roy
Nu nley, Rebecca
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FACULTY & STAFF
Nwosu, Linda
Nwosu , Uchenna
O'Dell, Tonya
O'Donnell, James
O'Donnell, Kevin
Ollis,Carol
Oppewal, Tom
Orr, Pam
Orren, Linda
Ostheimer, John
Page, Melvin
Parker, Charles
Parker, Po lly
Pate, Margaret
Patton, Bob
Patton, Retha
Patton, Thomas
Phillips,Jan
Poole, George

Powers-Beck, Jeffery
Quigley, John
Quillin, Stephanie
Ralston, Elizabeth
Ramsey, Priscilla

Rary, Jack
Rasch, Ellen
Reagan, David

Reese, James
Reesman, Karen
Reeves, Lynda
Regenold, Ruth
Rhoton, Jack
Rice-See, Lynn
Riser, Robert
Robbins, Donna

Robinson, Deborah
Roberts, Cha rles
Robertson, Warren
Robertson, Jerry
Rockmore, Wayne
Rose, Sharon
Rosenfeld, Jo Ann
Roy, Thomas
Russo, Holly
Rutled ge, Charles
Ryall, Roy
Sabatino, Da vid
Samples, Donald
Sauceman, Fred
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FACULTY & STAFF
Schambra, Uta
Schaper, Gregory
Scher, Rita
Scherer, Nancy
Seay, Dave
Seymour, Rosalee
Shanks, Niall
Shelton, Janice
Shem well, Don

Sheppard, Frank
Shoun, Pete
Shurbajij, Salah
Shurtleff, Lynn
Simmerman, David
Simmons, Jamie
Skalko, Richard
Sla tton, Ralph
Small, Michael
Smith,Alan
Smith, Dia
Smith, John K.
Smi th,John L.
Smith, Ka thry n
Smith, Larry
Smith, Patricia
Smith, Penny
Smi th, Sharon
Speer, Jean Haskell

Speer, Wayne
Spritzer, Allan
Sujata, Srikanth
Stanley, Sherid an
Stanton, Paul
Stead, Jean
Stead , Walter

Top Stories of the Year

Tennis With An Attitude
Andre Agassi survived two weeks of intensive com petition and
the glare of the tabloids' spotlight to catch the 1994 U.S. Open .
Playing in a league of his own, Agassi defeated four seeded
players before taking a s traight-set victory in the cha m pionsh ip
match over No. 4 seed Michael Stich of Germany.
Following a yea r where he admitted playing "apathetic tennis,"
Agassi returned to his rebel s tyle of p lay aggressively attacking
the net whenever possible.
Agassi s hared the spotlight w ith his g irlfrie nd, actress Brooke
Shield s, w ho received as much attenti on from the press as Agassi.
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FACULTY & STA.FF
Steppe, Amy
Stone, William
Stoots, Teresa
Stout, Dorman
Strohm, Carole
Su h, Tae IL
Symons, Pat
Tadlock, Karen
Tarnoff, David
Tarnoff, Karen
Taylor, Gary Dwight
Terry, Laura
Tester, Marylin
Thatcher, Samuel
Thedford, Sandra
Thomason, Ray
Thornberry, Lewis
Tinnon, Joseph
Tirman, Alvin
Tisdale, Nancy
Tollefson, Terrence

Turner, Marcellus
Turner, Robert
Vance, Hubert
Vaughan, Annabelle
Vaught, James

Nature's Summer Inferno
For nearly three months, tens of thousands of firefighters fought
a summer-long battle against nature to save nature.
Over 3 million acres of the nation's woodlands were d estroyed
by fire as volunteers from as far away as Tennessee and Kentucky
became soot-covered firefighters, traveling as far as California to
relieve the Cottonwood, Calif., fire which burned for eight d ays.
In Id aho, several state colleges allowed preregistered students to
return to classes as much as three weeks late as one fire near Boise
forced hundred s of residents to flee their homes as it consumed
m ore than 27,000 acres.

FACULTY & STAFF

Williams, Da wn
Williams, Elizabeth
Wi lliams, Marcus
Wi lliams, Marjorie
Williams, Mark
Williams, Onetta
Winkler, Wayne
Woodside, Jack
Woodsid e, Jane
Wyatt,Jerry
Yasin, Mahmond
Ya tes, Margaret
Yavas, Ugur
Z1horik, Pamela
Zayas-Bazan, Eduardo
Zimmerer, Tom
Zinger, Otto

administrators

signs the
"center panel"
after assisting
with the
unfolding of
the NAMES
Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt
at the end of
November.
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O'S WHO AT EAST TEN
For 60 years, who's who has been honoring outstanding leadership
in and out of the classrooms of our nation's colleges and universities. This year, 17 students carried on that tradition, being selected
as among the best of the best at ETSU.

Cynthia Andresen
Graduate student majoring in
special education
She is an active member in ETSU's College of Educa tion,
the Dean's Advisory Cou nci l, the Teacher Education Committee, Phi Kappa Phi and the Disabilities Issues Standing
Committee. She plans to g raduate in May.

Karen Beisel
Senior majoring in broadcasting
and criminal justice
She is an active member of the Residence Hall Association, Pi Gamma Mu, the Pre-law Society and Admissions Ambassadors. She plans to gradua te in May.

Jennifer Belcher

IJ

Senior majoring in special education
She is a member of President's Pride, Rho Lambda, Omi-

cron Delta Kappa, Ph i Kappa Phi, Campus Crusade for
Christ and has served as president of Alpha Lambda Delta
and Sigma Kappa and plans to graduate in May.

Sarah Bellamy

Senior majoring in psychology

She has served as vice presiden t of Alpha Xi Delta and is a
member of President's Prid e, Rho Lambda, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Order of Omega, Panhellenic Cou ncil and the
Women 's Task Force. She plans to graduate in May.

~
~

.

Keith Bowers
Senior majoring in marketing
He has served as SCA president, on the President's Coun·
cil, Race Relations Committee and the Academic Council.
He is also a member of the Order of Omega, AMA, Phi
Kappa Phi, Presid ent's Pride, Gamma Beta Phi, Omicron
Delta Kappa and Sigma Nu fraternity.

NESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Yvette Grainger

Senior majoring in biology
She is, a member of Delta Sigma Theta and
ETSU s Student Athlete Advisory Committee. She has also ~erved a .treasurer of th.e
~ealthfPr;:rof~:.na!Societyao<laspresient o E U Umt ·

~

f

_,
,
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Jon Ross Grayson
Senior majoring in political
science

Nilesh Patel ~

Senior majoring in biology & history
He is the founder of Alpha Kappa Lambda and
the Indian Student Association. He is a member
of ETSU's Health Pre-Professional Society,
Stagefright, Beta Beta Beta, Phi Kappa Phi and
Alpha Epsilon Delta.

[41

Shira Hartsook

Senior majoring in broadcasting

rl]

-

She is a m~mber of Alpha Xi Delta sorority, Phi
Kappa P~t, Gamma Beta Phi, ETSU Uni ted,
President sPride,Order ofOm ega, Rho Lambda,
:~ta G~~ma Sigma, Beta Alpha Psi and Delta
igma 1.

"

S

Robert Jody Shipley

.
. . .
d" •
en10r ma1onng 1n pre-me 1c1ne

Heisa member of Tau Kappa Epsilon, Omicron
De! ta Kappa, Beta Beta Beta, _Gamma Beta Phi,
Pht Alpha J'heta, Alpha Epstlori Delta, ~ealth
Pre-Profess10nal Society and History SoCJ ety.

i::::~~~::;n

He graduated Summa Cum Laude. He was
named to the Dean's List every semester
andrecognizedforhavingthe highest grade
point average in the math department. He
was a member of Kappa My Epsilon, Phi
Kappa Phi and Gamma Beta Phi.

Jerome Kinnard
Senior majoring in public relations
He is a member of the President's Pride
and has served as vice president for the
College Democrats, member of Advertising Club, Phi Kappa Phi,Gamma Beta Phi,
PRSSA and the Wellness Task Force.

Stacey Safran
Senior majoring in accounting

-.

He isa member of President's Pride, Kappa
Delta Rho, Pre-Law Society, Pi Gamma Mu,
and Order of Omega. He has served as chair
of the Residence Hall Judicial Board and as
a senator for theCollegeof Arts andScience.

She is a member of the Sigma Kappa sorority, Pi Gamma Mu, Rho Lambda, Order of Omega, Alpha Sigma Iota, and
President'sPride.Shehasbeenactivewith
ETSU's student-owned WETS-TV, serving as both, program and news director.

[t,
•

'I /

She is secretary / treasurer for SGA,amember of President's Pride, Campus Crusade
for Christ, Omicron Delta Kappa, ETSU
Faculty Senate, Panhellenic Council and
Sigma Kappa.

[I
';I!

..

,_____,,

r~~~;d;a~::g in p sychology &
speech communication

======:.J

She was president of Alpha Delta Pi. She was
also a memberofSGA, the Greek Judicial Board,
Psychology Club, Order of Omega, Omicron
Del ta Kappa and Rho Lambda.

Thorne
SeniorTruela
majoring
in art
She 1s a member of ETSU's College Repubhcans,
Student Art League, the Pamter's Association
and served as campaign volunteer fo r Senator
Fred Thompson

Tonia McDaniel
Senior majoring in political
science and criminal justice

•f .
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exercise science

He 1s a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, Gamma
Beta Phi, Ph1 Kappa Phi, Greek Jud1c1al Board
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Abram, Stephen, Jr .
Acklen, Darren, Fr.
Ackley, Amber, Sr.
Ake rs, Brian, Jr.
Alevritis, C., Jr.
A levritis, Ellie, Fr.
Alexand er, Mary

Allen, James, Jr.
Allen, Kelly, Fr.
Allison, Chance, Fr.
Amburgey, Jamie, Fr.
Amos, Kerri, Fr.
And erson, Allan, Jr.
And erson, J., Fr.
Archer, C., Fr.
Arnett, Drena, Fr.
Arnett, Patty, So.
Arnold, Terri, Jr.
Ashley, Da vid , So.
Atkins, Cyn thia, Fr.
Atkinson, Rod., Sr.

Atkins, Gwynn, So.
Atwood, A., Grad.
Austi n, Nancy, Fr.
Avery, Da wn, Sr.
Aziz, Taneem , Grad.

Bailey, Robyn, Sr.
Ba iley, Carol, So.
Bailey, Bria n, Fr.
Bailey, Eric, Fr.
Bai ley, Glenn, So.
Bain, Sherri, Sr.
Baker, Chuck, So.
Ban ks, Keith, Jr.
Baldwin, C. , Fr.

Top Stories of the Year

O.J. Simpson Arrested In Murder
He lived his life in the spotlight, first as a football player, then as
a sportscaste r, a star of commercials and as a Hollywood actor of
television and movies. But nothing prepared him or his fans for the
role he p layed in 1994-95.
The first reports were surpri sing enough: Simpson was suspected in the murder of his ex-wi fe Nicole a nd her frie nd , Ronald
Coleman .
The a rrest was a lso u nforgettable. Instead of tu rning him self in,
as promised, Simpson and a fri end lead the police on a low-speed
chase on the southe rn Ca lifornia freeway . As a convoy of pol ice
ca rs fo llowed his w hite Bronco, Am erica watched the rea l-life
drama unfold and Simpson threa te n to shoot himself.
Eventually, the Bronco returned to Simpson's west Los Angeles
house, where he surrend ered shortly after nightfa ll.
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Barnett, Sherry, Jr.
Baran, Chris, Sr.
Barbee, Timothy, Sr.
Barker, Angela, Sr.
Barker, Kathy, Sr.
Barnett, Lam ont, Jr.
Barnwell, Mary, Jr.
Barr, Sherrie, So.
Barton, Sara, Fr.
Barron, Catherine, Jr.
Baumgardner, C., So.
Bousm an , G., Fr.
Bau ton, Bobby, Fr.
Beach, Jessi, So.
Beeker, Walton, So.
Belcher, Jennifer, Sr.
Bell,Jarrett, Jr.
Bell, Robert, Sr.
Bell, Tabatha, Fr.
Bennett, Kelly, Fr.
Berg, Brand on, Fr.
Berry, Jason, Fr.
Berry, Jonathan, Fr.
Berry, Sherri, Fr.
Bevins, Brenna, Fr.
Bey, Candace, Sr.
Beyer, Susan, Sr.
Bible, Brad, Sr.
Bilbrey, Brett, So.
Bilbrey, Hea ther, Sr.
Bird, Sean, Grad.
Bishop, Chris, Fr.
Black, Ron, Jr.
Blankens hip, A. Fr.
Bledsoe, Larry, Fr.
Blevins, Becky, Jr.
Blevins, Krystie, So.
Blevins, Nicki, Sr.
Blix, Derek, Fr.
Block, Kare n, Sr.
Boercker, Gena, Fr.
Boling, Chuck, Jr.
Booth, Gregory, Fr.
Boreing, Heather, Fr.
Bossin, H ans, Sr.
Bowers, Keith, Sr.
Boyett, Julie, So.
Brade n, Sammy, Jr.
Brad fo rd, J., Jr.
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Bradley, Sherri, Fr.
Brady, Jennifer, Fr.
Brady, Lori, So.
Brady, Wayne, Jr.
Branch, Erik, Fr.
Bra nch, Stanley, Sr.
Branham, M., Fr.
Braun, Lisa, So.
Britt, Lisa, Fr.
Brooks, Roger, Fr.
Broome, Anna, Sr.
Brown, Chad, So.
Brown, D., Sr .
Brown, Terry, Jr.

Broyles, Lisa, Sr.
Broyles, Nicole, Jr.
Bruce, Jeff, So.
Brucker, Anna, Fr.
Buchanan, Chris, Sr.
Buck, Sherrie, Sr.
Bunn, Vonna, Fr.

Bu rnette, Ken, Fr.
Burnette, Stacy, Jr.
Burnis, Malikkah, So.
Bus h, Andrew, Jr.
Bush, Jennifer, Jr.
Bu tler, Ch ristina, Fr.
Bu tler, Dennis, Jr.
Byrd, Lauren, Grad .
Caldwell, M., So.
Campbell, Penny, Sr.
Ca mpbell, Sam, Jr.
Ca mpbell, 5., Sr.
Ca mpbell, Vikki, So.
Canter, Teresa, Jr.
Carden, Ka ra, Sr.
Ca rd en, Jim, Sr.
Carr, Chris, Sr.
Carr, Kaye, Fr.
Carr, Rebecca, So.
Carter, Dwight, Sr.
Carter, Oliver, Sr.
Ca rver, Jeremy, Fr.
Casey, Joseph, Sr.
Cassity, Sarah, Fr.
Casteel, Jonathan, Jr.
Catalfamo, Kim, Fr.
Cavanaugh, Pam , So.
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Caud ill, Nancy, Fr.
Cauley, Scott, So.
Chambers, D., Fr.
Chandler, J., Sr.
Chandler, Leig h, So.
Cha rles, Chri s, Fr.
Cha rlton, Angela, Sr.
Chastain, Keri, Fr.
Chikos, Robert, Jr.
Childers, Patty, Sr.
Chisholm, S., Jr.
Chisom, Todd, Sr.
Christia n, Chris, Jr.
Christian, P., Fr.
Clagg, James, Jr.
Clark, Amand a, Fr.
Clark, Christi ne, Fr.
Clark, Robert, Sr.
Clark, Sharon, Sr.
Clark, Shelia, Sr.
Clinebell, S., Sr.

Clayman, Lori, Sr.
Coffey, Lori, So.
Cole, Christina, Fr.
Cole, Sheila, Jr.
Coll ins, Carmen, Fr.
Compton, Brian, So.
Conard, Regi na, Sr.
Conkin, Amy, Fr.
Conner, Kim, So.
Conno r, Sean, Fr.
Cook, Tonia, Sr.
Cooper, Eddie, Sr.
Copas, Bleu, Fr.
Cornelius, Helen, Jr.

Plane Crashes Into
White House
Many people d idn' t think it could be done,
but Frank Corder proved them wrong.
With a history of depression and drug and
alcohol abuse, the 38-yea r-old Corder stole a n
airplane nea r Baltimore and cra shed it into the
la wn of the White House Sept. 15 shortly before
2a.m.
Corder d ied in the crash.
Neither President Clinton nor his wife and
dau ghter were home when Corder, fl ying a t
treetop level, breached restricted air space
around the White House and crashed into a large
magnolia tree on the South Lawn.
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~~~PROFILE
In a refreshing return to the basics,
Carla Warner is trying to add a style
all her own to ETSU's educational
environment.

taff member, respected, thoughtful, the ability
to articulate important issues, and a voice of
the student body. Carla Warner, director of
the Center for Adult Center and Services, is
constantly walking the fine line between diplomat and ETSU employee. But it is a dual role that
Warner doesn't see as being in conflict.
"We're here to serve the students and by serving them
we're serving the university, too," Warner said.
As one of the campus' more visible staff members,
Warner is constantly trying to come up new ideas to help
adult students fit into the university's mainstream.
"One of our most popular events are our lunchbag
seminars," Warner said. "Some of this year's topics include "Thinking About a New Career," "Tips on Buying
a Computer System," "Spring Break Cruises" and one on
dealing with math test anxieties."
Beyond these informational seminars, CAPS is also a
community oasis with its racks of brochures and magazines and a private study room, but it hasn't always been
that way. In itslO years in existence, the CAPS office has
come a long way.
"Dr. Steve Bader has always been sensitive to the
needs of adult students," Warner said. "About a decade
ago, he worked with a graduate student who came to him
and told him that the university needed a center because
a lot of the adult students were sitting out in the cars
between classes because they weren't comfortable on
campus."
At first it was nothing more than a coffee pot and
some chairs, but today the center is a gathering place for
adult students. Located on the first floor of the Culp

S

i

University Center, the center is for any student who is new :
to the university.
"It's a place for adult students, new students and for I
anyone who wants to take a break and get away and relax,"
she said. "It's also a place where you'll find a lot of informal
mentoring going to between the students."
The center has all the latest class schedules, most of the off-campus housing listings, a kitchen with a refrigerator and microwave and informational pamphlets and applications for financial aid.
"We like to think of ourselves as a one-stop source,"
she said. "We also work very closely with the office for
career development, have maps, information on parking regulations and refer people to off-campus agencies. We're also the place on campus for carpooling
applications."
Warner said she believes that her most important role is
to serve as an agent for any student who uses the center.
"We like to think of ourselves as adult student advocates," she said. "One of my role is to be on various university committees representing the needs of the adult students."
The best part of Warner's job is helping people, she said.
"It's rewarding," she said."! get to see people overcome
tremendous odds. It's kind of like watching a Rocky movie.
It's very motivating."
Using other words such as "serious" and "caring" and
"dedicated" to describe adult students, she loves the personal relationships and the friendships she has made at the
university. "I think that all the good things you like to see
in students," she said, "you see in adult students."

j

·_gt ' s 1tewa1tding. -9 get to see
peop~e 0Ue1tcome t1temendous
odds. -9t ' s ~ind o~ ~i~e
watching a <J2ockij moUie.
-9t ' s Ue1ty motiuating.·
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Cosby, Melissa, Jr.
Costales, Shawn, So.
Covington, Lindy, Sr.
Cowen, Aaron, Jr.
Cox, Jeffrey, Sr.
Cox, Soffia, Jr.
Crabtree, Km, Sr.

Crawford, Joseph, So.
Crawford, Lorie, Sr.
Creed, Velvet, Jr.
Cross, Yolanda, Sr.
Crowder, Jeffrey, Sr.
Crowe, Brenda, Grad.
Crowe, Celeste, Sr.
Cunningham, M., Fr.
Curry, Kelly, Fr.
Cutshall, Jennifer, Jr.
Daidone, W. So.
Daniels, Bryan, Sr.
Daniels, Jakobee, Fr.
Daniels, Robert, So.
Darrell, Tracey, Jr.
Davis, Brad, Fr.
Davis, Crystal, Fr.
Davis, Edmond, Fr.
Davis, Emma, Sr.
Davis, M., Grad.
Davis, Troy, So.
Dawson, Robert, Sr.
Dayton, Tammy, Fr.
Dean, Allison, Fr.
DeBord, Rebecca, Fr.
DeBusk, Kristi, Sr.
DeGabrielle, C., Fr.
Delancy, Jennifer, Jr.

Michael Marries Lisa Marie
At first, everybody thought it was just another journalistic
invention on the National Enquirer, but after it proved, in fact to be
the truth, the question in the minds of many Americans was,
"How long would it last?"
After weeks of dodging photographers outside his Trump
Tower apartment, Michael Jackson and his new wife Lisa Marie
Presley, Elvis' daughter, made a very public coming-out appearance on the MTV Music Video Award.
During the show, broadcast live from the Radio City Music
Hall, the couple made a brief appearance and exchanged a long
kiss as the audience cheered. By ea rly December, the couple's
attorneys were denying rumors of a breakup. Could it be just
another HeartbreakHotel?

DelPrete, Angela, So.
DeShazo, Venu s, So.
Dickerson, Jason, Fr.
Dixon, Stephen, Jr.
Dockery, Rhonda, Sr.
Domby, Lisa, Jr.
Dotson, Eric, Sr.
Doty, Anne, So.
Dowlatshahi, K., Sr.
Drieling, C. Grad.
Drinnon, James, Sr.
Drinnon, Joy, Sr.
Dulaney, Robert, Sr.
Dulaney, Toni, Fr.
Duncan, Amy, Sr.
Duncan, Laura, Fr.
Dunn, Emily, Grad.
Eaves, Daniel, Fr.
Eden, Lisa, So.
Edmisten, Kelly, Fr.
Edwards, C., Fr.
Ed wards, Khristi, Fr.
Edward s, V., Sr.
Edwards, W., Grad.
Elliott, Paul, Jr.
Elliott, Sarah, So.
Ellis, Brad, Fr.
Elsasser, Susa n, Fr.
Emmel, Daniel, Fr.
Emmert, Fredia, Fr.
England, Kristie, Sr.
Ensminger, Kari, So.
Erickson, David, Sr.
Ernst, Dwight, Jr.
Esteban, Maria, Sr.
Evans, Melinda, So.
Fain, C., Grad.
Fandl, Karen, Fr.
Faulkner, L, Fr.
Ferguson, Otis, Fr.
Ferrell, A., Fr.
Fields, Alicia, Fr.
Fields, Becky, Sr.
Fields, Donna, Jr.
Fillers, Ronda, Sr.
Fitzgerald, P., Sr.
Fitzgerald, R., Sr.
Flanary, Felicia, So.
Flanary, Johnny, Jr.
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Flanary, Erica, Jr.
Fleenor, Susan, Jr.
Flewallen, P., Fr.
Flockhart, J., Fr.
Floyd, Brid gette, So.
Fong, Mary, Sr.
Forbes, Sha wn, Fr.
Ford, Brandy, Fr.
Ford, Eric, Fr.
Fo rslin, Jeff, Fr.
Fortner, C., Fr.
Foster, Joy, Sr.
Foster, Pammela, Fr.
Fowler, David , Jr.
Frazier, Da vid , Sr.
Freeman, G., Grad.
Freeman, Chad, Fr.
Frey, MaryBeth, So.
Fritts, Sherry, Sr.
Fuhr, Amanda, Fr.
Fulton, Debra, Sr.
Ga ines, Kris ten, Fr.
Galbrea th, Louis, Sr.
Gamble, Barbara, Fr.
Garland, Scott, Fr.
Gar land, Sherri, Jr.
Garland, Stephen, Fr.
Casperson, L., So.
Gentry, S., Fr.
Gibbons, Andrew, Sr.
Gibson, Ch ris, Sr.
G ilber t, Ganelle, Fr.
Gilliam, Jason, Fr.
Gilreath, Amy, So.
Goddard, Kelli, So.

Goins, Debbie, So.
Good, Angela, Jr.
Goodwin, Lau rie, Sr.
Goodwin, Susa n, Sr.
Gough, Michael, Fr.
Gouge, Tra cy, Sr.
Grace, Dan, Fr.
Graham, Hea ther, Sr.
Grainger, K., Sr.
Gray, Kellie, Jr.
Gray, Miranda, Fr.
G riffi n, LaShanda, Jr.
Griffith, William, So.
Grindstaff, Kelly, Fr.
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Grizzell, Tabitha, Jr.
Guinn, Kimberly, Sr.
G u llion, Dwanna, Fr.
Fuillot, Felicia, Fr.
Gurley, Jeff, Sr.
Guinn, George, Sr.
Gwinn, Jancey, So.

Irby, Cornette, So.
Irick, Deanna, Sr.
Irvin, Oscar, Fr.
Ishee, James, So.
Hackworth, B., Fr.
Haga, Brian, Fr.
Hagedo rn, Kara, Sr.
Hagood, Jason, Jr.
Hale, Christopher, Sr.
Hale, Elizabeth, Sr.
Hall, Dennis, Fr.
Hall, Jennifer, Jr.
Hale, Jua n, Jr.
Hall, Melissa, Jr.

Hamilton, Amye, So.
Hamilton, Lori, Sr.
Hamilton, Ja mes, So.
Hamilton, Torin, So.
Hardin, Shane, Sr.
Harris, Allison, Fr.
Harris, Clesta, Jr.
Harrison, Amy, Sr.
Harrison, Jason, So.
Hart, Tammy, So.
Hartsell, Jandi, Sr.
Hatcher, Lindsay, Fr.
Hawkins, Rachel, Jr .
Ha yes, Gregory, Fr.

Major League Baseball
Strikes Out
There was no joy in Mud ville or any of the 28 major league parks as
the team owners called off the 1994 baseball season on the 34th day of the
player-ca lled s trike.
Ironically, it was a season where Tony Gwynn of the San Diego Padres
was in quiet pursuit of the .400 dub, Matt Willia ms of the San Francisco
Giants had a shot at Roger Maris' single-season home run record and the
Cleveland Indians was having its best season si nce the 1950s.
The end of the year, however, brought new hope for the owners, as
they strived to settle in the way they decided was best: a ceiling on pay
and s tarting all over again with possibly a whole new crop of major
leaguers -- major leaguers who are willing to play the game for less than a
king's ransom.
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By Steve Leasure
Like most young basketball players,
Rodney English has some big sneakers to
fill.
English, a former East Tennessee State
University standout, is lacing his sneakers
with talent while getting a chance to play
for the most celebrated basketball team in
the world - the Harlem Globetrotters.
"No one really dreams of growing up
and being a Globetrotter when you' re a
kid," English said. "You mig ht dream of
playing in the NBA, but not for the
Globetrotters. When most kids think of the
Globetrotters they put them on pedestal.
"I mea n, it's like the g reatest basketball in the world."
Hoping to play in the legendary shadows of Meadowlark Lemon and Curly
Neal, English signed a one-year contract
on the condition that he wou ld be able to
finish his master's studies in education at
ETSU in the summer of 1995.
"I went into the tryout thinking that I
had nothing to lose since I was planning to
finish out my master's anyway," English
said. " But a lso, pla y in g wi th the
Globetrotters will allow me to see the
world, ha ve fun and prepare me as a
teacher, beca use it will allow me to see

other cultures around the world."
English, one o f three children, credits
his mother as providing him w ith the
encouragement and confidence to be successful in school and in life.
"I really admire my mom," he said .
"She emphasized the importance of academics. She provided us w ith everything
we ever needed . From her, I learned that
if I w orked hard I could do anything and
be successful."
Then after becoming a junior college
All-American at Anderson Junior College in Anderson, S.C., English said he
was heavily recruited by several major
universities like Clemson, Maryland,
North Carolina State, Brigham You ng
and Virginia Commonwealth University.
"I went up to VCU in Richmond, but
quickly realized that I didn' t want anything to do w ith the big city," he said.
Then almost as a second thought he
decided to visit ETSU.
"And w hen I came up here and met
some of the guys like Marty Story, Mister
Jennings and Calvin Talford, I just knew
that this was w here I was supposed to
be," English said. "When I met those
guys, I knew that this was w here I be-

longed and that they were going to be my
friends for the rest of my life."
J
They were no t only grea t friends, they
along w ith English and others, made up
perhaps the best teams in the history of
the university. From 1990 to 1992, English and his teammates would take
the program into th e top 25 college
basketball polls and into the fourth
round of the NCAA tournamen t.
"There's no one ga me that rea lly
stands ou t," he said. "But I guess the
hig h point of m y college career was
playing w ith them and going to the
NCAA tournament."
After receiving his bachelor's
in business, he returned to
ETSU to work o n his
m as ter's degr ee in
ed uca tion.
"I've always had
a grea t love for working with children," he
said . "There is nothing
I'd rather do.
"It is a lifelong ambition to teach. Besid es, playing the Harlem Globetrotter is
just something extra. "

For a year, Rodney English is living out a dream as he travels the
world ; while running the
fastbreak with some of basketball's most creative and talented
athletes.
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Head, Amanda, Sr.
Heisser, JoAnn, Fr.
Hendrickson, J., Sr.
Henley, Jennifer, Jr.
Henry, Jeanette, Fr.
Henry, Susan, Fr.
Hensley, Kim, Jr.
Hepburn, James, Sr.
Herald, Jennifer, Fr.
Herman, Christie, Fr.
Herron, Mark, Sr.
Herron, Philli p, So.
Hickman, Grover, Sr.
Hickok, Kenneth, Jr.
Hilbert, Angela, Sr.
Hill, Blake, Fr.
Hill, Jane, Fr.
Hill, Sara, Fr.
Hilliard, Carol, Sr.
Hipshire, A., Sr.
Hodge, Perry, So.
Hoellman, J., Grad
Honigmann, S., Sr.
Honigmann, 5., Fr.
Horton, James, Fr.
Hossler, Heather, So.
Housenick, M., Jr.
Hubbard, Daniel, Sr.
Huddleston, R., Fr.
Huff, Amy, Jr.
Huff, Melod ie, Jr.
Hughes, Harriet, Sr.
Hughes, Phyllis, Fr.
Hulse, Tracy, Fr.
Humphrey, 0., Sr.

Crossing A Sea Of Apathy
They crossed the Havana beaches in a desperate
desire to escape the poverty and the Communist
rule of Fidel Castro.
On rafts and floating devices made of oil drums, inner tubes,
wooden planks; tied together with rope, wires and dreams of a
better life, thousands of Cuban boat people left Cuba and headed
north for the United States.
Finally in September, the United States agreed to reverse a 28year-old policy of rejecting the asylum of Cubans and accept
20,000 annually.
In return, Castro promised to prevent the flight of the boat
people as the U.S. Coast Guard assigned additional patrols to
intercept those that Castro is unable to halt.

Hunt, Vicci, Fr.
Huron, Jay, Fr.
Hutchinson, W., Fr.
Hyder, Lisa, Fr.
Hymes, Martin, Fr.
Jackson, C., Sr.
Jackson, Ded ee, Sr.
Jackson, Sharon, Fr.
Jarvis, Amy, So.
Jaynes, Sa ndra, Jr.
Jenkins, Angela, So.
Jenkins, Mack, Jr.
Jeter, Kristi, Sr.
Johnson, Alice, Jr.
Johnson, April, Fr.
Johnson, Chris, So.
Johnson, Jeffery, Sr.
Johnson, Jessica, Sr.
Johnson, Joy, Fr.
Joh nson, Kim , Fr.
Joh nson, Mike, Fr.
Jones, Angela, Sr.
Jones, Beth, Fr.
Jones, Bonnie, Grad .
Jones, Gregory, Fr.
Jones, Greta, Sr.
Jones, Randall, Sr.
Jones, Ricky, Sr.
Jones, Roger, Sr.
Jones, Sa rah, Fr.
Jones, S., G rad.
Kaylor, Amie, Sr.
Kaylor, Lori, Fr.
Kegley, Clinton, Sr.
Kelley, Michael, Fr.
Kerley, Kent, Sr.
Kerr, G rant, Sr.
Kesling, Lesa, Jr.
Kid d , Kezia, So.
Kimes, Karen, Sr.
Kindel, Christy, So .
Kinder, Tatum, Fr.
King, Bria n, Fr.
King, Sharon, Sr.
Kinna rd , Jerome, Sr.
Kittle, Jason, Fr.
Kleineick, Meiva, Jr.
Knight, Alton, Fr.
Kopansky, Molly, So.
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Komori, Y., Jr.
Kwaku, 0 ., Fr.
La Bo, Jodi, Fr.
Lafollette, C., Fr.
Lambert, Bryan, Fr.
Lane, Ken, Fr.
Lane, Teresa, Jr.
Laoo, Kathryn, So.
Large, Todd, Sr.
Larimer, Richard, Fr.
Lark, Janet, Sr.
Larsen, Rachel, Fr.
Laughrun, M., Sr.
Laws, Heather, Fr.

Lawson, Christy, Sr.
Lawson, Sherri, Sr.
Lawson, Thomas, Fr.
Leach, Todd, So.
Leasure, Steve, Sr.
Lee, Beth, Jr.
Lee, Bram, Fr.
Leonard, Donna, Sr.
Lewis, James, Fr.
Lewis, John, Sr.
Lewis, Sha ne, Grad.
Liebenhaut, Fred, Jr.
Lindsey, Corey, Jr.
Lindstrom, Kurt, Jr.
Litch field, Chris, So.
Litchfield, Leigh, Jr.
Lively, Alan, Fr.
Lively, Mark, Jr.
Lockhart, Jason, Fr.
Look, Ashley, Fr.
Looney, Tonya, So.

Loveday, C., Grad.
Love, Erika, Fr.
Lowe, Beth, Sr.
Lowe, Wendy, So.
Mackney, Sharon, Jr.
Manning, L., Fr.
Marsh, Kelly, So.
Marsh, Linda, Fr.
Marshall, Andrea, Sr.
Martin, Michael, Fr.
Martin, Valerie, Sr.
Mathes, Chris, Jr.
Mathews, Angel, Fr.
Matthews, S., So.
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Matney, K., Sr.
Mayer, Thoma s, Sr.
Mayes, Cynthia, Sr.
Mays, Jennifer, Fr.
McAmis, A.., Fr.
McBride, Jason, Sr.
McClain, Eric, Fr.
McClain, Keri, Fr.
McClellan, J., Sr.
McClellan, Justin, Jr.
McCloud, Lelia, So.
McCloud, Sarah, Jr.
McCockle, Jeff, So.
McCracken, M .. Sr.
McCulloch, H ., Fr.
McCulloch, M., So.
McDaniel, Bryan, Fr.
McDaniel, R., Fr.
McDaniel, Tonia, Jr.
McDonnell, J., Fr.
Mcfee, Alan, Jr.
McGehee, S., Sr.
Mcintu rff, Jenny, Fr.
Mcju nkins, D., Fr.
McKinney, A., So.
McKin ney, 8 ., Sr.
McM urray, M., So.
McNam ara, B. , Sr.
McNubb, Josh, Fr.
McPeake, W., Jr.
Means, K., Fr.
Medley, Shannon, Sr.
Meek, Jam es, Sr.
Merritt, Tad za, Fr.
Metca lf, Jason, Fr.

More Than Just A
Rainy Night In Georgia
Raindrops kept falling on the heads of
Georgians in July as tropica l storm Albert
d umped nearly 2 feet of rain.
Thirty-one people died as the summer
s torms d estroyed hu ndreds of bridges and
roads and even uprooted caskets from cemeteries.
The fl ooding also destroyed nearly 1,000
barns and ruined 400,000 acres of crops as the
people of Macon wen t without sa fe tap water
for severa l weeks.
One lady s tranded onto a church roof told
rescuers, "I' m OK. I was just waiting for Noah
to come along and offer me a ride."
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Meyer, Steven, Sr.
Mille r, C ha rles, Fr.
Miller, Doug las, Fr.
Mille r, Willie, Fr.
Milligan, April, Sr.
Millsaps, Do nnie, So.
Minczeski, 0 ., Grad.

Mitchell, Byron, Sr.
Mo nday, M., So.

Moneyhun, J., So.
Montgomery, B. Fr.
Montgome ry, T., Fr.
Montoya, Jo hn, Sr.
Mood y, Misty, Fr.
Moon, Rahman, Fr.
Mooney, Jennife r, Sr.
Moore, Teresa, Sr.
M orelock, K., Fr.
Morelock, To nia, Fr.
Mo rgan, T ., Grad.
Mo rre ll, Be n, Fr.
Morse, Tracey, Fr.
Mowl, Patisa, So.
Mosley, Mis ty, So.
Mullin, Ma ria nne, Sr.
Mullins, C hris, Fr.
Mullins, Karen, Jr.
Murphey, Ryan, Fr.
Mus ick, Sherri, Fr.
Mutte r, Am y, Jr.
Nab, Kristin, Sr.
N adeau, Shon, Fr.
Nea l, Chris, Sr.
Neal, John, Jr.
Nelson, Je nnife r, Fr.

Hate & Ethnic Cleansing
Despite New World Order
Rape, murde r and the savage nature of man continued to rear
their repulsive heads as the Yugoslavian Muslims and the Bosnian
Serbs continued their plag ue of nullificatio n a nd d evastatio n.
The Civil Wa r continued in Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1994, as lhe
United Na tions' presense fail ed to s top the fi g hting.
After two-a nd-a-half years of systematic ethnic cleansing, the
war had resulted in the death or disappearance of more than
200,000 people, many of which included women and children.
In October, in recognition of increased cooperalion from
Belg rade, the U.N. lifted some o f the sanctio ns imposed on Yugoslavia. But U.S. Defense Secretary W illiam Perry said the Serbs
were still getting their supplies from neig hbo ring countries.

Nickels, Darrol, Sr.
N id iffer, Brandy, Fr.
N jikam, Donald , Fr.
Norris, Kimberly, Fr.
Nwobi, O bimma, Fr.
Nye, Danny, Jr.
Oaks, Ja ne t, Jr.
O'Brien, Shaw n, So.
Odom, Brandie, Fr.
Ogle, Michael, Jr.
O'Neal, Moses, So.
O' Reilly, Pa trick, Fr.
Osaku, Megumi, Sr.
Osborne, Jessica, Fr.
Ownby, Bryon, So.
Pa lmer, Michae l, Fr.
Pa lmer, T.C., So.
Parker, Ka thy, Fr.
Parkinson, Da na, Fr.
Pascale, Kelly, Fr.
Pa tel, Ashish, Fr .
Pa te l, Parim a l, Sr .
Patterson, Lau ra, Fr .
Peek, Natha n, Fr.
Peery, Chris, Sr.
Pendle to n, To nya, Fr .
Perry-Bickel, Kim, Fr.
Perzia no, Gus, Sr.
Peters, Leslye, Sr.
Pe terson, Ta mmy, Sr.
Pezold, Lea nore, So.
Phelps, Karen, Sr.
Phillips, Eric, Sr.
Phipps, Heather, So.
Phipps, M ichael, Sr.
Pickel, Ma rk, Sr.
Pierce, Karen, Jr.
Poister, Dia na, Jr.
Ponkauskas, C., Jr.
Porter, Rachel, Fr.
Poston, Ki mberly, Jr.
Potter, Anthony, Sr.
Powers, Preston, Sr.
Powers, Monica, Jr .
Price, Kellie, Grad .
Price, Sha nnon, Sr.
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Price, Sylvia, So.

Primeau, C. , Jr.
Puschnis, Mary, Fr.
Quillen, Te resa, Jr.
Quillen, 5. Todd, Sr.
Quimby, Tonya, Fr.
Quisenberry, A., Jr.
Ramey, James, G rad
Ra msey, Jimmy, Sr.
Ranshaw, Travis, Jr.
Ra snake, W ., Fr.
Ratliff, Ta mmy, Jr.
Rea, Stephanie, Sr.
Reece, Amy, So.

Reed, Katherine, Fr.
Reid, Roland, Fr.
Reid , Tammi, Fr.
Reinhard t, F., Fr.
Reinhardt, M., So.
Renner, Allison, Fr.
Renner, Lydia, Sr.
Renne r, V., G rad.

Reynold s, J., Fr.
Rhea, Caro l, Sr.

Richards, Amy, Fr.
Ricke r, Ke lli, Sr.

Ridner, Courtney, Fr.
Rimer, Matthew, Fr.

Roark, LeA nn, Jr.
Robbins, Heather, Sr.
Roberson, R., Fr.
Ro berts, Te rri, So.
Robine tte, Daniel, Jr.
Robinson, Brent, Jr.
Robinson, Jam es, Sr.
Ro binson, Jo hn, Sr.
Rogers, Craig, G rad .
Roge rs, Gretche n, Sr.
Rogers, Jea ne tte, Sr.
Rogers, Larry, Fr.
Rogers, Lo ri, Fr.
Rogers, Ma illen, Sr.
Roma no ws ki, W., Fr.
Rose, Walter, Jr.
Ro use, Marcia, Fr.
Rowe, Leslie, Jr.
Roy, Nancy, Jr.
Russo, Jason, Fr.
Robin, Ja ne, Jr.
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Rutherford , Kim, Fr.
Sadakne, Tamara, Sr.
Safran, Stacey, Sr.
Salyards, Debby, So.
Salya rds, James, So.
Sau lsbury, Eric, Fr.
Savedge, William, Fr.
Scharer, Melissa, Fr.
Schlo mer, Brian, So.
Schuppan, Walter, Fr.
Sch u rtz, Landon, Fr.
Scwalb, Anna, So.
Scott, Lesia, So.
Scott, Kelvin, So.
Sea l, Lori, Sr.
Sellner, Alex, Fr.
Senseney, H., Fr.
Sestak, Michael, Fr.
Sewell, Steven, Fr.
Shamblin, Mike, Sr.
Shearon, Ben, Fr.
Shell, Natas ha, Sr.
Shelton,Amy
Shelton, Sa ll y, Fr.
Shipley, Jared , Fr.
Shipley, Jody, Sr.
Shoemaker, M., Fr.
Short, Janet, So.
Shults, Jody, So.
Shults, Juston, So.
Shurtliff, Stephe n, Jr.
Sid hwaney, S., Fr.
Siler, Neysa, Fr.
Sills, Tiffani , Jr.
Si m pkins, J., Grad.

There She Is
... a breath-taking beauty whose true
gift goes beyond f11e cosmetic gloss
of most rumvny dioos.

Miss Alabama, a d eaf woma n, beca me the first
contestant wi th a disability to win the Miss
America Pageant.
Twenty-one-yea r-old Hea ther Whi testone
became a role model and inspiration to millions
of Americans as her talen t, personality and s mile
helped the Birmingham nati ve dance her way
in to the hearts and mind s o f the Atlantic City
audience and into the good graces of the
pagean t's judges.
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Sims, Hi lla ry, Sr.
Si nclair, Kat hryn, Fr.
Singletary, Brad, Fr.
Sirknen, Ben, Fr.
Sitz, Kris tin, Fr.
Sluss, Je nn ife r, Fr.
Skidmore, C., Sr.
Skid more, S., Sr.
Skinner, Ben, Fr.
Skuba, Daniel, Fr.
Sli gh, Ylano, Sr.
Smi th, Ba rry, Sr.
Smith, Caroline, Fr.
Smith, Chris, Sr.
Smi th, David, Jr.
Smith, Elizabeth, So.
Smith, Jeffrey, Jr.
Smith, Kami, Fr.
Smith, Kellie, So.
Smith, La rry, Fr.
Smith, Me nd i, Fr.
Smith, Scottie, Fr.
Smith, Win fred, Fr.
Sours, Ke lly, Jr..
Spri nga te, Amy, Fr.

Spurgeon, Corey, Fr.
Stallard, Brad ley, Sr .
Sta llard , Missy, So.

Sta rnes, Alicia, Jr.
Stmnes, C hris, Fr.
Sta ton, Heather, Fr.
Steele, Denny, Fr.
Stevens, Alicia, Jr.
Stevens, Helen, Fr.
Stewart, Jan, Jr.

Woodstock 1994: Just
Another Bad Flashback
It rained. Thousands crashed the ga te. Portable toilets over
fl owed. And drugs were everywhere.
Of course, the thoughtful s tudent o f America n cu lture had to
ask one ques tion: Was Woodstock, Generatio n X's mu sica l
identity or was it just another bad sequel?
... Meanwhile, on stage, Bob Dylan sang "Just Like a Woman."
Joe Cocker wa iled "With a Little Help from My Friends," just like
25 years ago. Also, Mel issa Ethrid ge impersonated Janis Joplin, a
late veteran of the 1969 Woodstock with "Piece o f My Heart."
4
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Stewa rt, Johnny, So.
Stewart, Mary, So.
Stieler, Cara, Fr.
Sti nnett, Jama, Fr.
Stinnett, Albert, So.
Sti nnette, Shelah, Fr.
Stinson, Tricia, Grad.
Stokely, Mary, Jr.
Stou t, James, Sr.
Strand, Alfred, Fr.
Street, Allen, Jr.
Strand, Margaret, Sr.
Street, William, So.
Stringfield, A., Fr.
Stroud, Kim, Sr.
Strong, Misty, Sr.
Stubbs, Laura, Fr.
Sturtz, Marjorie, Fr.
Styles, Bobby, Fr.
Su iter, Patrisha, Jr.
Su mmers, Corey, Fr.
Sutton, Chaka, Sr.
Sutton, Pau l, Sr.
Swain, Trea, Fr.
Swatzell, Willie, Fr.
Talley, Katrina, Fr.
Tannellt, Micha el, Fr.
Tate, Tamera, Sr.
Tay lor, J., Sr.
Taylor, Rachel, Fr.
Ta ylor, Lilly, Sr.
Tekestebyhan, A. Sr.
Tennyson, Julie, Jr.
Terrill, Dale, Fr.
Tester, Scott, Sr.
Tidwell, S., Sr.
Timmerman, M., Sr.
Timmerman, P., So.
Thacker, Kristie, So.
Thacker, Melissa, Fr.
Thomas, Dinah, Sr.
Thomas, Joe, Jr.
Thomas, Larry, So.
Thomas, Lunette, Sr.
Thompson, D., Fr.
Thompson, 5., Grad .
Thorne, Truela, Sr.
Torbett, Sarah, Fr.
Torrence, Chris, Fr.
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Tousinau, Kim, Fr.
Townsend, K., Sr.
Tra verso, Bettina, Fr.
Trent, Gerlinda, Fr.
Trent, Ivis, Jr.
Trostle, Kellie, Fr.
Troutman, J., Sr.
Tucker, C., Fr.
Tucker, S., So.
Tu rner, Tricia, Jr.
Umba rger, Kris, So.
Unangst, Bobby, Fr.

Ursino, Kirstin, So.
Usary, Michelle, So.
Van Dyke, Lloyd, Fr.
Vaughn, Becky, Sr.
Venable, C., Fr.
Vernon, S., Sr.
Vige, David , Grnd.
Wadd ell, Alyssa, So.
W.-.ddell, Kandy, So.
Wade, Brian, Fr.
Wade, David, So.
Wagner, Don na, Sr.
Wa lby, Jenne!, So.
Walder, M., Grad.
Wa lker, Mary, So.
Walker, Rona, So.
Walter, Josh, Jr.
Wa rd, Chasity, Fr.
Warren, James, Sr.
Warren, Michael, Fr.
Watson, Kevin, Jr.
Watts, Lynn, Fr.
Weber, Dave, So.
Webster, Cornell, Fr.
Weem s, Ken, Fr.
Wehmeyer, L., Fr.
Weigel, Kris, Jr.
Weill, David, Sr.
Welch, Robert, Fr.
Wells, Debbie, Grad.
West, Lynna, Sr.
Wexler, Mike, Fr
Whisenhunt, J., Jr.
Whitaker, Jeffrey, So.
Whitaker, M., Jr.
Whitehead, M., Fr.
Whitaker, Neil, Jr.
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Whitley, Ja mes, Fr.
Whitson, Amy, Jr.
Whitt, Rona ld, Sr.
Wilder, Heather, Jr.
Wi lds, Becky, Jr.
Wiles, Amanda, Fr.
Wilkins, Li ncoln, Jr.
Williams, Ben, Fr.
Willi ams, Kim, Fr.
Wi lliams, Michael, Sr.
Williams, Tara, Sr.
Wi lliams, Tera, Fr.
Wi llis, Sheila, Fr.
Wilson, Shannon, F.
Wilson, Tarra, Fr.
Wiseman, Craig, Fr.
Wisniewski, Janie, Jr.
Wolfe, Tiffany, So.
Wolverton, Brian, Jr.
Wood , Jnmmie, So.
Wood y, Amy, So.
Wo rkman, James, Sr
Wright, Amy, So
Wright, Kara, Fr.
Worley, Jennifer, So.
Wrigh t, Laura, Sr.
Wyatt, Michael, Jr.
Wylie, John, Fr.
Yarosh, Brain, Sr.
Yates, Earl, So.
Yelton, Sherry, Fr.
Young, S., So.
Zghyer, Hafeth, Sr.
Zonen, Saye, Fr.
Freeman, Lmry, Sr.

World Cup Soccer
Invades United States
The United States rolled out its red and green
carpets as it hosted the World Cup before soldout football s tadiums across the cou ntry.
Despite being knocked out of "The Cu p"
earlier, the U.S. tea m was regarded by most of
the teams competing as one of the most improved teams in the world .
Brazil rolled over ltnly in the championshi p
match as Brazilian goalkeeper Claud io Taffarel
held the Italians scoreless for 90 minu tes of
regulntion play and 30 minu tes in overtime.
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O.UILLEN COLLEGE OFMEDICINE
Abercrombie, John
Adhvaryu, Dhava l
Adkins, David
Ajala, Jannet
Anderson, Stephanie
Arrage, Jane
Ashburn, David

Ayers,Gwen
Baker, Kelly
Barbarito, Nancy
Barber, Pam
Barton, Sherri

Baskin, Rebecca
Bell,Christi

Bell, Jerald
Bellamy, Candy
Bendfeldt, Fernando
Bennett, Stephen

Bieber, Jeff
Bivens, Jenny
Blackmon, Greg
Blevins, Mary
Blue, Matt

Bowers, Joy

Brewington, Bea
Brien, Livy
Britt, Stephen

Brooks, Sonya
Brothe rton, Deana
Brumit, Mark
Bryant, Laura
Burnette-Vick, B.
Burton, Jodi
Byrd, Rick
Calendine, Chris
Campbell, Keith
Candell, Greg
Cannon, Allison
Ca rter, Jason
Carter, Stephanie

Castillo, Mary
C handler, Blake

Chand ler, Mike
Chou , Kad Sin
Clemons, Bob

Coffey, Jason
Cook, Keith
Cooperstein, E.
Counts, Marc
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CLASSES OF 1995-1998
Crane, Doug
Crider, Steve
Cross, John
Crow, Marla
Crumpler, Tammy
Culbert, Bill
Cummins, T.

(,

Cunningham, D.
Darnell, Eddy
Davenport, Jim
Davis, Kurt
Doan, Hanh-Nhon
Dodd, Betsy
Douglas, Glenn
Dube, Scott
Dube, Scott
Ellzy, James II
Embry, Sandy
Everhart, Todd
Farley, Leslie
~ Fields, Jason

Fleming, A
Flint, Bryan
Foster, Ani ta
Fowler, Mike

Fox, Beth
Freeda, Austen
Gage, Trevor

Gallo, Gary
Garmany, Tracie
Goddard, Jim III
Goodman, Carol
Graham, Kendall
Gray, Jim
Green, Thomas

Top Stories of the Year

Is There An Affordable
Doctor In The House?
Hillary Rodham Clinton found out that there
was more to health care than meets the eyes,
ears or noses d octor. Appointed to head the
president's health care task force, the First
Lady's proposal fell u pon politically deaf ears as
the Congress failed to embrace the
administration' s reform package.
Despite the political promotion of the package by President Clinton and the First Lad y, the
year ended withou t any significant health
insurance reform.
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ROTC

RECRUITING OFFICER
Captain Quintin Fulgham
is committed to his country and to his Lord. He
speaks and walks softly, but carries big convictions.

Like most ROTC officers, Ca ptain

That summer, he and his family traveled up and

he said. "WevisittheVA hospital to mingle

Quintin Fulgham is a soldier who be-

down the Sou th looking for that specia l place

wi th the patients. You ha ve to also ha ve

lieves in service and du ty . He believes in

where he could raise his family and devote his life

a sincere heart and we try to bring that

walking the fine line between patience

to the Lord.

out. Of course, all this fa lls under the

and d iscipline.

Then in late August, a week before his commis-

But it's not w hat you think.

sion was to expire, Fulgham sa id he began to fee l

"M y strongest role model is the Lord,

that he shouldn't leave the ROTC.

Jesus Christ," Fulgham said. "My life is
dedicated to his service."

head ing: LEADER."
And through activities like marksmanship, reading, military skills and tac-

"Since my personnel manager knew how I felt

tics, Fulgham believes ROTC student officers

about my service to the Lord, he had to ld me that

learn skills that will help them stand out when
looking for a job.

Now a member of the Happy Valley

he didn't want me to leave," Fulgham said. "This

Church of Christ, Fulgham sa id that the

was because he bel ieved that we needed Chris-

"The progra m is an asset to the student who

recent move to East Tennessee from Co-

tians in the milita ry. So I ca lled in to revoke the

is graduating in this tight job market," he said.

lumbia, S.C., has been very positive for

order and for some unknown reason the resigna-

"One reason for this is because we teach dis-

his fam ily.

tion papers never showed up anywhere. - They

cipline in a positi ve way."

"Before I came here, I had a battle w ithin

had just disappeared ."

And discipline is something the captain

myself on whether or not serving the Lord

Bu t as a recruiting officer fo r the ROTC on the

and being in the military conflicted," he

ETSU ca mpus, Fulgham believes that the pro-

pursuing his master's degree at ETSU inqual·

said .

gram develops student officers with important

ity management.

So in April 1993, Fulgham sent in his
resigna tion papers for his commission
w hich were due to expire in September.

people skills tha t make them want to be more
involved with the community.
"You ha ve to learn to be concerned for others,"

knows something about.

Fulgham is also

"We try to develop good citizens in our
students," he said, "because it's im portant
that you learn not to be self-centered ."

Jesus G1rist. Nie same
vesterdav. and todav and forever.
Hebrew s 13:B
Fulgh am's
favorite passage

By Steve Leasure

CLASSES OF 1995-199 8
Harman, Eric
Harris, Barry
Harrison, Jeremy
Hasting, Tammy
Haynes,Amy
Heath, Kristi
Heaton, Chuck
Hodgeson, Mike
Holbrook, DeAnn
Holl ingsworth, Terry
Hopland, Jeff
Houchin, Blaine
Huber, Tim

Ingra m, Jonathan
Isbell, Marty
Je nkins, Marjorie

Jones, Jay
Ka lbfleisch, Kattie
Kirby, Dana
Kordamiri, Lida

Krishingner, Gene
Kulpeksa, Joe
Kumar, Pallavi
Lance, Scott
Landess, Chris
Ledes, Chris

Lee, Joanie

Another Handshake of Peace
Despite decades of deep hatred on both sides of the
Jordan River, can this odd couple build a relationship
based upon tolerance and peace?

In a year where Jimmy Carter circled the globe putting out of
the world's political brushfires, President Clinton brought
together two men w hose political and religious views that were
as different as day and night.
A year after he shook the hand of Pales tine Liberation Organiza tion chairman Yasser Arafat, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin did the same with King Hussein of Jordan.
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QUILLEN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Lowry, Philip
Luck, David
Lunsford, Aleshia
Lynn, Jason
Maddox, Mark
Manahan,Eric
Marble, Laura
Markham, Larry
Martin, Jim
Matthews, Audria
Mays, Ken
McA llister, Rallie
McBride, Tim
McCarte r, Jeff
McCurry, Paul
McDaniel, Joe
McFarland, Chip
McGee, Philip
McLaughlin, Emily
Mcl emore, Cheryl
Mitchell, Chris
Monen,Scott
Morelock, Brooks
Morgan,Jeff
Morgan,Jim
Mouser, Scott
N ichols, Dawn
N ielson, Michelle
Norman, Steve
Olmsted, John Ill
Osborn, Laurie
Owen, Rand y

Ozenne, Joe
Payne, Lisa
Phung, Lili

Pinyard, Vince
Raines, Cind i
Ramsak,Amy
Reddy, Avi
Reed, Pauline
Rid en, Edie
Robinson, Stacia
Rosen, Andy
Rowland, Joe
Sau lpaw, Charles
Scarbrough, Todd
Schmidt, Hank III
Sewell, Chris
Shannon, Elizabeth
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QUILLEN COLLEGE OFMEDICINE
Sharp, Susan
Shipley, Jimmy
Singleton, Gina
Sma lling, Charles
Smith, Marcelle
Smith, Davey Ill
Smith, Paula
Smith, Terry
Smith, Tim
Smithey, Brand on
Southerland, Crystal
Starr, Stacey
Stevens, Michelle
Stiles, Dana
Strickler, Leigh
Taylor, Jenny
Thompson, Mike
Trentham, Shirley
Turner Elizabeth
Turner, Jeff
Ville neu ve, Paul
Walters, Cowboy
Wathen, Christian
Welch, Michelle
Weltz, Chris
W hite, Kelly
Wilburn, Kris tie
Wilder, Chuck
Wi lliams, Sande
Williams, Tom
Wi lson, Kristen
Wi lson, Pam
Winebarger, Kristel
Wood, Armand
Woods, Grayson
Worley ,Kim
Wyatt, David
York,Gerry
York, Jackie
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The American Dream
by Steve Leasure

Is this w hat Ja mes Carroll meant w hen he wrote
"the d efinition of success is the ability to live all
of your tomorrows today?"
Pltoto by Gediyon Kiffe

But what is the American Dream?
Is it the fleeting reflection of purpose and understanding that dashes from the palette onto the canvas
or the unmistakable light of genius that comes from
long hours of studying?
Can it mean smiling whenever you have a chance
to smile or breaking into song w hen your heart is
Plio to by Univers ihJ Pho to Lab

about to explode with love or laughter?

Wha t is the definition of this dream that lives in your
heart of hearts?
Is it standing in the garden of the minds of others
while planting your own seeds of thoughtful invention? Or perhaps, it is discovering a special major or
a class or a paradise lost between the covers of a
Milton Epic?

Yes, it is all of these and more.
It is understanding that life is a wonderful rainbow

of moments.
It is dancing the waltz of perfection with someone

special, celebrating the journey, embracing the silence, living, learning and loving. This is the American

Dream.
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■ It's more than meets
: the eye ... lt's

.

: uncanny...
: Dawn of Hope "Canned Food Drive•

: Way Out For...
: United Way

: Giving Life ...
: Red Cross blood drive volunteers

: Helping Teachers ...
: Adopt a school in the works

: Tiny Rewards ...
■ Toys for Tots and Holiday on Campus for
: underprivi leged chi ldren

: Community Minded ...
: Buffalo Mountain clean-up day, Adopt a
: Highway a~d Adopt a Spot for a cleaner
■ Johnson City

..
.

: For the Fami ly...
• Mother and baby supplies donated to
: Johnson City Health Clinic

: Being Role Models ...
: Johnson City Boys and Girls Club

: Brightening Days ...
: Visiting local N u rsing H omes

Being in Alpha Delta Pi means cherished traditions and campus invo lvement. It is a sororihJ
where you develop values and friendships that ...

~ast a Zifetime
Alpha Delta Pi
PH
Each November, Alpha Delta
McDonald House which provid
out of town to receive medical
Locally, ADPi sponsors "Gir
and monitor child ren on playg
fest for the fra ternities.

5
The most antici pated for
Informally, the sorority
celebrated Homecoming ·
popular events included D
crazy Watermelon Bust.

k-a-thon that benefits the Ronald
or fa milies w hose children must go

5
ebra ted a t the end of the year.
I-A-Date Party. They also
won second place. Other
eak and the always-fun and

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL: Melinda Owens, Stephanie Gillespie, Angela Patterson, Yolanda
Tam, Jackie Payne, Melanie Bowen and Lora lee Keenan.

FRONT: Whitney Romanowski
Broome, Blake Hutchins,
Mullins, Tonya Quimby,
Blossom, Jennifer Barhart,

The Celebration: Alpha Delta Pi's 40!1
Bid Day for Alpha

Meredith Grey,Amy Light, Stephanie Pitts, Melanie Bowen, Loralee Keenan,StephanieGillispic, Yolanda Tam, Angela Patterson, Melinda Owcns,Jacqui Payne, Kristin
Amy Wooten and Hannah Taff. BACK: Jamie Winston, Myra Tweed, Beki Thorpe, Jennifer Herald, Lori Fletcher, Anna Darnell, Sarah Howell, Christy Gallaher, Lori
Amy Gerlach, Laura Beth Stubbs, Anna Broome, Christy Blankenship, Kristi Brock, Keri Anne McClain, April Mcinturff, Brenna Bevins, Sara Pitts, Beth ]ones, Lindsey
Janet Gilbert and Kris Weigel.

Anniversa ry Homecoming Tea
Delta Pi in September
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Alpha Xi Delta
PHl~/.;;~THROPY
Natio nall y, Alpha x·
theme, "Choose Chi!
Locally, the sororit
of champion fund-ra
emergency shelter of
Many socials sett
Diamond Ball whi ch
Alpha Xi Delta al
Still, another high!
the overall competiti

hich help children, hence the

by holding the tournament
up also supports the local

rmal event was the Pearl &
C.
City in the Garden Plaza.
mecoming where they won

FRONT: Melanie Griffin,
Dyan Corey. MIDDLE:
Smith, Kim Poston, Becky
Jennifer Mabe, Cara Stie

Ali Morrell, Sarah Novkov,
Heather Hickman, Jennifei

EXECUTIVES: Melanie Griffin, Leah McGaffee, Stephenie Greene, Kristi Robinson, Kristen
W indham, Amy Murrin, Becky McCroskey, Kenya Waddell, Dyan Corey

SOME DAYS A DIAMOND, Some of Alpha
1994's Pearl & Diamond Ba ll.

Leah McGaffee, Monica Tackett, Stepha nie Greene Kristi Robinson, Kristin Windham, Amy Murrin, Becky McCroskey, Kenya Waddell and
Christy Lane, Kim Conner, Jennifer Brad y, Holli Erwin, Alyssa Waddell, Tiffa ny Bowyer, Crystal Owens, Lesa Kesling, Ashly Honaker, Jennifer
Bowers, Crista l Collins, Robin Greer, Amy Meyers, Amanda Clark, Meredith Estes and Kim Wetlaufer. BACK: Amy Arnold, Elke Pierson,
ler, Shannon Craig, Hea ther Ball, Ju lie Martin, Jenny Snow, Sara h Jones, Jamie Perkins and Mary Joe Brooks. NOT PICTURED: Sarah Bellamy,
Megan Henderson, Jennifer Houston, Jennifer Gilliam, Janies Wisniewski, Kristy Calloway, Vicki Lambert, Alison Brooks, Shannon Farmer,
McIntosh, Melanie Stallard, Ca nd y Yerran, Chera Thomas and Mindy Stanley

Xi Delta's jewels make a glittering picture at April

POOLS IDE: Enjoying the life, liberty and the pursuit of fu n on a warm afternoon

The qualities of being a sister of Kappa Delta are the same qualities that make up
Southern sti1le and ...

Southern Tradition

Kappa
Delta
PHILANTHROPY
Kappa Delta provides
its members with high
standards and values
that guide their lives
not only during their
college years, but also
in the years beyond.

JM

Being a part of Kappa Delta is an exc itin g way of deve loping
li fe long fri end ships that build character and academic exce ll ence. It
is about carin g fo r others and being a part of the local and campus

communit y.

FRONT: Ashly Hall, Delena
Jennifer McCreary, Misty
Robin Campbell and Mere
Frey, Kristi Hutson, Kara

Kappa Delta's nati onal philanth ropy su pports the Nationa l Committee for the Preventi o n Aga inst C hild Abuse. One way the group
raises money for thi s special cause is the See-Saw-a-Thon that it has
for -- a long -- 48 hours eac h March.
KD's local philanthropy is built around help ing out with the
spec ial ed ucati on classes at Town Acres School. They also enj oy
doing litt le things that seem to mean a lot to the chi ldren , such as
surpri sin g them with candy at Hall oween and Easter.

SOCIAL EVENTS
This year Kappa Delta's White Rose Formal was held at the

Greeneville Country Clu b. They also joined with Sigma Chi fo r a fun
and eventfu l mi x call ed Heaven and Hell and had a Hall oween mix
with TKE. The sorority had its C hristmas Party with Sig ma Phi
Epsilon where they gave toys to some local children.
Kappa Delta celebrated and supported Ho mecomi ng ' 94 with
Sigma Chi. The group also won first place with S igma C hi in Derby
Days and in th e Watermelon Bust with Lambda Chi Alpha.

Rachael Hager,
Christmans

Francis, Kelly Roberson, Kelly Dowling, All ison Sanderson, Tiffany Wolfe, Rachael Hager, Lisa Suttles, Monica Fleener, April France and Karen Campbell. MIDDLE:
Kistner, Robyn Bailey, Alison McCa ha, Ma rcy Campbell, Caytie Mills, Becky Clark, Christi Cook, Jennifer Lott, Tiffany Beard, Melanie McBride, Tiffany Sushka,
dith Blankenship. BACK: Dana Parkinson, Christy Yonz, Julie Blevins, Michelle Shorter, Laney Palmieri, Anna Schwalb, Traci Strohm, Ashley Hannon, Mary Beth
Underpool, Erin Pardue, Merdith Hipple, Jennifer Fox, Jancey Gwinn, Heather Morris, Lee Corie Crow.

Christi Cook and Kami Kimbrell at the Kappa Delta
party.
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Sigma Kappa is a place where a woman is accepted and loved for who she is, where
she develops a special bond withiti a ...

family of Sisters
Sigma Kappa
PHILANTHROPY
Sigma Kappa donates time and money 10 both local and national chariti es. For one week during each semester. the sorority
sell s lollipops in its "Lick Alzheimer's" campai gn, and as a result or this week or giving, Sigma Kappa donates more money
lo Alzheimer's research than any other group in the nation.
Locally, the women of Sigma Kappa are envi ronmenlally consc ious. Their "Inherit the Earth" phi lanthropy incl udes
recycling and beauti fi cation projects both o n campus and in John son C ity.
During C hristmas each year. Sigma Kappa's "Holiday on Campus" is a delight fo r some area children. Games and free
Christmas stocki ngs are all part of the fun.

SOCIAL EVENTS
This year Sigma Kappa's Whi le Rose Formal was held at the Greenev ille Country C lub. The sorority also j oined with
Sigma C hi for a run and eventful mix call ed Heaven and Hell and had a Halloween mix with TKE . The group had a Chri stmas
Party with Sigma Phi Epsilon where they gave toys to some local ch ildren.
The sorority ce lebrated and supported Homecoming ·94 with Sigma Chi. Sigma Kappa also won first place with Sigma
Ch i in the Derby Days and in the Waterme lon Bust with Lambda Ch i Alpha.

FRONT: Christy Haws,

Andrea Martin, TracyGouge
Erwin and Shannon Prire.
Moon, Sara Ford, Sarah ElliCM, '
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Sabita Lawson and Tracy Gouge on Bid
Day, Sept. 11 , 1994

Meredith Scarbrough, Regina Southerland, Aimee
Johnston, Kim Hensley on a boat near Hilton Head

, Kristen Gaines, Marissa Booker, Michelle Summers, Paige Campbell, Melissa, Bohanor, Donna Sweeney, Tessie Liter, Kelly Price, Lori Casey, Rebecca Williams, Shira Hartsook,
- and Jennifer Mays. MIDDLE: Kathryn Taylor, Amira Harb, Tonia McDaincl, Amy Jarvis, Jennifer Henley, Tricia Tumer, Katrina Pennington, Sandy Lever Misty Wyatt, Tonya
BACK: Gail Ball,Shannon Rose, Kristen Farmer, Tori lrvinc, Jennifcr Bclcher,ShirlieSidwaney,Chante\l Jastal, Allyson Reed, Jessica Carpenter, Meredith Scarbrough, Wendy
Toni Montgomery, Sabita Lawson, Sonya Gray, Kim Patterson and Amy Sanders

Wampler, Jessica Carpenter, Stacie
Island

BACK: Tonia McDaniel, Amira Harb, Tracy Gouge, Kathryn Taylor, Vonda Cox, Sabita Lawson
and Sha nnon Rose FRONT: Sma Ford and Meredith Scarbrough o n Bid Day

Interfraternity [ouncil

The Interfraternity
Council of East Tennessee State University is
the governing body of
the campus' social fra•
ternities.
To ~,her,th Kand

The Inte rfraternity Council meets weekly in the Forum to discu ss upcoming events, policies
a nd other responsibilities w hile maintain ing a ne twork of informa tio n between each fra te rn ity.

Todd Quille n (center) keeps
o rde r in the council.

~
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the IFC has stressed the
importance of being
lead ers in academics,
diversification, social
life, politics, community responsibility
and campus involvement.

I.F.C. is m ade up of representa ti ve from Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Lambda Chi A lpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu,
Sig m a Phi Epsilon, Ta u Kappa Epsilon, Kappa Del ta Rho,

Kappa Alpha Psi

I Defining Brotherhood Through Tradition
6;~A
~f;,;~·
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tilpha Kappa Lambda
The Truth
&
The Word
FRONT: Brad Peer, Casey Price, Nilesh Patel,Jeff Neely, Michael Hatcherand Mitch Martin.
BACK: Ashish Pa tel, Shawn Burleson,Sa njay Patel,Jason Hutchinson, Tod d Russell, Kaivon
Kiumarsi, Eric Ford, Todd Dolan and Aaron W atler.

Alpha Kappa Lambda is enjoying the success of its first year
on campus. AKL takes pride in
its brotherhood on the East Tennessee State campus. In AKL,
brotherhood is more than just a
word; it is a way of life for their
fraternity -- "Affiliation Kindred
for Life."
With a promising future, the
brothers take time out from their
studies to have fun, help in the
community, enjoy Greek life and
build their own brotherhood.
By building brothe rh o od
through common threads and social events, AKL is building a
strong foundation for yea rs to
come.

Brothers enjoying their Monday football ritual.

The Gentleman's Fraternity

~1i~

-

Kappa~D
. - elia K~ .
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Honor Before
All Things
Founded on May 17, 1905, the
National Fraternity of Kappa
Delta Rho is a brotherhood that
has experienced phenomenal
growth during the past 20 years.
Th e motto "Honor Super Omnia'
reflects the highest standards of
respect, manhood and honor.

Front: Josh Ada m s, Jim Ta llma d ge, Kermit Tarver, Shawn Tho m ason, Rob Moffitt,
Sean Pitman, Brad Porte r a nd Be n Sirkne n Middl e: Rick Dooley, C had C ha mbers,
Phil Coe, Ada m Wa tson, C hris He lton a nd Brya n McDanie l Back: Jason Hogge, T y
DeVau lt, Richard Stil well, Matt Viers, Dustin Cagle, Jeff Hug hey and Da ivd Smith

The East Tennessee State chapter fo llows
. e standards

uni v
andin ..
Kappa
mfu rovidesio
members with the unique Of>
portun ity of being a part of its
rich and honorable traditionson
the East Tennessee State Uni•
versity campus.

·~~•-=-~~a•

OFFICERS: Josh Adams - secretary, David Smith - 1st Vice President, Rob MoffittPresident, Ty DeVault - 2nd Vice President a nd Richard Stilwell - Treasurer

PRII>E, FIC>~C>R.
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RESPECT

Theta Chi Chapter a I East Tennessee State University is known for its
good times and eventful social life.
The fraternity was, and continues to
be a leader in being a brotherhood
based on character, individuality and
a unique perspective on w hat campus

,. life should be.
Sigma Nu'sdiversegroupbelieves
in a close brotherhood. The fraternity The Sig ma Nu's looking for the ir falling leader, Mark Stump. (FRONT) Bacon Stump, Wynn
also believes it offers brothers an un- Stump, MeyerStump, Daddy Stump, Ray Charles Stump, Panamianian Stump, Beastie Stump,
conventional view of college life that Fred Stump, Thoughtful & Stylish Stump, Cookie Stump, Stump (BACK) Mudd Stump,
tump, Hairy Stump, Do S
·
mp, Suave Stump, Sli m St
·
on! based on di
· · . · n,

r

Sturn

i

Preside

tump,StatueStump, and

al

t
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includeshelpingout Jo nsonCity's
Hands On Regional useum and
hands-on service at Ashley Academy.
The group also realizes the importance of giving back to the nearby
campus community as is evident by
the weekly cleanup efforts on the "tree
streets" as well as helping out in the

downtown area.

A leader on the social calendar
since the mid-'70s, there is always
something happening at 519 West Pine
Street.

Mar

r

John

er

Paul

r

Geo
<Sharl

,
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Allyn Morrow just "Hang ing Out."

_Lambda Chi ttlpha
d

Since its founding, Lambda
Chi Alpha has prided itself in
the quality of its members.
The brothers of LCA believe
in getting involved in campus activities and in the preservation of it own traditions.
Lambda Chi Alpha is also
about change as it strives to
Fro nt: Rob Kid well, Keith Gra nt, Aa ron Barnett, Shawn O'Brien, Robbie Martin, Royce
constantl y improve and exFerguson, Matt Tipton, Chris Summey, Darren A kle n, James Ishee, Kevin Wright Back:
John Ingra m, Dan Crace, Ben Stilmart Brian Osborne, Dona ld McCarthy, Mark Nabors, pand on its past successes in
fraternity life.
Jason Hobbs, Mica Hendricks, Ja son Faddi s, Trey Strand, Bill Daidone, Matt Crawford
This success stems from the
unified effor ts by its motiva ted members.

Whether it's in athletics,
academics, campus involve-

ment, socials or fellowships
among its members, Lambda
Chi Alpha's reach for excellence is a foundation based
upon the strength and respect
for its brotherhood as well as
for others.
Lambda Chi Alpha is
proud of its support of SGA,
lFC and of community
projects.
OFFICERS: Matt Tipton, Scholastic, Chris Summey, Alumni, Aaron Barnett,
Social, Ben Stimart, Rush, Shawn O'Brien, Risk Management, Robbie Martin,
Presiden t, Keith Grant, Vice President, Royce Ferg uson, Secretary, Bill Daidone,
Treasurer, Eric Noe, Ritua list

Pr

AXA
rhood

Sig ma C hi 's tre m e nd o u s
so urce of broth e rhood di s ti ng ui s h s itse lf from o t
frate rni ·
Pro v
w ith a
foun
gro w
te rn it
ac · - - - - - ~
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ex
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its
toma
lege years.
N ationa ll y , S ig ma Chi
am o n g th e s tro n ges t frat e
nit ies, b oas tin g over 200 a
tive c hapte r s in 44 s ta t es.

Building Brotherhood Through Respect And Tradition

c>·UNIPf-·
Junior
Panhellenic
Council
Front: Ke lly Roberson V. P., Lisa
Kes lin g, Phil a n th o p y, La ura
BethStubbs, secretary, Wendy
Moon, Presid e nt, Michelle Sum•
mers, Treasurer, Monica Tackett,
Ad v isor Middl e: Ha nn a Taff,
Ma ri ssa
Boo ke r,
Katrina
Pennig ton, Sa rah Elliot, Traica
Turn er, da na Pa rkinson Back:
Heathe r Ma rris, Ma ry Beth Frey,
Ja mie Perkins, Be th Jones, Lindsey
Blossom, Amy Jarvis, Palmieri,
Ta ney Gwinn

Delta Sigma
Tau

Front: Canace Bey, Vanessa
Edwards, Yasham Hackler Back:
Yvette Grainger, Sherry Johnson

Panhellenic
Council
Executive Board
Front: Monica Tackett, Rachael

Hager, Jessica Johnson, Gail Ball
a nd Becky McCroskey Back: Sa•
rah Bellamy a nd Ad visor Alison

Parrish

Alpha Phi
Alpha

Anton io Adams, Allen Cook ,
Stephen Dixon, Scottie McConnell
and Lonnie Gudger

SGA
The Student
Government
Association

Meet the press
Pressing the issues

CAB
The campus activity board
that's entertainment

President's pride

SPJ
Society of Professional
Journalists

Black Affairs

The Voice of the
Being a member of the Stuoent Govemment Association entails more tlian the surface reveals. The
most basic, Y.et important, function of Stu ent Gov-

KNOWLEDGE•SERVICE•J USTICE

"It has been a great privilege
and honor to serve the students
of East Tennessee Sta te University for the past three years in
various SGA positions."
Pres. Keit/J Bowers

"Being a part of SGA has allowed me to make a difference
on our campus
Tonia McDaniel,

Secretary/Treasurer

"The reason I became involved
with SGA was to fi x some of the
problems tha t I saw on our campus."

Senator Pern; Hodge
"I enjoy being a part of SGA
because it a ll ows me the
opportuity to give something
back to the university and its
students."

Senator Vonda Cox

TRADITIO N

impro e as many areas of student life as possi\5le.
The mostimportant p.art of.being a SGA member
is remembering that you're part of the ETSU forum
and that you're tfiere to represent all students.
T o of the members ip's mostrecent and crowning
acl\.ievements were the installation of the ATM outside Culp Universil}\ Center and the placement of
p otocopy machines in both the Sam Wilson and
Rogers-Stout halls.
wee!<:, working to
obtain a university savings card, bringing the Chrysler
Drunk Driv" ng SJm_ulato.i:,mi,_the_EI S U campus and
assistance in the process of bringing more lighting to
But tlie Student Goviemment Association's work
has
already in progress for ne"1t year's improvements as
S A continues to strive to improve the quality of
oampus life for its op.ulatio , the students.

FRONT Mad

Sabita Lawson
PRESIDENT
Brian Russell,

Student Body ___

Scott, Dave Weill, Stacey Safran, Kris Weigel, Melinda O wens, Lora lee Keenan, SECRETARY / TREASURER Tonia McDanie l, Tracy Gouge,
Merdith Scabrough, Shannon Rose, Monica Tackett, Vonda Cox, Alyssa Wadd ell, She rri Ba ir, Kathryn Taylo r and Allison Schug, BACK: VICE
Rob Kidwell, Scott Cauley, Keith Grant, Matt Crawford, Ron Whitt, Stephen Dixon, ADV ISOR Dorman Stout, Camden Skidmo re, Perry Hodge,
Jason Berry, Derrick Tarr, PRESIDENT Keith Bowers, Lanny Rogers, Mark Beaty, Mark Nabors and Wayne Brady

Tonia McDaniel - secretary/ treasurer, Keith Bowerspresident and Rob Kid well - vice president

-. .

. -·. ,,

CA BI N ET: Dave Weill 111, Stacey Sa fran , She rri Bain, Tracy Gouge, Sabita

Lawson and Keith Grant

....... ' ., ..

Residence Hall ils~aciati~tl
A home
away from
home

Back: Crystal Nash, Renee Cou ch, Emi ly McMurray, Tricia Sud brink, Ke llie Smith,
C had Brow n, Dai vd Sayers, Ro na ld Whitt, Mark Beaty a nd Den nis Butler Front:

Demetrius Jones, Bridgette Floyd, Amy Huff, Bevelene Wa llen, Lisa Keesling, James
Meek, Shamyla Tu cker, LaShand a Griffin, Cenise White, Karen Bosel and Debbie
Wolfe.

OFFICERS : Em ily McMurray - Secretary & Treasu rer, Kelly Smith - NCC
Trainee, James Meek - NCC and Debbie Wolf - President

CarterHall • F. Clement Hall • L. Clement Hall • CooperHall • Davis Hall • Dossett Hall • Ellington Hall • Luntsford
Apartments • McCordHall • Panhellenic Hall • Powell Hall • Stone Hall • West Hall • Yoakley Hall • Buccaneer Village
TRADITIO N
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The Black Affai rs Association encourages students of color to become
involved in various campus activities.
The primary purpose of the association is to provide a wholesome and
supportive environment for students
of color to get to know each other and
work on projects together.
Each year, the members of Black
Affairs participate in several major
events a nd activities sc hedu led
throughout the year. Special events
include activities to welcome new students, a celebration of the birthday of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., annual
campuswide picnic and seminars
addressing the diversity of campus.
Many other acti vities take place during the celebration of Black History
Month, including a musical production, "1001 Black Inventions" created
by Pin Points Theatre, a Multicultural
Career Fair, Gospel Extravaganza and
Black A ffairs provides a forum to address the concerns of people of color w hil e encouragi ng
a semi-formal dance.
its me mbers to become more invo lved in a ll campus activities.
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Executive Board: Oneida Harris - V.P., Marie Pe ter - Sec.,
Sherrii Richardson - P.R., and Cenise White - Pres. (not
pictured ) Benita Nance - Tres.

Laura Te rry, director of multicultural a ffairs a nd Benita
Na nce a t a Black Affairs meeting

Association
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"No act of honor or trad imatter how small, is ever
William McCarthy

"The essence of tradition
ity to look beyond today."

Steve Leasure

Eddie Reed Ranger Company

"H e w ho pro fits most,
best."
A.F. Sheldon
"My strength is as the
ten, because my heart is

A lfred , Lord Tennyson

BAC K: Robert Baily, Will Brown , Derek Chrisiensen, Lawrence House, Clint
Wooten Stacy Ca rter a nd Bobby Lee . FRONT: John Neal, Jon Gutierrez , Steve

"Tradition is the music, ropoetry of history. It is meant
lifetme. No, it is meant to
tion into generation ."

Sams, Tom Evans and Grady Bell.

Psi Chi

Yoakley

Kristi Robe rson, Ch ris Rhudy , Vice President Karen Phelps, President Joy

Drinnon, Craig Rogers and Treasurer James Gladson.
Be rhan Desta, Hong Deng, Suzanne
Quisenberry, Amy Huff.
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lion,

rwasted ."

no

is one's abil-

se rves

the

streng th of
pure."

ma n ce a nd
to las t a
I last genera-

Hall

l Jackson , Stephanie Tidwell , Amy

BAC K: Julie Boyett, Sharon Holly, Robert Baily, Will Brown, Derek Christensen, Steve
Sams , Stacy Carter, John Neal, Robert Stewart and Quinten Fulgham. FRONT: Lawrence
House, Patrick House , Tom Evans, Jon Gutierrez, Robert Morris, Grady Bell and Lu is
Oakley

American
Marketing
Association
FRONT: Jeff Smith, Vikki Neil,
Scott Higgs, Kara Hayedorn, Meg
Strand, Britney Cante, Lucy Howell
BACK : Tim Patrick, Ed
Schereiken, Angela Hammonds,
Gina Larkin, Linda Tolly, Michelle
Hayes Steve Watkins , and Wayne
Henry.

Der Deutsche
Klub
BACK: MartinSmith, ScottBemis,

Erin Oestreich, Professor Jon
Smith , Ray Flana ry, Steve
Hubbard and Professor Al Tirman
FRONT: Sam Fugarino, Tammy
Sadakne, Lori Kleineick, Profes•
sor Erika Nolan, Professor Christa
Hungate , Professor Naoko
Suesada and Keith Wolverton.

Kappa
Omicron Nu
Paula Stewart, Melissa Oliver,

Jenny Snow, Jennifer Burleson,
Linda Oliva, Linda Jolly.

Alpha Sigma
Lambda
FRO NT: JenniferWilliams, September Brown , Lora Edwards, Andrea
Keys, Cathy Ashburn and Steven
Bader. BACK : Carla Warner ,

Kathleen Grover, Susan Beyer, and
James Wa rren .

Student
Advisory
Committee
BACK: John Stewart , Carol Hilliard,
Mack Scott Judy Metcaff, Jennifer
Williams and Carla Warner FRONT:
Sam Todaro, Rebecca Gtiserman,
Sharon Riddle, Frank Jones and
Barbara Harris

Volunteer
ETSU
Monica Tacket, Mary Lee Stewa rt,
Janie Wisniewski Janice Crisp,
Jacqui Payne, Eric Bowman.

East
Tennessean
Fall Semester
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BACK: Chris Owen , Scott
Braswell, David Odom , Brian
Smith and Steve Leasure Front:
Jonathan Crain, Tad Dickens, Beth
Cromer, Tunisia Grant, Karen
Pierce , Kri sti Nelson , Kristen
Johnson, Kelty Kuczko and Joel
Davis

Criminal
Justice
Society
FRONT: Nicholas Carimi, Jay
Hamilton , Mary Vance , Kevin
Martin and Stephanie Frederick•
se n. BACK: Andrew Gibbons,
Michael Collins, Patrick Buchanan,
Melody Newman, Laura Hensley,
Matt Timmerman and Tonia
McDaniel.

Alpha
Sigma
Iota
FRONT: Donnie Merritt, David
Jenkins, Shi ra Hartsook, Jolrl

Doyle and James Allen BACK:
Michael Jackson, Bart Moffit,
ADVISOR : T ammy Hayes,
Angie Ba rker and Theresa Wes!
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G a mma
Beta Phi

Front: Amber Holmes and Kelly
Shubert Back: Julie Tennyson ,
Melissa Cosby and Amy Huff

Beta Alpha
Psi
FRONT: Christine Jackson, Valerie
Martin , Damain Minczeski and 1
Sharon King. BACK: Ray Boswell,
Mike McDougall, Kathy Smith, Kim
Nichols, Heather Graham, Lara

Strand, Dawn Bains, Joe Gonzales,
Stacey Safran, MikeSchamblin and
Darrol Nichels.

Intervarsity
Christian
Fellow-s hip
Nada AI-Timimi, Darrell Wilson,
Trever Keenan , Jeanie Baird, Suzi
Slaug hte r William Heaton ,
Heather McCulloch and Amy
Reece

Kappa Mu
Epsilon

Professor Lyndell Kerley - sponsor, Carl Menako - treasurer, Lucas
Vandermerwe, Brian Heaton- V.P.
and Becky Sweeny - President

Campus
Activities
Board
Front: Mary Lee Stewart, Jolien

McDonnell , Monica Tackell,
Michael Warren , Janice Crisp,
Chad Brown, Jane Anne Hill, Jan
Phi llips - Adviser Back: Brian
Ackley , Amber Ackley , Juston
Shutts and Brian Russell

Pre-Law

Society

Tammy Wilson, Angela Coving·
ton,SteveConzett-program chair
Sam McKins try - adviser, Jor.
Grayson and Jason Berry

Advertising
Club

Jerome Kinnard , Lisa Baggett, Jeff
Gurley, Marissa Bellamy, Sherry
Fritts and David Frazier

National
Association of
Black
Journalists
Robert Ba iley - treasu rer, Casa ndra
Cowan - secretary, Corey Summers Parlia me nta rian,Ged iyon Kifle- V.P.,
Tammie H ayes - Ad viser a nd Scottie
McConne ll

President's
Pride
Front: Jo hn Nea l - Director, Monique
Young - Sec. Yo na lda Ta m, Julie
Tennyson, Meche lle Bro wn, Ke ith
Bowe rs, To nia McDaniel, Keri Kinser,
Rob Kidwe ll, Tracy Gouge, Mered ith
Sca rbough, Joe Smith -Ad viser Back:

Fred Sauceman, Jerome Kinnard, Joe
Casey, Paul Elliott, A nja nette H a rris,
Leig h Litch fie ld , Julia nne Savage,

Loalee Keenen, Jon Grayson, Paige
Campbell, Kari Ensminger, Melissa
Grimm, Bernad ette Hackworth, Keith
Gran t, Sabita La wson, Stacey Safra n,
President Roy Nicks

Physics

Club

Carl Menako, Joyce Dye and
professor Gary Henson

International Student Organization
FRONT: Sea mus Power, Hao Z he, Sri nivasa "Roa" Patiband la, Thiruvengadam Ramanathan, Su meet Grover, Antonio Serrate,
Gustavo Perziano and Carlos Preciado M IDDLE: Denis Barry, Amine Tekestebrhan, Anjali D'Souza, Anlong Huang, Ruixue
"Sherry" He, Hong Deng, Chun Fang "Christine" Wang, Q ian "Sissy" Wang, Mad ha vi Rathnaraj,Shu Hsa "Sherri" Hsieh, Aprajita
Arora, Mona Sethi, Lucy Njorge, Poloko Keabaabetswe, Mustafa Aksaka l, Ying-Xin Wang BACK: Yi Ya ng,C hao-Hsia ng "Billy"
Yang, Guyong Wang, Jong Kim, Rajiv Gupta, Nithianandan Alwarappan, Prad eep Sanka ranthi, Shrid ar Pandari, Shridar
Pandari, Venkatesh Krishnamoorthy, Mandeep Singh, Thiagaraja n Subramanian, Samuel Thompson,Janice Howell, Getachew
Begashaw, Jaydeep Thacker, Delevantie Brown, Melony McKenzie, Jianlin Chen, Maria Costa, Gu an Seng Wee, Ramprasad
Copa Ian, Yihong Gu, Jeff Besken, Henry An tkiewicz, Huaping Wu, Hai Wang and Pearl Ume-Nwagbo

Alpha Lambda Delta
Striving

for
Excellence
Alpha Lambda Delta has
been rewarding excellence in
classroom achievement for
more than 70 years. As the
national freshman academic
honor society, ALD's 214
chapters honor and promote
academic diversity.
This tradition of excellence
continues at East Tennessee
State University as the campus' chapter promotes the
ideas, strengths and convictions of each of its members.
Each yea r, the chapter's
members participate in several workshops and programs
designed to enhance their
communication and leadership skills.
Alpha Lambda Delta is also
dedicated to the commitment
and spirit of service while offering each of its member the
opportunity to serve others in
many ways.
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FRONT ROW: Monica Tackett - President, Brian Russell, Brett Bilbrey, William Da idone,
Alyssa Waddell, Eric Bowman, Han s Bossin, Amy Jo Walden BACK ROW:Mary Lee
Stewart- Vice President, Marcia McMurray-secretary, W endy Nea l, Helen Hollingsworth
- ADV ISER, Crystal Nash, Bernadette Hackworth, Jennifer Worley

CABINET : Marcia McMurray, Monica Tackett a nd Mary Lee Stewa rt

=-=-=-

A lpha Lambda D elta is based upon the principles of
achievement and accomplishment while encouraging academic ex cellence and intelligen t liv ing.
ALPHA
LAMBDA
DELTA

vid W.Jones
ays Suitable For Framing

Parks Belk
Dressed to Kill

ennesst:te Teacher's
Credi____,__
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The Real Thing
The Only Thing

K
CAMPUS DINING SERVICE
"SERVING AMERICA'S FINEST STUDENTS"

PAI\

TIAC •BUICK• GMC TR
JOHNSON CITY, TN

We shall provide the very best vehicle service
and sales experience for our customers.
11
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OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9AM~9PM • SUNDAY 1PM-6PM

542-2187 • 928-7359 • ' 928-7831

Parks Belk
East TeV\V\essee State u\V\iVel-'4sity

' The Mall at 3ohV\soV\ City

282-2011
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GET

INTO

SHAPE

!ffinancial fitness is your goal,

come to

Tennessee Teachers C,·edit Union .

staff, administ.-a tors, as well as faculty...

ans, lines of credit and n ow

For Credit Union membersbip call or stop by:
D.P. Culp Cente,; East Ten n essee State University, 929-4423

[I Termessee Teachers Credit Union
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COMPANY, INC.
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS
SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION
COMMUNITY FOR 50 YEARS

1945-1995

BENNI GAN'S
11

Proud supporters of
the Bucs for 12 years

11

725 W. Walnut St.
Johnson City, TN 37605-1 735
: 615-928-7373
: 615-928-5761 FAX
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CLOTH I ERS

Classic Clothing
for Men & Women
•••
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Lunch Buffet $4.29
Di nner Buffet $5 .29
All You Can Eat

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

5 Lunch Specials Da il y
I
I
Monday thru Friday
I
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
I
I
I
I
2116 North Roan Street
I
I
Johnson City
I
Accepting Applications
I
Monday thru Friday 3 p.m. to 4 p.m .
I
2614 N. Roan St. (next to Wal-mart)
Phom· I 615) 282-J~S I
I
Johnson City, TN 37605
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~' L ________ 615-282-504l _______ _J

Formal Wear
Tuxedo Rental

A.D. Fletcher's Store
Stoney Creek Highway
Elizabethton, TN

VCR & STEREO LAB
109 C Broyles Dr.

Johnson City, TN 37601

AMOCO GAS
DELI

615-282-3979
FREE ESTIMATES

Burlington Klopman Fabrics
2203 McKinley Road
Johnson City, TN 37604

00

(615) 926-8107

D.J.'s

Elizabethton
Federal
Main Office, 112-114 N. Sycamore St., Elizabethton, 543-5050
Bemberg Rd. Branch, 400 Bemberg Rd ., Elizabethton, 543-6612
Mountain City Office, 317 W. Main St., Mtn. City, 727-7719
Johnson City Office, 304 Sunset Dr., Johnson City, 282-1707

Elizabethton Fed eral Serving The Area Since 1937
Member FDIC

~{?~
Johnson City Cardinals
A St. Louis Cardinals affiliate

~~-

··--·
RISI

Member FDIC

Equal Housing Lender• MOST & C IRR US Networks

FIRST AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
Offices with Anytime Bankers
JOCY ......................... 282-7629
North Johnson City Office JOCY ... 282-7629
Umversuy Office .............. 282-7664
Jonesborough Office JOCY ....... 282-7650
East

;D~!!!~~~Y?i~
282-5510

•

1904 Knob Creek Road
Landmark Village
Johnso n City, Tennessee 37604

w~rri::

o}ti:l t~vime Ban~rl-7657

• Custom Framing
• Do-It-Yourself Framing
• Fine Art Prints
Bristol Highway (Next to Food City)
Johnson City, TN 37615
6 15-282-0842

across from Mahoney's

Hours: 9:30-5:30 Monday-Saturday
Open until 8 p.m. Thursday

GOOD FOOD AND GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

Furniture And Tire World

SPECIALS EVERYDAY

I

Highway 91 N • Near Hunter Bridge

"
~ {,--.~
. _I

Down To Earth Pr ices

Furniture
Shire l Pierce
T ires
543-4312
Owner
543-565 7
Amy Carrie r, Mg r.
Joey Ca rrier, Mgr.

603 W. Walnut St. • John son City, TN 37604 • 6 15-929-0206

Lawson and Frizzell
CERTIFIED PUBLIC A CCOUNTANTS

DONNIE WILLS -- Branch Manager
RODNEY EMMERT ·· Assistant Branch Manager
SCOTT BOWERS •• Sales
SONY A LA WSDN ·- Sales

ThotAin e.nte l"pl"ises1 Jnc.
P.O. BOX 3098 CRS
2319 BROWNS MILL ROAD -- LOWER LEVEL
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 37602

3933 MEMORIAL BL VD.
KINGSPORT, TN 37664
247-1930 or 247-6106

615-282-0478

iii.
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Pizza/

THE REAL POOL & SPA PEOPLE

•

801 West Walnut St.
Johnson City, TN 37601
434-2424

3006 E. OAKLAND A VE.
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601

282-66 1 I

The Trophy 6hop, Inc.
since 1981

PHIL VITTETOE
Owner
(6 15) 282-3535
(615) 282-0251
(800) 782-1 265

2220 N. Roan St.
Johnson City, TN 37601

For special group rates contact James Glover

Pep Screen Printing
I

1306 West "G" Street
Elizabethton, TN 37643
615-543-4939

t o the 9"ad1Aatin9 class of

1995
lmprint--T-shirts, caps, jackets, uniforms, etc.
Ad specialities--in-house artist, computer graphics and desig
Fully automated to do volu me and piece work

r---------------------------------------------,

Sii>S,M
Payment Systems

SPS Payment Systems is a leader in the industry and the community. We offer
challenging, growth-oriented opportunities and welcome enthusiastic
team players.

Paid Vacation, Holidays, Personal Time
401 (k) Profit Sharing Plan
Pension Plan
Medical and Dental Insurance
Group Un iversal Life Insurance
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Tuition Reimbursement

APPLY AT OUR GRAY OPERATION CENTER LOCATED OFF 1-181 EXIT 42

For more information on current job openings, call our Employmemnt Hotline
at 615-477-6956.

We are an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer
M /FNID

L---------------------------------------------
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· ~ Pe,fumery
&Boutique

* Custom-Blended Perfumes
* Women's Apparel
* Jewelry & Accessories
* Specialty Gifts
* Customer Services

2020 Northpark, Suite 1-B-2
(Behind the Johnson City Mall)
Johnson City, TN 37604
615-926-6565

Kathy Blalack-Dengler, Owner

DAVID W. JONES
PHOTOGRAPHY

615-288-5082

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Epilogue

Think of me as
a book.

--Not tobe
judged by its cover.

For the past eight months, I've lived on a literary fa ult line known as the 1995 Buccaneer.

During that time, the ground shook as I hid beneath my desk waiting for the big one - but it
never came.

I have survived.
Yes, I have sur vived the deadlines, photo s hoots, typos, crazy fonts and stress. I have

survived it all.
For me, it's been a year of great expecta tions. It has been the best of times and the worse
of times. (Where the Dickens have I heard that one?)
At its worse, it meant working 80 to 100 hours per week. It meant being rude, obnoxious,

impa tient and all those other weaknesses born from stress.
It was me at my worst.
At its best, it meant being the campus his torian for a year and giving the stud ents
something special, som ething lasting, a celebration of East Tennessee State Un iversity.
It meant honoring old traditions like homecoming and trying to discover new ones such
as ETSU's commitment to celebrating the individual.
Most of all, being editor meant pu tting the romance and the tradition back into the
yearbook.
But this romantic journey back to tradition couldn't be possible w ithou t the companionship of others.
First and foremost, I would to thank my staff. Each of you broug ht a specia l quality to this
year's Buccaneer that no other yearbook has ever captured.
I would also to thank a ll the people, a ll of the unsu ng heroes, w ho made this edition of the
Buccaneer possible. Nearly every day, I met someone w ho played a special role in putting this
book together.
To Candy, l just want to say "thanks" fo r everything. I'll always remember you for your
efficien cy, organizational talents, refreshing honesty and for your black leather pants. You're
a special person to know.
Lise, thank you for believing in me in the good times, but especially through the bad times.
Also, I wou ld like to extend a special thanks to the Student Government Associa tion for the ir
immeasurable support a nd to the 2,000 s tude nts w ho purchased the yearbook. I hope we've
created something that you'll want to own forever.
Respectfully yours,

Steve Leasure

BU~~ANEER •~
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Steve Leasure
STAFF MEMBERS
Cynthia Atkins
Teresa Canter
Brian Chandler
Gediyon Kiffe
Angelia Lewis
Chris Owens
Leslve Peters
Mereditfi Scarbrough
Cathy Wagner
CONTRIBUTORS
Kristen Gaines
Lori Hamilton
Kelly Kuczko
David Livesay
James Price
Brian Smith
Cara Stieler
Corey Summers
Jennifer York
ADVISER
Lise Cutshaw
OFFICE MANAGER
Candy Naff

0he 83rd volume of East Tennessee State University's Buccaneer
was produced br, a staff of all full-time students. The executive
editor is responsible for the content of the book.
0he Buccaneer is a self-supporting ~roduct, receiving iust
$1,500 from the university. This year s book was pre-sold to the
students ond alumni at o cost of S25.

cl\l

o portion of this book may be reproduced without the written consent of ETSU Student Publications.
PRODUCTION: The 272-poge book was produced on three
Macintoshes (a IICX, PowerMoc and LCIIII, using Pagemoker 4.2

and 5.0, Freehand 3.1, Photoshoi> 2.5 and Microsoft Word 5.0.

I
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Pages were submitted on disk one! hard copy to Josten's Publishing Co. in Clarksville, Tenn., using their YearTech software with
the ossistonce of Josten's representative Donny Boring. The press
run was 1,700.
CONCEPT: The concept of Southern Tradition wos designed and
developed by executive editor and the adviser. Their concept
includes the cover, the introduction, the endsheets, divider pages
and magazine-style format.
TYPE: The iypefoces for the majority of the body copy were 10point Polot,no, Helvetica and Times. Present Script was the main
font in the Southern Heritage section. Photo credits were 8-point
Polotino italic. Headline sizes and fonts varied widely throughout
the book.

I

PHOTOGRAPHY: Photographs were taken by the Buccaneer staff,
using Kodak T-MAX 400 and 3200 film. Introduction photos were
taken by University Photo Lob. AH other photography, processing
and printing was performed by Buccaneer staff, unless otherwise
designated.
BUDGET: The 1995 Buccaneer was printed at a cost of $35,000.
Operating costs were about $8,000.

ADVERTISING: All ads were sold by Buccaneer staff.

""""'
0he bock cover was photographed by
broadcasting major Gediyon Kille in October
1994. The design and concept were developed
by the executive editor and the adviser.
0he two ETSU students featured in the photo,
taken besicle the stream which runs through
campus, are theatre major C. Paige Campbell
and criminal justice major William Simerty.

